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FOREWORD 

With the present issue the Presidency College Magazine, which first 
appeared in November 1914, completes its fifty-eighth year. It is now older than any 
of us in the College and has become an institution by itself. I wish it many 
more years of prosperity. 

The Magazine is appearing after three years. A break in its life is not 
unprecedented : there had been no publication during the greater part of the 
Second World War. This time the reasons were somewhat different and rather 
unfortunate, but I am sure the Magazine will from now on continue to appear 
uninterruptedly and maintain its traditional reputation, though of course allowing 
for welcome novelties in changed circumstances. 

I must congratulate the Professor-in-charge, the Editor and the Publication 
Secretary on the rich fare they have provided. I would especially like to draw 
everyone's notice to the case which has been made out for the transformation 
of Presidency College first into an autonomous institution and then into a 
university. 

Perhaps I should stop now, remembering what Professor Kuruvilla 
Zachariah once wrote in a mood of charming cynicism : "Principals write 
serious 'forewords', but they fall as seed on stony soil and inspire neither reaction 
nor response" . Students nowadays are more alert than in the days of Zachariah 
and encourage optimism. They appreciate that the last five years have been 
momentous in the history of Presidency College in particular and West Bengal 
in general. The College has now entered upon a period of quiet and growth 
when teachers and students can unitedly look forward to a bright future. 

November 1972 
I 

P. C. Mukharji 

Principal, 

Presidency College. 
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'"~9fti5!, <lCCiJT~GGi'i : 

"Greek architecture is the best introduction to Greek tragedy". 

'1CCiJT~GCil'i '51TIC~Ryl"'!1 "!T<m!"f ~ 21hTI1G'i'!1 ~ ~ <I~ ~ 211'1C<P(;W 

r'fC<P \!lc~, '3TID ~ ~ i5'9f'!1 G'f~ m ~~-
"He looked at the temples from a distance and saw them whole. He almost 

unconsciously got into the habit of looking at a temple as one whole". 
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\!ll"~~ ~"~" ~ 1 ~TG'fQ r&i5GM'!1~1Cil ~ ~'!'if '1z~~ 
'1~~ \!lffi <400 ~~ ~'9f'f ·-e G~ '9fTOJ ~I '!>1'!1<11'11'1'\ \5li~IG'1'!1 
G~~<l G<r'i" <ffilm fqr:~T~GCil'i , _,~ ~ ~ T<l"~T'!1 rm, \!l*r' ~~ 'j'f~~ 
~~'1'1~ ~~Xf I m 2liGiS1T\Si1 W"f<fG~~ \5~JfJ'fi<fTG'T ~~ ~~'iftrn 
~ ~ ~<fl t?TGf'-!.3 -r:q·~ : 

"Maurice Hewlett, travelling in Epirus, wrote home, referring to the wild 
flowers in the mountains, they are exquisite, not exalted, very frugal like all 
Greek beauty. The one word 'frugal' and all that it implies make Greek art 

Greek." 

?:<T-C<JIFT '!11)~ GGi~ ~'if\3 '51"1~~?\!)~ \!ll"~ T~T'-!3 G~ ~ <!'@ ~ 
'j'fT~~ '9fTil~~\SGG1'!1 ~<fl ~Qff'9f'i" ~ <.51~ ~ '9fTXTT'9fTT~ \31~ <!'~ 
~\5l<m'f~'{3~~~~1~: 

"We must give up the fatal habit of reading poetry by the eye, for it is 

entirely ~\3 1" 

\5l 1Gi1<f.TI1"1 <lGG'fG~ : "What is the basic unit of the form of poetry ? 
The ultimate unit is sound ; the sound is the ultimate particle of poetic form ; 
the appeal of poetry is predominantly sensuous. While the logical part of the 
entity appeals to the mind, the manifold sensuous entity of poetry lies in the 

sheer sensuous appeal to the ear." 

~ '~ ~, ~~ Wil, <n~-<.51~ \!l<!SN<f<t> ~0'!1' l:1<1T'iT'1'ill'1 ~ 
<1'@ '!>IM'1:'1, ~ <.51~ ~ ~'1 ~' \!!~-~~ ~-T'1t:"'1G~~ ~'if 
~R T~Cii,R'i'!l WT"\S ~&I~GCil'!l ¢ G~'i" <.51~ ~'ifOO, ~~ ~ 

~';l 
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"''IM""!l1'!" l!l<!l m11M ~ ~11SI 9fQf~~ ~-15Isr ~ ~ '511CC'11 C<t' 
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He remarkably anticipates the modern abstract art movement. 
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"The last and perhaps the greatest of them all, and at whose feet I had the 
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T'>1rn~) <.El~ ~ \£!~ ~~~ ~<li I!!Tiw.r <rT~ T<i?[.CJ~ IC'1 I ~G"f Yiffi~~TJJ~<l> 
~'f ~ ~. 911~\!l l\'l''l<f.yfl ~'f 'B '"~ ~ <rT9 f• : <F-~1C~ ~ ~1 ,'-Xl ~ 'ml:'m'! 

N"f 91~( F\!) I 

~ -B ~ ~l:fl <rr ~ -B ~ ~'fl ~<rT'ifi~<il"i <1<l'!:t?1 m'f ~WI ~
\!l~a~<F- 'frn1 ~ <rEf \51 1C ?1<f.~I C '1 1 'f<i\!lG<tl <IT T~!f 'OfQ{~\5?:15, c<r~<i" <riT('!f'lj\!'; •I17°1<F- io;;T 

~' hili~ ~ (<rT"ID ~ ~~ '5f.Tifi'l1 factors of production 'OfT~~ "?~"rc~, 
'OfQfl~ ~cifr.:mn) ~ '51\!PT ~ 1 ~ \5l"lTR1 factors of proci ucLior: ~ 

capital <rr land -<!! ~ ~'B 'Of~lrf ~. ~~9fl1% 5[<!1 ffi~ 151"?1" ~ J'l"9fC<f.' Ji"9f~~{ 
~T-1 ~ I <.El~ ~ m m <fro '>11CJ <t>I'1J-B?1 ~' ~ ~l:fl ~ 
~ ~ m-;;f~'f I 

<.El~ 1'1<r.;T~<f?1 i51"'Jl'~ ~ CQfC<fl ~ C9fC\5 ~C'f 'OfT~~ lf:"ffi"?l" ~<rnr?1 <rEi 

~j~ ~ ~ I Jl~"!i ~<[ J'\W'1C$!?1 <f.q[ <ran ~~ \51{! ~~ <!CG"f ~ ~ rrT I 

"''X\!) ~~ \£!~ \£1<1> 9f<frrn m c<fC\5 ~ e<r~r~<i" '1lT$Ji'Bl Jj"9~cf' ~ <rrr<T 

~~ ~'fll <nf~ <rN JJm~ l!l<t> \51T'1~~l1l \5j"I'S'jj ~<r \'J !'1C\!l <rr'f1 ~r <rrn ~G"f 
~ 'OfT"?!" ~ ~9f'lf> ~K<! ~ ~ ~'>1 9fR:<r <il I <riT('!f 'B '1~1<:~ ITt\5-
~ oo9f 9fK<! 1 ~~ m ~ 'Jf"9fC<t-' ~ ~ ~'{3 ~ 'Ofi'S'jj ~~<~ 
15m <rm ~ xf\5" CQfC<fl ~ 1 lrf:;;r,: factors of production -\£!"?!" ~ JJTr·mG'1'!: 

~ITC'l<F-1<11 ~. ~ ~ ~~ \5lm;:c'l ~ ~ m <i1C15 ~ -B ~ 
~~ CJi ~ ~ ~I'S<;f ~ ~1'1 G'!l exiT:~ I 

tfl'"' '3<~~ cQfC<fl ~ 1 ~<rn<1 ~. <rr T<Rr ~<i;,~~a ·-<:\<f.l<rm <rr~<r. . Jl"?rr.<r.< 
~T~ ~rrl~ 1~~ ~c<r I ~ • .'~i, >;';1>\!l ~9(15 >ICI) '!l"l\!JI?l C"'<f 'B \!3Tt.m'<l 

<rT. c<n~ JJi5l'5RI -t,!tT"I<F-I C4 :.'<.~ ~ ~ ~ "'fQ;, \£!~ C<JC.\!J ~<~. c<rc~ 
=<_ ·:., \£!~ C<rfl:f ~: HpGI <liTe:~ ~~ ~~~ <f\:"?1" C\51~ Gfl'1G'fl~ ~~ JYi~ <f?1K<'!T 
c~ JJf\!lCQ ~~TG"f"r 5TfCilCi 9fR'I ~'B~f 9f<r/•\!) JJ~>\5 <F-i~C<ll, w.~ c~\!lQ 'Ofl~\5 <:~ 
<!'@ '5!TD'f I <.El~ :>!~-CD~T ~<fl l!l<i>f <t>BI ~. ~1!1 <fBi 15m JJRQf <rr<fl1 9fT~ 
C<rT'i'fll':<ilC~ Yi<r<fl~ CJJW I ~ 1'1~·'f ~ ~ W \5 <ri3~ <r::<rr<rr<rcrr '<F-0J7J?> 

15m Jf~ <rJ'<r <rC'fl DrC'f 1 Prophet- ?11 ~ 2lfu'c<r!f<li ~TC<r ~ l<l '~<lC<fl ~ 1~~ 
~~ 



0~ 

~~~k. 

f-b!<G\~l!e ~ ~ ~~ JB??Ii>?iiif'~i>J ~1;1 &~ illxl OJSoffUDJA.l ISJUntuWO:J 

), ' " ~ ~!;I - .. ~l!UU 'S<l!JlUUO::l liB JO U<llli BUpJlOA\, il>. &~ lli.;l?.l:;l ~ 

I ~ b~ ~~ '~k. ~" I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 122k.llic '-lsklllik .R~ 
Q.Th ~Th ~~ tk?k>lll>Js .f-J!.ll!<o Jilll!, l.lilk ~ ~ ~ ~J?. 'l:!..k>_?~~ .elk. 

~:2 k~m.k ~J?. 1 lie ~ ~ .et.Rlli.k l?JQ:, ·~~ ~ ~!!>~~~ & 

~1 '~ &~ lli li!o. ~~k. w ~1;1 '~ ~.ifr !illkl!.k k? ~elli ~ 
lilG\fG;\k I ~~ '.f-1~ .l>?l.k ~? &,.kJ?.~k ~1~k ~2lk ~ ~ I .l>.?l.k ~Th? 

.0~ ~ ~ ~~~"' ~lli ~Thm & ~~ &~ .l>fu.k l&ilik 

li?lk.lll> ~k 1.1::!11~ 1 ~ .f-Th .k>2.l> 0!Rel lilitill ~ '~2 ~.k2iq!2 ~~ Iilli 
&G•?G\lsl ~k '~ .IB??l~~k.i>l k? ,kTh~k ~~~ & ~¥!> M~I:!.R I li~ 

lit;\ ~ ~lhlk liTh ~Jill~ I k.l- ~k l&ilik ~~ ~1;1 R.~ .f-Th 

llilli lli&l.k li21!.bl:;l k.lli~l;1 JB]Q, 

~k.lll> klli&112 ~ ~~k ~¥!> 'R.~ ~k .b.!k '&~ .f-Th k~~~ ~~~ 

~lk.l~ lil2ili.k ~~ ~ !;I lllik. k.l] IG\Iibf-!sltk?16 ~,.k klx?.l>.l Jf il!Th 

~ ~ ~!;I & ~ kJx2.l>l ~!;I .1>.20 ~~ 1.1::! ~ illk.:tk ~lhlk ~¥!> 11l.k 

I~ lli&.f-.2 ~ ~l>!t ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~k l?.~ ~ 

.ek.~ ,;.l>kk ~~~ ~ ~!;I l.kTh ~ .kht?.l>.l ~~!;I & ~ lilitL!?J ~1:;\ 
~~ I Rill &11? ~lim ~ ~ .l>~lx~ <1>?1--lG\~k ~ .1>.21~ ~11~ 

l?_112k.,.k ~k? ~~ ~ ~e,lk 11k.otk ~ ~ I ~Th? hJ2 ~~ l?.11216.:.k ~S,Jk 

~k?!;l ~,.k lilit~ ~ ~ f.l:!Th ~ ~1:;\ & .k=~k. ~1:;\ '.k? l?.l~ ~ 
.f-Th &~ ~~;~ l!.l}?kl2 ~;~ 1 ~~1m~~ l?.?lk.lll> t>lktl>k>tG;\ <~>?~"ell~~ 

~ ~!;I I .l>?l~ ~~ li!;l ~ l.IB? ~ llil lkli>J,;>IG;\ ~-k.~ I <I>&!G;\!1>1<1>~~ 

~~!1-1> ,;.l>kk ~!;I~? ,;.1>16.:tk l>bl>lf-1>1-- llil.l> ~!;I~ ~?k. ~k ]?_f-~ ~1:;\ 

I li?lk. G\?k>~ ~ ~~k ~2~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~1:;\ 11.1::! ~ :fol!<o ~ &~ k.~ ~ ~?J2_]Q, 
l216.& ~ ~ ~~l.l> ~ ~1;1 ".et~ M ~,~ !:!1ili, '~ llliill llilpt.l> 
~ ~1;1 ~;~ ru li?~ ~1:;\ ~~m .slill.t? 1 ~ R?~ ~ &!iLl!;:, .slill.t?i~'~ 

~ I ill Jk.;i> ~I> llil~ ~ .I>~~J~k '1.1::! .1>.?~ M.i>_? ~ll!<o &.f-Lsk2 

~ ~ ~Th2 Ill::! ill ~ .f-h ~1;1 ~ ~~ ki_~ &.f-lhl .k>~ '~ lil.k 

.lxThJ l.kTh .l>.l.Q.~ ~~,.k l1J.k l..EC~ I l?.?lk. ~1 ~ &~ l?.R?.I>:ilik l::!J.lk.~l:;l 
1.1>.2l.k .k>.2_g ~!;I ~ R.!2J l>i121~llc> llil..k k? Rl12 kl.l>? ~1:;\ k112llill!<o ~~ ~ 

I~~~ I~!.R.2.!2 ~~&II:!_~ ~2 'lit!~ ~l~llx2 &~? ~~~ 

-~ ~ Ill! ~ .f-Th ~ ~ ~J:\<o .klx~ &.f-l~ .kl~ ~ JB~ ~~ ~ 
.1>_2~ '~ .klx? l?.IG\1--M?k ~~!1-i> l1J.k f~'~ I ~!?.11 l.&l..k? Qh?Jhll!;:, l!t;k ~~;kl;1 

11e ~ .f-11! 

.k>~ ~k ~ l?.l12IG\ ~16.11~ ~lili~~ ~~skb '!!.Th .l;ffi,!-1>~ !:0i~ I~ lilR&.b1 

~~bO~ '!~ ~ ~.\162 



"Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my li fe: 

the longing for love, the search for knowledge, and the unbearable pity for the 

suffering of mankind."-Autobiography (1st Part) 

»i<t> IG1c1G11 <ffil!? c~ ~ T'i1Vl »il~c<t>cG1'!1 ~C'[ 9fT -rrr~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~Q/m ~ ~ \5ll <t>T"}J<t> ~ ~ <m! ~ ~ T11 1~T1Cb!Wr'i1 W!W\5 
<t>TI!~, \511'4l~~ll'i1 ~ ~<r'ilfc-: c~'!1 ~'jf m TG1G11T1·~, <!'@ ~. T<t>~<n 



~zrf~ ~ ~, ~l!lq~ 

<!W'r<:!~ ~nl'-r '5I<! ~-rG1l~<F-TG1 xrm ~~?fl~~ m<1 ~cmm:~ ~-rhr~ ~ '{3~~, 
~~ "\5f!Tf3 4G" ~G'R'! ;qm~ \51~ <rr.;~9fT{3 \51TT<fC<f.nT <r-~Hl <rm ~ ~ ~ 
"<ll 'f~\!)'!1, ~~ ~~G'ff<!l~PT1"11 Flc<!lPT \001~~ <t;T"~ 2fC<i"'f ~~ \511~ ~ 
T~Tm! "f"' ~~ ~nr '{3~~; <tr~ <rHT 15E[ XfTTct\5 ~~G'fl, "5) .. \!) ~~ l5nT m<rn-r 
~"<!PI5~15, <r"lMT15t ~t.$1 '{3~~ \51mrr:"R~ ~~G'fiTG'f\5 T<r""<lPI'ii:;T~ 1~~'1" ~ 1 * 
~~ "~T~ ~-l:l~~ ~lff ~?f!\5 <!'~ <r~51Ql ~oT~ <rm ~~ T-<1~ 
~ .. ~ ~ ~5K~ ?f(;~ 1 ~ ~ \51 ·\!)m ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~mH,'S'G~~ ~!t.~ 'i1R~C'f-'m"'t.'J'!~ ~~ ~~'lf?:l5~ rr<l:IT"' 2f~ ~ ?f~ ';;>~o~ 'J'!IT:C'f 

2f<!l~ Freeman's Worship 2f<!t.il:f 1 ~m~'il"?l l:f"f-~l"' "!"T"'~~ ~ 115R ~~ ~<!' 
~ ~~Gil~<lrt.l:f"?l rr<l:fT"' f-rr~r~--<n ~ zrWI;q ~\5l'fxr' ~Qf(.<~' ~::r ~'{3 ~ ~15 
~f"'~<r~<t> \5llll ~<!' ?f(;~ ~ TlR\5 ~ ~~ ~g~ '{3 <Rf'fT(.<!Tl:f ~Qf(.<!ll f"'g~ ~l:f 
15m ~ ~~'ij m'fT~ ~~ 2f<!r.il:f 9f<f~ 1 

?f;:<!~l<!~ 'ilT'f\5, ?f'fT~-1<rm, ~TI5T<r<i001"1 3~r\!) r<wm:~ ~ '{3 rrT~'il 
~~ <!'(.~ ~C'f 1 -r~ ~rr ~r$r1115 '{3 '514"11115"?1 \001""1 15m \51~ 
<r~"?l ~G'ft.~ ~1:f\5"?11 2r<ll'f ~~ ~~~"?! DD1 '{3 "<ll~lr<l<t> rr~~ ~'fT 
~~"11~1"1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~$r ~~ '{3 "l"':;J"lllf, 1 '61"1"11-r, m~ 
'{3 <[~l:f<!T'!l ~T<r-tfmr ~ ~ m~~ ~l<rm (cynical) ~~'ill 'IS-
<:2fTTQI\5 1 ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ <rrr~ ~m ~ ~ <[(.G'f 

,.~~ \5j'!) j•\!) -r~'ilC'f2f'f ~'~'{3 ~'from m 1 "i<=<frm ~~ ~ 
~W~"?I ~ ~ ~lff ~J<P(.C'f-B' ~~ ~ M~ '1~ ~ ~ \51C<l'OOI.f.i<t> 

'{3 <r:p>!~ ~?f(;<fT'ill ~ ~'{3~ \5hr (.?f'ilT""' ~ ~~ ~~ ?fT<m T<f""<!T'J'!~\5 
<:"<t>T(.""'l \511 Gi"'"l"l,$1 ~T"T ~~ 9ffilf<:r I 'J'!f?ii'Si,"l"' '1"@ ~~5 J'!ll:f""'rn \5hr ffi-G'Pll'J 
~m-Pf.lffi\5 m 'f ~ ~ ~'{3~ rrTl:f"'T 1 ~~ ~ 15R<r ~ 15TI'lf ~ 
~ ~~ 1 ~~ ~ "<!T'6Tm r.<r ~'il\5r '{3 ~nl:fl \51"l~~r\!)2f<!'f\5!-
15nT "<!'~ ~ ~ ~ T'ilrn ~ ~ J'!il:fT""' ~ ~DUK~""!I ~C'f \511~ ~<! 
~ 5(~ ~""! ~ "~~~"I ~~ \5Jr'!)?J I~Gi ~ Xf:;'5 ""'T 

~<i'~G'f ~<~~ ~~""~"?! '6"'""~ ~~?f~ ~ ~ "<!m ~ <!T m~ 
~TIT \51Tl<fl ""'T ~~ \51T~ ~ <nf~ ~' ~<rf \£1~ lf~(.~l'il '8 ~~'il<:<r 
~'f ~ '6TC'f C'fiT:'il ""1!- 'J'!:(l:f \£1~ iSMT ~ ~ ~ ~"""lf?l<r T"lt>l'!liGiC$1'!1 

<t'C'?f""'T <!'~ ?fTC~ R I 15h fu"?lwr~ ~ m<r i5TI:<P ~rr<t> '{1<>15"?1 ~ ~
~ '<!"5RI:5 ~ 1 \5lnT ~ 2r~ ~Qf(.~ Mrr ~ L'! ~m ""1~ ~ 
T<t>~ '!)lc<i' ~~\5 ~<! ~ Jl\5) C'fiT:~ '5ffl'1l1:r- <TT"?I ~lff 2fl:IT"' ~ ~ \511f"\!)<i'll 

~l:f"<t> T"J-TGi'"'5~5nT l£1 ~ 159fl'D<frn 2:r~ l:fT$T r.~ ~ 1~ ~rTrr<r 
~f<l:f~'J'!l~ ~ T"l 6~Gi'!)l'$1" I ~ ~ \Q ~ iOO!"!f9f?fTJ'!l V'!<f~ \5T(.<p 

* r-~ ~ Zf~%5 '"[.C1JT:q •<!T"f, ~~ ll"i"DR ~!ffi:~lf, ~ 'lT:C'IT ,..~ 
T~i5 ~. T<!~'>[(;<P< '5!1~, 11~ ~ ~ ~R5~W-~~ M arriage and M orals. 
Why I am not a Christiall.· Tn Praise of Idleness, Sceptic(l/ Essays. <!\<!~ M ysticism and Logic 

~~ ~"\5'15 1 
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t~~~.~l:>q~ 

~ , ~ ~ ~=== -hq Science and 
t-1~~"ffi! ~lfll.!i~ ~~C'! ~"Rf \!l<Jl l"i"O~~ <!Cf'Tf l~l"i' i"i<.<=>T '<,. 1'1'-"' '-"'-.' \!) • 

Values ~<f, 

"9f>1T~(l<!'fffi! <f'\5 ·~ ~·~ C'!i'i!C'! \!l~~ Si~ SiC~ ~lr<[ JI"9f~' '5ftm!T 

l!l~C'! ~ 'S?Fl\51~ ~ ~~ <1'@ l!lDlT~-~m N~<~' g;~~ sz~ T<r~ '5fl~ <rT'IJ\5 

~r.~ ~I <!~, \5["[G'[T-¢i•ffi~, ~ (3 ~1'3 1!1~ l!l<I'N'8 fTfl<ll ~9!01'
~ ;qf~g~'fT~<~' ~ ~rr <lt>~~~y~~iifil ~~ '5flwffir ~-15Br ~ 
<f-.f ~, ~"1<T9!<(·~ ~~ ~'i!C'! ~:<r 1!1~ '>~~ ~,~ Ymr ~~~ ~ ~~ w1~<1' 
~ ~lfl wr l!lC'! '5frn Ymr ~ ~<f ~?f ro~:.<r '9fCi!P ~ 1!1~ ~ 
"I"P~~ <1'~~ ~m-l<!NG'f l!l<r~ ~~~-~ <rT xr,;~ 1!1~ m\5'>1;m I" l!l~?:rr 
~~~ '51<mT ~ ~ ~ [ffi[~"f ~T ~'G'f ¢iT~ 9f1ff~<l'flrn ~< ~~ 
~~~ ~~ <1'~1 I lrr~~<l~tfJ"~C\5' ~ '9f'fl~~ 151V'Rf 9i~mf ~~ ~~<1' 
m Cb"~ \!)~~ ~T m~ c<r Matter~ ~<1' 1~ '5fTmiT 1!1~ ~~\5 
<l'fu 1!1<!~ \51•'!)\!lg <lffi EI"~J"'I'i1~9f'll' (objective) 'W\5<1 "'"f,.\!l~ '>!"~< ~ 1!1\5 

T"fg'>~fi<f"<f-V"f<f ~ \5m ~ '5fm~~; ~ \51N~~~ ~· ~~~ ~('!j 
~C~ 9fT'8ID ~ '11 I 1.!1~ \511Ciil~l'i1 ~ C'>l" '1;3 !rrl9f9fl~ 'J!~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
l!l<l'N 1!1~ <1'@ ~ ~ '51~"'1"~ 'EI"~ ~ (subject) '>l"?ffu ~ Tw.l 1 

~ ~ '5Tf<r fTf c<p.:r "Matter is solid" ~ 1!1 ~-e '5f'>l"~ ~ 

fmr 'PI~~ 1 ~ \511 G/t<!l'i1 9f1ff~ C<fllf ~- "it is a wave of probability 
undulating in nothingness" 1 ~~~ ~'f~'f '51~ ~~ l:<r <!"!:f.;-

~~ ~ ~~ m~ "'1<\!lltt.l!·tf \51T"'~~~ 1 ~ 1!1~ ~~ ~~'iffi 
\51l<frn ~~ '>l"?fC<f-"<3 \51"1P~'* ~~g ~~ ~ ~~ I '5frn ~ ?;"1<f ~ 
>il•\!l l~l"'h1 \Sl<fm ~ ~~ ~<r T<l'OOIC"'I'i1 ~~ 'S?P~<f f<rx<l"r'>l" (animal faith) 

\511~ <!~ '3rn ~ \51ll<l >I gl<p "TT'11 I '{" IVd,~ ' ' ' , ' 

~~ ~ ~~<[I~ ~ <rm <rN ?:'>~" ~ ~ 1!1<1'1~ l!l~9f\5! "fT 

~~ 9fT@, <rflf ?:'>~" ~ c~r ~ ~'i'f '1;31\5 \5~ c~<!l '51~ "G &"il<liil, 

'>1"9JC<!l' Tflg':>j"'llf~ \5T<!<fl"<rT'1i fTf ~ 9fK~ I '51~ 1!1~ 'J!;;'f,~ \5'9fJllrn ~ ~'8 ~ 
~rr ~ ~ "<ll~ T<l' 1.!1~ ?ffuP~\'l '5!IT:">> ~ 1!1~ ~ ~ ~ c~ ~T 
C<l'l~T '<fG~ \5f.T..~H ~ 9fTTir ?f:;cf mf\5 '51~ ¢i<:{~<f<ll W~ I <l !'!l I 'S1 ~~'if ? 

<rN 1!1 TSI:.OOI>il'i1 ~ ~'C\5! ~T\!l<ll!><fl ~~'Ciil <rC'!T ~:<r~r C<r ~ '<liJ~I<liil1 JI"9JC<!l' 

~ '>~<r ':>j"J~~ (~ ~ ~ ~"~" fTf w~~ <fSl'?.i ~rf<p ~) R1~fu~~$ 1 

'5frn <rN 1!1~ ~ < ~~ C"il'!lC\!l ~ '5(1~ ~~ T~ ~~'i!Tir <p'l~"<!l :~~ 
~ \5f<<f I l.!i<r!<f~ C"'I~IM<fl'i11 1!1 ~ ~ ~ • C~Ciil ~~"' <rc&, T<!l·~ 1!1~ 
rr"rr ~~ ~~ m l!j'Qj ~~ m \5 ~ 1 ~C'! ~ ~
l!l~~~~~~. "T~-

"Until an answer is forthcoming one way or other ... our faith in the external 
world must be merely animal faith." 



?:~~~.~-:l'l~ 

'51~ \5!"1:f f;q<qiJf ~ Jf~<!rC"9f ~ ~ ~ ~ lrf:;~ ~ Jf~-· 
T<i~ ~~ fi51'8 ~ ~ '5fmm'TI W'Wf ~ !<_"';':5 'l>fRQ rn 1 '5!Br PI~~ 
'511i81C:<t>'i'l \51<!~ ~TQ(~ <t~ ~-rng, 9fl~Qf"<p\5g 9f'frQ{ <rGC'f ~ c;;~~ 1 Jf~ 
c;;!~~ '5f1<f'f'"!<f'\51 I ~rnf~ ~<pGf <f'GR-~'T '<fGG'f ~ CiT~ I '5!TG~ ~ 
~~'1 "l"T'T'l '51~~' <JlG'f'i'l '51G'fl~~ 1:frn \5fi~! G'f'i'l ~iT <.!I<Wf ~f<p<p ~~ 
'51~ 'O[l:ffi"Jf m'ifrn I <.!li5TG<l, V'Pf ~ f<nm11 \5!1~ I 

~ ~~CiT~ "<ll~T ~~~ :>9f6Gl'f-\!l <.!! "J"Q~"f~ &'lf~-fu!r c:11c:~ \5!1\5T(!<t>\5 ~ 
f'Tg~m rn~ ~<r <lG'!\:~ <r~ ~-.wtt ~ Jf~ ~--

"Truth, like light, blinds. Falsehood, on the contrary, is a beautiful twilight 
that enhances every object." 

h~'i: <.!! ¢'fl<Wfr ~~'>[ <p~ ~GG'E[ ~I C:<Plc:'1T P~!:f ~-
J'fi'~ <.!ic:<r ~"" 9ffirc:<l<i '11 ~ ~9fT~ ro11 rn r.<P"T 1 <.!!~ ~~T(BC:CiiC:<t>'i'l ~. 
~mtf9f\5 S"ifiTG~ <.!! ~ ~. ·~~r~ ~ '5f'Jf~ ~ ~
<f'l<f ~ Jfc:~'il ~~.n ~ ~ ~9fm ~ ~~ m 1 

"l"F~ ro'Jfc:<l 'i'llc:>~Cic:<r :><j"f{ c:>r~~ ~ 1 ~ ~ Jf"S<f ~ :><j"'1G<P f\5f'T 
~ 5T'T '~m.r'f<i'QfRf '519ffu9fi~-<nc:" :><j"'T\5G;s'if t.Bm:-"ffi! '5JNT\5 ~ 91~~ ~ rn 
~I ~ "~~$~ 1 i'lC<t'i'l ~9f1Jf'Tf" 2!<tF!:f <.!!~ :><j .. ~C'@ ~~ ~ ~ ~ m~ I 

"There is a stark joy in the unflinching perception of our true place in the 
world, and a more vivid drama than any that is possible to those who hide 
behind the enclosing walls of myth."-Dreams and Facts 

C:<PTG'1T ~'i1C:i'll'8'i'l ~ ~ ~~ T"J"QfJT M w.~ C~l'4"'<tlq ~ ~I 
1~ ~ ~<8! ~<R Jf~N"\5 -8 xrf~T-11 \5m -89f~ -.s \58! Jf-rar 21<t~cxrn -89f~ 
~~ '51~ T~ ~'f ~ \5fiGJ'f m~ ~'f\5rn I \50 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
\5fi!:f, !f.;"~C:'l ~. Jf~ ~~\5 ~ ~ '89ft:<! ~~I ~ Jf~ 
~ ~C\5 ~ f~. <PTC4 ~ 1 <.!1~ ~!:fl. ~cr rn G'Jf~ ~ >r~ \5fiGJ'f 

\!J\!1'4"''f GJf ~ ~~ 9f1CQ ~ ~<rr!:f '{3 ~~~-<]1 \58[ ~ ~~ 
~ 'Jfl~ M; ~~ ~~ >fl'Jf~ rn <PCQ' c:-=r <WI lffir :><tW-rt" \5fl~>f<Pm 
~ ~9f1Jf~ '51'<f! ~. ~ ~"'C~ ~~ ~ \5ll<t>f'"l<t>'!ll'i'l <f'QJT ~ \50 '89J'Q 

'mf llf.;i5Tl(j~\!:lf<tbl'i'l <rr '5ll'fl'f"~ ~9f rn <r'c:Q \5ll<!@ 'ffil ~~~1<'l\!IIC<t> f~T-G rn 

<fi@, ~ c:-=r \58! ~ <m9f;\5 ~~ ~<8! 'll!:fTQ'f -r~~1Citb~\!ll*l i5l ~·~ c:-=r 



~~~~ ~ ~~ ~>:)q~ .. 

~,<r~S!~$ I ~B! '89ffi ~T ~<i'l -$~·~ ~~ ~'i{Q ~'11 ~9f <iJ, 

~ <rfq <:JJ I3B! ~~'3 <.!l<flW \5fl~<!l ~'l ~ <:91·~ ~ \£!<!' ~'G'!<!TJJHT 
~'lfC\5; <.!! ~'l ~~~ ~m t"f(;~ ~ ~ ~'8 l!l<r~ 9fhr'!fi!ICI!I \5m JJ~ 
~ 'J'f~ '3m ~~ ~"\5Q <~'~ ~ <:QC~-e <rf'f c"f 'J'fT~~ ~\5 c~-~~'i
~<r <.!!~ <rll'\%<1Q ~c~r~r.;f~ ~t~ 9fT<:'i1"-l.!l<!lUT ~ q5li~C<PT'1 R'{[-'J'fT~~<T w~ l.!l<fi 

<1W'i l:f!Rl15Ii-<nsr '5!<:"f1'<Pf<t>QC'1 F!~ ~~ 13B! ~ Z~~11J ~, ~'{[ -.e~ <:~ 
-«<!~ I.'J'f ~'{[ ~~ 1-~ '3TQ tb~l!l]'{[ '8 ~-~~'J'frn, \51\1" \£l ~ '5!1~~ 9fTI~<r 
<1"1:!'1 <:~<!',-~ <.!l~ ~~ ¥frf!'{[ <!'~ 00~ ~\1" CQf~<fi-<TTQ '?fCQ \5m ~'J'f~ 
~~ m"f, ~ ~ 1 <.!lm <.!l<t> '5!CQC" C"f ~ qm ~ cQIT;<fi-.e-'5l~l!l\!lg 
<!'3NrT <!R"b" 1 c~ ~ <r~ C"f ~ ~ f<Bn<rT.:~'ll'\5rn "<rm \5m ~ ~1 
\£1'3 ~-~\1" ~ <:~~ t~ ~ ~~ C"f \5f1Q ~ <!'C\1" -'TTl <.!l~ <.!l~ 
'5!1~ 5?-<>"fm 'J'f~<:<!'Tb '8 'J'f~9fc'1 '8 '5!'"1JTl1<:<1' \5f<l1l:f 1~ ~<!1 l1f@ T<!'e3lil>!ll:f<!l \5ll<!Hf 

00 9fT<:<f 1<rDJ'fl"-~ \5TQ ~'1 ~l:f~ I-\5C<f l!l<rl\1" \5l1Q C"f ~ <t>QC<f '11 

~~ '8 ~~ ~Cl:fl ~ ~<!'J ~~I ~~~ ~ ~ C~ fxr<r
~ ~>:<:~<p<:<p ~'1 ~<:~ 11,.,1!11T1<:\11n-~ <r~T-l:f %~ '5!l<n'i1" oo 9fT<:<r 

~"'J'f~ ~ ~I ~ ~~ ~ ~ 9fCQ \5lTm(;qQ ~ ~l:f~~ 
'5l'TmT \5JTCQT9f ·~21Wf~ ~~ <!lCQ '11 I Si"J' ~ 'i51~ ~'f' <!'C\1", T<il~~ ~ ~HC\5 
f~ <TN ~r ~ ~<p, <.!l~ 'J'ffuc'{[ IDf~-~'<:'1 ;:'J'f W?fT <!lCQ \5fl~mQ ~ 
<:<ffl:f~ 'J'f~J <!lCQ ~ I 

QT<:"f~ <r~ ~ <.!!<!' >IJITISfE&<il ~ ~?f-l~ ~1Wl1:Z~il <.!l~ 
~9fT'J'f1 ~J~ ~l:fl ~~ ~ <.!l~ ~~Z!<f'f m~ ~ ~ ~~ \51\1" 

~<iQ~, >'1"<1"~ -B~l:f~ ~~ Tm'{[-<r!~<f\1" Fin! 'tlTJ'iffi;\5 \5Teq'fl" 

~ T<i5:;ffi'fl" ~ ~?f~'if ~ ~11 <.!l~ "l"Jffi-~-'1~ ~ ~ 'Jl"'Yf;:'l' 

~ ~~ ~ <!l'i1"T <nc<r ~~ ~ \5!T<111~(1!1J ~ 1"Trn <.!!<!~ i51~ ~l:fl ~'1<1'
<:~ '8 \!3b()~::?l1'"1f'i1" ~l:fl fq~, C"f ~qQ ~ '8 '5!1C<fC$@ ~ >'<IT~ ~~;;:'i1" <pe~~~ 
'3m <:l!l~ ~~!'if ~I 

'fl"TC"f<:m ~~ ~~~ ?f\1"~~Q{ ~''1 ~~ 'J'fm'ffflqQ (fellow-mort~ls) 
<.!l~ ~ 9f~ ~ 'J'f~ ~ "1''D, ~ <fJQ(I!Im 'J'fr~ <:q-em, ~~<:~ 
~~~ <:'f-em <.!l<!~ <.!l~~<:<r ~ ~~\1" "!"~~.,~ ?fQ!1~1" 'J'fTl:fl~~ \5flca-rrf<r~ -e 

<p.:!~ <!l'i1"T I ~ H~~'fli!IIC<il >'<IT<m" <pCQ ~ ~ ~0~ <:2R~ '5!Wxf- '3Hf 

~9flJ!<fl~ QTC~ ~ ~~$~ 1'1C1'i1 <.!l<f.m!i ~?fT>!'Tll* 

T<TiOOR ~rcqQ <~rn<n'fl" ~'{[ ~ ~ ~ ~ffi m <t>TC~ ~ ~ 
fui~T '8 ~:u '6ll!ll•~!i ~ fuWr I ~ ~~~ ~ <.!l~ iS7\%7~ 'fl'Jf ; 
i51C<!l "<I'F'"" "~~"· ·'"''o """"''"' ~ • ~, ' "'1'1, ~"' .. ,~, ~ ~ ~ ~'(;~!!'<_ ~ [l'f~ ~-~ \5TQ 

"~"~~ !irf.,~~ Ef<rl ~~~ C"f ~'{3 <.!l<:qQ m~ 1 T<P~'{l • - <ill1'{f<P\5!C<! cJT <.!l\5 

. * "If strength, indee~ _is to be respected, let us respect rather the strength of those who 
refuse that false recogmtron of facts' which fails to recognize that facts are often bad." 



w~~~.~~q:;, 

<f"!:f ~·~'8 ~~ ~ ~. ~ <JlQ"'Y[fTH.f ~ '5l"9fr9f1<1"1:f I ~ ro<P~ <'lT ~. 'WI::'f?! 
1.!\<f~ '5l"T"f<f 1 ~ \5Bf ~~~<f.~?f<1m '5l"KG'!TC<f. ~ -mt~\5 'i'f<m ~~111 r<f. \5T~<f. ~<11\l ~\1" 
WG'!C\5 ?fT~ <11 ? 

"When without the bitterness of impotent rebellion, we have learnt both to 
resign ourselves to the outward rule of Fate and recognize that the non-human 
world is unworthy of our worship, it becomes possible at last to transform and 
refashion the unconscious universe, so to transmute it in the crucible of imagina
tion. that a new image of shining gold replaces the old idol of clay." 

'5l"T<fT\l ll'f~~Q" .. (~"\S\l Frm<f'if ~'"'K~(\1" (Passionless Splendour) Tb~l!ll'8 
'51'~ 1.!\~ rlf1:\5 ?fR"il' m1~ 1 1.!1<~~ \5~<1 ~cl1"\l '5fBf ~~~~ _,~\!'if l:fT]'.f~ ~ 
1.!\~ ~-'5i~~-~~ i81~ <f.T~ ~;qpf '5l"T'W!~?f'q <f.\l~\5 B! <11, ~T \5Bf 

'17:~'il ~\1" '5l"TI~-t;J~Tht~H<'l'8$ll ~ <.!l<f.T<f.m ~ \51~ ~q ~ ~ 1 1.!1\l ~ 
<r<!:f Br V<f!Q{"!~'<IT\5, ~QjT~rT ~~~"iT ~ ~z ~<11; ~m ?ffi:~ ~$[ ~~ ~ 
1.!\<f. ~l:f\3\l T?f?fT'lT 1 '.!1~-- "to burn with passion for eternal things"-~ ~ ~ 

~R~ '5l"T"!Gi '5f?f<!'if< 1 '5fm 1.!\ '5i?f~'>f"il ~J~ ~?fl$1' ~'Gi "Contemplation of 

fate" 1 <f.Bf'f "f~T\1" T~\5~ ~lf '5l"T~lf\l i51<!<1Tl:fl<T ~$1' ~ <f.1GiTT"''1 ~ll~fKl1"\l ~111 '5fm 

~~ lfT~<T "!;% <f.~\5 ~ <11 I 

11 ~ 11 

"A truly scientific philosophy will be more humble, more piecemeal, more 
arduous. offering less glitter of outward mirage to flatter fallacious hopes, but 
more indifferent to fate, and more capable of accepting the world without the 
tyrannous imposition of our human and temporary demands." 

-Mysticism and Logic 

~l"C'Rf ~C'ii <IT /l<!iR~ ~lfH!<P \51 ~'Gi 81' 1.!\~~'il ~ ~ C<fT!:f ~ \5BTT 

'5fl<f.W ~<fT<r '5fBf <ml1"\l T<l~q~~l!l C<!T!:fl~JT~ <!T ~ ~ ~ ~~ '8 

_,.~<f.Ci?fn<T I* r<P·~ · ?!K'lCGi\1" !:fm'fT '.!]~ ~ 1.!\<f.GT ~~* '5l"T<l<!r<r <1$[ 1 ~ ~ 
~ <!~~/\l\51 <w.J$[ ~~ ~ill 1.!\<f. ~ ~~ ~ ~i81 'm\'? ~\5 
9fT@ I 1.!\<!~ 

"Such a world is possible, it waits only for men to wish to create it." 

f<P·~ T<f. ~ \51 /l~-~ 'P"?f~ T<f. ~ <IT:QI~ 1'9~~ l.!l<T~ l'<ff~~ ? 

·-fl~ '5i<l~~'f '5il"lill ~ ~G'!T5'1T ~ I ~c;;ft$1' ~~~\1" !:fm'frn C<T <f.'l~ 
'5TT?fT\5T<!Cill<f C"f~ <rm 1.!\C<P 1.!\~<f. C/lt;J~ffl f<rDr"il <f.'Gf \51\l /l~T~?f \TR~ ~ 
~ ~'fe<rrt;JJ \5T ~r<T ~'Rf T<!bl~ f<l~ 1 

"'New H opes for a Changing W urld m<~ ~~ Zf"fi'<f !l%<rf 1 



t~~~' ~"q~ 

~ 1~~~ ~ if~ m~ ~ ~~ 9ft\!? \51 ~'G"! l!l~ ~~'il T"N'iarc•'Bt 

<re~~\51 "11'11 '8 "'f ~i'Tf I ~~~~C<! r\51'1 -;;<!~ <pe~ T"ll"l{~m ~<[ "!~~~!) l<r~lc<m 
'5!Z'ilf15 '5!l~W1"Q <!i~"l'8 m\51~151 ~<! '11 <fN \5TQ" ~~'il ~ '11 ~~ ~ G'l'i!'J 

JJ"9fC<fi" l!l<[il]T JJm ~'11-<!1 wisdom (~T <r.~~ 1<r~I'i5t/r CQfe<f. \5T!JJC\5 "YflTTI '11 1 

~~~ t<f~-..p ~Iii '5!T~TC'!Q ~~ ~~ '11-~ ~ CQ!!.<fi 151 \511"!1 ffi '5!'iJ I~
I!lT<!<re~ '5!~~15g QKJJG"! r<r~r"lf<rQTm ~~~Q Jfr:~'il l!l<!i"l"l5 I* ~~ t<~~rR<l' '5!TT<r"5<rlHQ" 

f\51~15 ~~'11 ~ ~G"! \51 ~~~ ~"~'f' l!l<!~ ~151 <rT ~ I ~<fi'i"!T ~R;pfQ 

~rm 1~~r~ 15Hr l!l"<P~m ~r;s <1~-~Q" JJ"9fC<tf "QI~JJG'f s-91~ ~~"~: 

"As ingredients they are good ; as the sole driving force they are likely to be 

disastrous." 

'51~~ "1"R<I~fl\5Q" ~~ t~ N<fl'iQ~ l!l"<P~ \5f!1~9!'51 l'f~ \5HTI' m~~ 
~'il '8 ~~l\5 ~~ ~ <1'@ I5K<[i <rm <1'@ ~~<~-~ l!l h9!<r'~ ~<~ 
mm~, ~r ~<fi ~'G"! ~ ~lo/ll~ "ID?:~ ~ ~<1'm ~~ : 

' 'Even more important than knowledge is the life of emotions." 

l!l~ l!l~ -B'frf ~ 1<fl ~ '51"llTl1C"P ~ ~JjG'i ~ "11'1~<!C<[i T~R
m~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~WI ~ ~<fi '11· ~I <rl'f t<f~1m ~ '11 C~G"! 
~ ~ m"!T ~ ~ ~,'51~ <rN ~ ~"["!}R'[ ~~ Jjf'<fJ'T '11 mr 
151 ~~~ '5jT'fll{ '11 ~ 1<fl '¢f[~ ~ ~? '51~ ~~ l!l~ ~\$'i'( ~ ~ 

m l5fu <r~T$~T$ '8 ~, l!l~ ~ "<rRIT ~ ?ff'8ID <rrn '11 c~'8 1 l!l~ 
~ JJm<fR ~~~ <rN ~ l!l?:'lmi T<ie:Jic"l'$1 ~~ '5!'1J ~ Jjf'<fA ~ 
~I 

~ 151'8 f\51"! 9!TC~ '11 I ~~'VJ: <rT ~Ti5~\R C<li5K<f ~<p ~CW C9fC~"l 
~ ~ ~ I5T'$l "J'!"9fC<1'' ~ 'll'~I~1"l ~91: 

"The poor physicist, gppalled at the desert that their formulae have revealed, 
call upon God to give them comfort. .. and the answer that the physicist think 
they hear to their cry is only the· frightened beating of their own hearts." 

~~ l"!g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i5l<!lC<!C'i'!Q ~15 ~ ~~ CJj 9110 

~ '1'11 

~ M-8 m Jj~~~ Jj~~ <f'lii I Kant <rT Spencer-l!lQ" ~ ~~~ 

<J~fu'$1!6rl '8 ~ ~ s-~ ~~'8 ~ ~ ~~ '11 I l!l<!~ ~ ~ 

* '5f"l"'1 <.!1 <nT">fiD! ~"!:;If.; ~oft~~ m-mr 'lW\3 ;:r.:c-fu"!rr ~ ~15-
~ V'f~~-8 ~ 1 <.!1~ wrr;•-;r Anna Karenina -~ ~ '<I~& ~-

"Would reason ever have proved to me that I must love my neighbour instead of 
strangling him , · · · ? Not Reason .. Reason discovered the struggle f.or existence and 
the law demanding that I should strangle all who hinder the satisfaction of my desire ." 

<.!1
0 
~'if ~"' $ <!~ ~I'!I,~MiSr,~, c~ <.!1 ~ "11'&~ ;ft\'15 ~-~-a 

'5f"l"!l ~ ~ ~ "'T 1 ~ ~ T<Rmrr ~ ~9f'lli ~ ~ '6\T,.~~,Ci<t> 'br-<W\5 
[~ ;fl115 ~ <Rl[C'f I5T '~:;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "'T I 

00 



R~N3 ~ f<Rm(;<nl '11 ~"!:fl<:<1"Q \5f-9f<l"r~ ~ <Rir.\5 9fmf.T <n 1 ~ oo 
~: 

"Knowledge, if it is wide and intimate, brings with it a realization of distant 

times and places, an awareness that the individual is not omnipotent or all-impor

tant, and a perspective in which values are seen more clearly." 

1!1~ ~R~ ~~!:fR ~ ?5fCC'f "QIT:~C'f?:<r ~~<r ~~\5" ~. \5l"Q ~"~ ~ll'f''T'i'<i' . 
Spinoza -~ intellectual love of God -<!i"Q ~rn-~~~'mo1~ \5fNCll'f~ m<r~ <PCC'f ~~~ 

~~ ~'i' l!l<fl \5fl~[ID!:f I 

'{J~srn ~<f ~ ~ >~J6&~~ "' .-m~~c~ 1 >~J6&~c~'$1 <T'l'rrrn 1\51<'1 
~T'ft : ~1~ '{3 ~~ ~ 9fT~ ~<f.IQ ~ I l!l<f~ ~<:<1 ~ ~ \5fCI)i5'1, 

'8 ~~ 'i',~l .. ~, ~'3Q ~ ~ 1!1~ '5flll'f1~T ~l'i'~C~~ ~~9fT'S l!lffi \5fi<rT~<fl 
~ I 1!1~ l!l<!lffi<fl <n~ "lTi'!J~-{3~ I '8 \5fi'!:f\5T '5l'i'Wrt<fl ~~ ~C'f\5T '8 

b'lf'~ ~ l<i~ T \5l~ 'f~<i" ~ '8 \5fNC~ ·~ '5!1~T ~~ ~C'f?:~ I \5fQ[I) M~ 91<( ·~ 
Mrr 1!1 ~GE'f l!l<fl ~" ~ ~ ~rr ~ '{3 1!1~ ;r~'" ~~~ 
~ \5fT'f"f"~ ~Q.fl<1 <!'@ ~ ~ I 

"Amid such a world, if anyWhere, our ideals henceforward must find a home." 

~"Q.-f"JC'?fl<f->C'f<f ~R~l~ ~ ~ \5fT'f"f~llfl ~ 1!1~ Cl'!lbl<il~ ~~' 
t<Tm~m nffi;<n ~PT ~~ ~~ 9fT9ft '8 \5f~'l c·~ <n~~ ffi~!:f 
~~~ '5li~IC4C<i 00 ~~' ~'ife\5Q ~ ~ C~ ~~'l ~<:<1~'{3 ~~?! 
~ <i"~ I ~<i"<i"T ~ ~ 1!1 ~ ~'if~T<Erl'if'8 o/~~9f I ~ ~~ T<i<fr>i<n 
~ \5"QWI"'fR ~ ~<ir~<llb<~' ~\!m ~~ <TT ~ ~~Cilc<lrc~ ~'Sm m T<P 
~'?fTrn? <.!!~ ~'f~ ~ <TT T<P-<!N \5T <n ~ ~ '?fTW!;1q<<r ~~ ~ <TT 

.!f~ <Rf:;'lrn ~ ?-~ ~ ~ m 1!1 ~'C'f "respect for what is best 

in man." T<!l·~ ~~ 1!1 ~ f<p ~ ~ ~\5" 9fK?! ? \5fm ·.!1~ ~~ 
<fT c<PJ'\ ¢~ '511~1Gif'$1 rn<f? 1!1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Q./T'{3 ~I 
~ ~ 1!1 <fTI'?fTC'$1" ~C'f'$1" ~~ ~ \5fm ~ NTrt l!l~lu:f 'i'~ I ~ 1!1~ 
~~ 91'$l<l~Y<mGi Freeman's Worship 1!1 ~ 1!1~ ~!ffilrr& ~w~ \5fT'f"l"

~TC\5" NTrr ~Q./T ~ 1 "~ ~ ~~, .. ~ v.ft<pr~ <ffi!~ m '5ff~ T<'li!!i.llc<i'$1 

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ "[1\5 ~ ~ 9j~ 'f;g~ m r"fm ~15" 
·.!)~ m ·.!lffi C~l'lf'Tb .. ~l, 1!1~ ~ ~ (inward defeat) ~~ ~ ~ 

~I 

~ ~~ <!i~ ¢9fQJ ~~'fm ~ ~ w1~~~ ~~ ~ ~ R~ 
~~ ~~ <rm 1 "1!1 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~<r ~~ "l'M<i""--1.!1 'if<'l" ~~ 
'$l"TC~G'[?:<f. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~--l!l<f~ ~~ '~ ~g~ ~ C'fT'<T<1" 

~" 1!1~ ~~ ~l<i<!l111f1 '$l"TC~ ~ ~ \5fBf ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
rom~~ ~ ~? ~ ~ ~ ~~\5TQ ~'f ~~ ·~ 

0~ 



!:<!~<:1) ~~~\5 9fK~, \£1~~ ~ jj~XJ~-.ft'!~<ti "arduous uncertanity" ;qr "stark joy" 

<rCG'f ~T~~ IT~<t\!J f<'!T~ <p~! 
\£1~ 2fGIT'il'il\5 '5P'f~~ \511~ 'lll-c:>i¢11~ ~ ~ ~ '5P'f~'ilfl!)c\!) c~ 

c>m 1 M;r ~ ~ c<r '5ffffi~xr ~ ~ ~~'~1<1:,<nm ~ ~~ <P~:'ll 1 

\£1~~ \5f1~ f<ll"fl''jj'i'f~TG'i ~G'f \5fPfCG'! \!l<!i ~ T'f<TIV<T9"1, <rr ~gj\3 m~ 
<rll~ll'i~~m1 ~ <rrl'WfC~'<K! ffii"Ttl'3 9ff'll~'f I ~~ <rl~ ~'ilC~ ~ \5f1'<!1C\5 \£1~ 
~~~"{[ ~ ~'ilC\3 ~ mrnr ~ \5f1~ 1 <TN ~ ~ \3!~ ~Jr~ 
\£1~ \£1~ ~ .. oq1~ ~ ~z~~ -e ~~T$<ilq1 ~ ~~------\!1~ ~c~ m1-e T<P 
<rr '<[~ ~"TG'f ~ \51 T>mr <rr '<!>'~\!) '<!U'c<r \31 yoql:(m'[ ~ 'f.:~ <{~ ? 

\!I'll~ \5f'<!""!1 QTC'jjG'f ~ c<r ~ m~ c<r ~{;<{ 1<rr<wr -e ~
C<r[~ ~lfl ~ <Wf~'l jj9"~ <11 ~G'f-e '3Till 9f'l1>'9f'll t~QT~-e <1~ I \5fm ~ 
~ 'ei31'iCG'iiC<t> ~~ ~ ~-e ~'il '8 ~'ilC\3 llf:.~9"1C<ti ~~ 
<pQT ~ ~I \5fTQ <rf ~ ~ \51 \!l<n<!~ ~ '<ICC'[ ~\3-e ~ <11------\!1 ~ 
i5FTT c<TC\3 ~ ~ '31 \£1<[1<!~ <11 ~·-e· ~T<!~lC\!J ~------\!1'{3 ~T<n c<fC\3 '9fm! I 
c~ <.!lC'll'af "hope for the future is at least as rational as fear" 1 

umu 

"'ll~~~ ~ ~lfl 00 ~fu \5fTC¢11, !:1:;9f-.ft9f >'\51>'~TI!)-'{lj]C~ ~ ~I 
~ ~ '<jii3 ~ i5l<T \5f1Cjj"-~ ~ '{lQl Dtlifi'\5 <p'~ ~ t'fe"{[ \5[[~ ~<P 

\5fC<T'<!l ~ ~G'fru ~ DI"{[ <rr ~ ~ ~~ m<111" - [ ~~<~~-w~ ~9f 
'l1rn <fl~/<fl f'<!-<r,:\3 illC~ ~ i'1<t1~tt'iiC~ ~ ] 

QT~<p ~ ~lfl <11 <ti@ W <11 ~ \£1~ \5[~~ ~f'<t-cillC~ ~~ I ~ 
~<n m mJ&r>tar,~, -e GiTarC<t>'ll Cjj" ~ C'1Wrrn <rrc<p 1\31<1 ~ \5fl' fl'( 

~ ~'! ~G'f ~ ~I \£1~ ~ ~>tJG<t>, ~9"\31" '3fc<r ~""112111 -e 15TCG'f1-

;q['jj!Q t9f~ ·.!!~~ T>r-~~ <p@ ~, \5f.TI rn1> ~ <!ii:Jm ~lf-<TIC"<t> ~~ 
~~ ""'<I".J•~ ~"-'3fc<p <ti@ C'llC~ 'Ji~ ~\3 'Ji~~ I ffi9"9fC'! ~jj" 
~ ~-e ~ \5fC<T'<!l r~\3 ~ ~ ~ ~:'i'f~ w~ '.!l'<!'Gi ~\!i"Q 
c'i11WJm<rexr 1 \£I'll <PCG'f \£~~'<~> T<1c~ ~-.e QT~ ~~;~ 'l11~ ~~ 
~'ll~-~ ~ \591Trn-~ C~ 9fC~ I 

\5fm '31~ ~ \5ff~"'rr ~'~ ~ <11 ~ ~ '5!QID '5fT\3ffl:"~"{[ 
(cold but lofty) '2i31'1"CG1l<t> ~'il '<!>@ c~ ~ ~'il< r~oq 15~ ~~-
1!) \!l'lj> Cf '31c<P \5fTC'lji9f ~ ~-

"~~ C'il¢1 ~ ~~ s?G1 ~, \£1'<!>1! 

c~ ~ ~~ \£1~ ~~lf<11 · \£1~~ ~9'1, ~ 
-~ ~ \5fTOO elf~ I" 

['611~ar1'<1<11i'1 IS'~J~'J{9ffi J 



'5Jt;:r<p <!Tlff-~?!fu, ~-<!f~T ~ <r'~ 'if\5 ~<W'f ~~h1'\$11i11, -.,~q ~-If! \511~1Ci1'il 
<f\3~ C~PlciS~>i1 ~ ~-'i~'i'f 'if'.C\5 ~ I 

~'il" ~ \51'fl'll' ~~ ~~9fT~ 'i~~c~ '511-mur~ ~m-"l~'iq 
)j~ <p"Pf )j"'9fff ~I <.!l<!T'il" \511~ ~-)j"~)j"ru 'if\5 )j"T\5 ~'il" <pj<f 9f<[~ 

~ cq~ ~' ~ ~ 9f~~ <r"T<fl<!C'!N <PI5lYT 'iT~<r <r~ ~\5 C?fC'il"~ 1 
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A Case for Creating an Institution 
Deemed to be a University at 
Presidency College, _Calcutta 

The case is simple : Presidency College, Calcutta fulfils all important criteria 
for being awarded the status of an autonomous degree-granting institution. 
Its history, present standing and future potential, all set it apart from other 
colleges and point to the nect>ssity of a special status. 

Further, the present state of the University of Calcutta-with its burden of 
225,000 students in nearly 200 colleges-is such that some degree of decentraliza
tion is being recommended by nearly every authority in the field of higher educa
tion. This fact alone indicates that a high-quality, research-oriented institution 
like Presidency College does not fit into the present structure of the University 
of Calcutta ; also that such institutions should be allowed to pursue their own 
lines of development unfettered by considerations of the lowest common denomi
nator amongst a large number of colleges whose sole aim is producing graduates. 

We regard the above statements to be evident; and their implication
again obvious-is that Presidency College, Calcutta should immediately be 
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awarded the status of an Institution Deemed to :be a ?niversity. What is 
obvious to the insiders and the specialists would shU reqmre a public justifica
tion. We submit below a public defence of our thesis. 

WHAT EXACTLY DO WE WANT? 

What we do not want is another university doing part of the job that the 
University of Calcutta is supposed to do. In other words we d? not want an 
affiliating university responsible for a number of colleges. ~residency Coll~ge 
should become an independent unit responsible for all academ1c matters relatmg 
to its own students. We do not foresee a large expansion either of staff or of 
the number of students. Roughly we want to have the right to maintain our 
standards, perhaps improve them, without encroaching on anybody else's 

business and without imposition from others. 

JUSTIFICATION 

Two questions are involved here : 

(1) What is so special about Presidency College ? 

(2) Granted that there are very special features about Presidency Co llege. 
is a degree-granting status necessarily indicated ? 

I. SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, 
CALCUTTA 

(i) History 

Presidency College has, throughout its history, led the field of higher 
education in eastern India. This is too well-known to need elaboration. What 
is sometimes not fully understood is the pace-setting character of this leader
ship. The College has never been only a good teaching institution- th e best in 
examination performance and in the average quality of its students ; it has also 
set the standards for university education. Presidency College professors have 
virtually created the current traditions of the University of Calcutta ; Presidency 
College students have always provided the overwhelming majori ty of the 
distinguished professors of the University. It was a professor from Presidency 
College who founded the scientific tradition of the University; in Statistics and 
Geology the College departments formed the nucleus of the University depart
ments. The first chair in Economics in eastern India was instituted in Presi
dency College, an act later emulated by the University. 

Similar examples could be cited regarding nearly every department in the 
College. 
(ii) Present Standing 

The College retains this position of leadership today ; only, unfortunately, 
the University is unable to accept the lead. The teachers from the College are 
much sought after for postgraduate lectures, both by the University authorities 
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as well as by the students in the MA/MSc classes. In undergraduate teaching 
the reputation of the College has, if anything, grown. The over-all reputation 
of a significant proportion of the teaching staff is now so high that any university 
expansion appears to start by raiding Presidency College for Professorial 
appointments. The number of such offers is in fact much larger than the number 
of acceptances ; one must not overlook the very important tradition here of 
loyalty to this exceptional institution. Even so we have, during the last three years, 
supplied Burdwan University, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Calcutta Uni
versity with seven professors in all. 

This situation arises from the fact that in Presidency College teaching has 
always been wedded to scholarship and research, so that our best are not only 
excellent teachers but also fine scholars. And such men are not easily available 
elsewhere. 

This means that the College is perfectly capable today of mustering suffi
cient talent for matching the best of Indian Universities. This pool of talent is 
being largely wasted within the confines of the current system whereby the slow
moving dinosaur dictates the pace at which the sprightly two-legged mammal 
must develop. 

(iii) The Future 

One thing is clear : Presidency College and the University of Calcutta do 
not have the same potential for development in the future. The College, as it 
stands, is poised for a leap forward to autonomy and a full flowering of its 
wealth of human material and the library and laboratory facilities already 
fit for a high-grade university. If we require high-class educators, research 
scientists or administrators we have to have a system whereby high-quality educa
tion is available. 

Presidency College can fulfil this need, no other institution can. A good 
university department requires good scholars who are interested in teuching as 
well, and good library and iaboratory facilities. All this is already available 
here in the College. The number of vacant chairs in West Bengal universities 
and the fact that Presidency College departments usually have more professors 
than university departments substantiate the above claim. 

2. THE NECESSITY OF DEGREE-GRANTING STATUS 

That the University of Calcutta in its present state cannot handle any kind 
of higher education is clear from the concern expressed by all relevant authorities 
involved with a proper reorganisation of the affairs and the jurisdiction of the 
University. Indeed one of the experts-a professor at the University-recom
mends complete decentralization. 

Our case is more limited in scope: the kind of education offered at this 
College is becoming progressively out of gear with the principal pre-occupations 
of the University, namely large-scale BA and MA examinations. An examina
tion covering students of 150 colleges requires that only minimum_ standards 
can- at best-be protected ; an MA examination where 1200 candidates appear 
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cannot, by the very nature of the situation, insist that the candidates master any 
given branch of the Arts. Perhaps such examinations are necessary ; however, 
the other kind where we insist on high standards, on the mastery of a whole 
discipline, is also necessary. Thus there must be at least two types of degree 
course, perhaps several types, each appropriate to a class of institutions. 

Presidency College, Calcutta, should have the right to gn~nt its own degrees, 
tailoring the teaching and the examinations to its exceptional resources of staff, 
student, library and laboratory. This is not predicated on the current mess at 
the University of Calcutta ; go back a few years when the University system 
had not broken down so patently, and even then we would have had a very 
strong case based on the disparity between this College and a system based on 
nearly 200 colleges. The actual situation at present merely reinforces our case. 

Fine tools have to be used in delicate and complex operations. One does 
not use a surgeon's knife to sharpen pencils. The State has already vested a 
good measure of resources in building up this very fine institution ; simple 
commonsense tells us that this fineness be preserved from misuse. Only a degree
granting status can do justice to this College. 

Looking at this issue from another angle, unless this special status is granted 
the College cannot hope to maintain its quality in the face of usurpation and 
encroachment. We have an excellent staff here, but how long can the quality 
be maintained if we are to remain second-class citizens in the academic world ? 
Ninetythree universities in India have the authority to set their own syllabus, to 
teach as they like and to conduct examinations in the way they consider best. 
Members of the staff at Presidency College-often invited as experts to select 
Professors and Readers at the universities-cannot be expected to remain meekly 
at their posts for life, facing the winds that blow from the University of Calcutta. 

The special quality of the College is a great attraction ensuring a great deal 
of loyalty; this loyalty does not however extend to giving up one's natural r ight 
of being a full-fledged member of the academic community. The present system, 
if continued, is certain to lead to erosion of the solid basis of quality in the 
College ; and tradition is a very tricky thing-once gone no amount of ad
ministrative or political dickering will bring it to life in less than a century. 

3. SOME NON-QUESTIONS 

The phrase "special treatment" immediately raises the hackles in certa in 
ci~cles. This is a conditioned reflex ; no cerebration is involved. Some questions
ott~n. rhetoncal questions-are however raised in objection. It is impossible to 
anticipate all of these. We try to answer here some of the standard reactions. 

One. general point has to be made first. Any change in the system- how
ever deslfable-hurts some people. This is often used as an argument for 
status quo; the fact that the status quo itself hurts others is not considered by 
th~ ?eople who use this argument. Those who have become used to power and 
pnvilege tend to yell hard when their interests are likely to be affected- often 
more loudly than their longsuffering victims. This is not a reason for anything 
or against any action. · 
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PANACEA? 

Would making Presidency College a University solve the problems of 
university education in West Bengal? If not why should one etc.? 

The answer is really another question: would not making Presidency College 
a University solve anything? 

WIDENING GAP? 

Won't the proposed change lead to a wider gap between the standard of 
education received by the students of Presidency College and that available 
elsewhere? 

Answer: we expect it would ; we hope this isn' t so. It all depends on 
what others do. · There is already a very marked disparity. What should we do 
under the present regime-try to teach our students badly so that the gap is 
smaller? 

ELITISM? 

Well, yes. A sad fact of life is that it is not for everybody to become a 
good nuclear physicist, a noted literary critic, a good economist or indeed even 
a good professo r. These are people of special ability, requiring special attention. 
Mass le:::tures will not do for training such people in the manner that they deserve. 
If we find another potential Ramanujan, we have to give him leisure, attention, 
the best teaching and the best intellectual atmosphere or else we fail in our duty. 

Let us ask one question: where in the world are the best academics given 
the highest privileges? Answer, USSR, where ready-made ivory towers are 
available to real academic merit. 

The only equality viable in civil society is the equality of opportunity, not 
identi ty of treatment for one and all. We do not try to train doctors in arts 
colleges. Regarding equality of opportunity, Presidency College has a very strong 
tradition of admitting students on academic criteria alone, a tradition that has 
prevailed over even ministerial attempts at intervention. Can other institutions 
claim the same record? 

PROXIMITY TO C. U. ? 

Won't the taint spread from the university to its nextdoor neighbour? 
The answer is that it might, it does so quite often now. Alienation cannon 

make it worse. Why not remove the source of the taint ? After all it was the 
University of Calcutta which thrust its proximity on Presidency College, not the 
other way about. 

That the Calcutta University authorities have been physically decentralizing 
over the past few years support our position. If they carry on the good work 
a little further things should work out nicely for both of us. 

$ 64? 

Where will the money come from? Can we afford another showpiece while 
schools and colleges starve? There is a very simple answer: Presidency College 
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requires only marginal financial assistance for take-off. The long run will be 
somewhat more expensive ; which growing institution does not require more 
and more money with time? Compared with the expenses of running the worst 
and the least popular university the additional expenditure involved here would 
be minuscule. 

WHY NOT AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE? 

The best minds of this College found the university system unsympathetic to 
their views on teaching and research. P. C. Ray solved the problem in one 
way, moulding the University College of Science to his own specifications ; this 
model was no longer viable for J. C. Bose or P. C. Mahalano~is, who had to 
found their own Institutes. The main reason for this was that Presidency College 
without full autonomy covering undergraduate work to Ph.D., was too limited 
for these great men. This is not the standard mode in first-rate academic centres. 
Even great men are content to work together at Cambridge, Harvard, Gottingen. 
Extreme individualism is forced on to the best minds if no provision is made to 
allow them the utmost flexibility. This is a loss, a leakage that can be stopped 
if Presidency College itself is given full university status. Partial autonomy 
within the University of Calcutta will not do because whatever part remains 
outside the sole jurisdiction of this College will serve as a reminder of our 
vassaldom, alienating both sides. Proper cooperation survives only amongst 
equals. For the Calcutta University as well as for Presidency College only total 
severance of past relations can furnish the base of future amity. Also the two 
spheres are essentially separate; the College can offer flexibility where the C. U. 
is constrained by considerations of uniformity. An institution of the size of 
Presidency College offers easy communication and facilitates control of the 
centrifugal forces that a large institution necessarily generates. We have seen 
too much of the dinosaurs; let some others have their day. 

4. EXPERT OPINION 

The question of university status for Presidency College is often seen as a 
battle between the University of Calcutta and the College, between right and 
wrong or good and evil according to one's point of view. We respectfully suggest 
that the question be examined by well known academics who do not have an 
obvious commitment one way or the other. We feel that the wei ght of academic 
opinion is on our side. We quote below the opinions of some famous names ; 
that most such men in West Bengal were students of Presidency College is 
something that we cannot help, nor regret. 

Edward Shils, the internationally noted sociologist, from the University of 
Chicago and Peterhouse, Cambridge, writes in his essay on "The Academic 
Profession in India", in Elites in South Asia (Cambridge University Press, 1970): 

"Occasionally a teacher encourages one of his bes t pupils to enter on a career of sc ientific 
research but, except possibly for Presidency College, Calcutta, I know of no higher ed uca
tional institution in India where teachers encourage their best pupils to enter the aca dem ic 
profession". · (pp. 177-8). 
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"' ... except in very few colleges, research facilities are totally non-existent'. (UGC: Re
port of Standards of University Education, New Delhi, 1965 p. 41). Presidency College, Calcutta 
is the only Indian College a t which teachers had the opportunity to do, and actually did, 
important research. J. C. Bose, P. C. Ray; P. C. Mahalanobis et al. did much of their 
important research while at Presidency College". (p. 188n). 

"Calcutta University was the first to teach a scientific subject; its university department 
of Chemistry was establ ished in 1915. These developments were largely the r esult of the 
initiative of Si r Asutosh Mukherjee, when Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta University. In the 
praise given to Sir A sutosh for this accomplishment, it is u sually forgotten that one of the 
hy-products of the development of postgraduate studies in the universi ty was the frustra tion 
of the plans, initiated by H enry Roscher James, the Principal of Pres idency College, to develop 
the latter from a college restricted by the university into a self-governing, non-affiliating 
university (Calcutta University Commission, 1917-1919, Report, Calcutta, 1919-1920, Vol. I, 
p. 416). I t is a serious question whether India did not lose more by this r efu sal to allow 
this important innovation than it gained by the establishment of postg raduate studies in 
the univers ity. H ad James's aspirations been fulfilled, the soul-crushing academic 'lock-step' 
imposed by the university might have been alleviated". (pp. 186-187n). 

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, on the occasion of the centenary celebration of the 
Presidency College remarked: 

"The first and foremost pressing question of today is how to maintain the proper 
standard in our teaching and examinations; Gresham's L aw is operating in the academic 
world, bad coins are driving good coins out of our market . In the name of local autonomy 
Free India is b eing covered b y mushroom universities-without money, without' men and 
without that catholicity of mind which is the root meaning of the word university. 

"In the name of democracy these universities are running a race for cheaper degrees. 
At th e same time in a narrow parochial spirit they are engaging only local men as teachers 
and not the ablest available for the pay. 

"In the past century, Presidency College had often fought a lone battle, by the precept 
of its teachers and the example of its students, in defence of the highest academic standard. 
In the coming century they cannot escape that very unpopular duty if India is not to lapse 
into medieval darkness." 

Dr. D. M. Bose, Director, Bose Institute, Calcutta, writes in his essay on 
the Future of Presidency College: 

' 'There is however a danger that unless special efforts are made to revitalise in some new 
way to suit the present conditions, the pioneering spirit of d istinguished founders and teachers, 
the inherited tradition of the Presidency College is in danger of obliteration. Colleges, now 
affiliated to the Calcutta University, are liable to be converted into institutions for mass 
production of graduates. The present practice of setting questions b ased on written syll abi 
by external examiners, and the assessment of the merits of the examinee solely on written 
scrip ts, with no possibility of ascertaining their performance during the College years, makes 
it more and more difficult to separate the outstanding from. the mediocre, and to provide 
specia l opportun ities to the former for fully developing their intrisic talents. 

"For this reason and for others which I discuss later, I would welcome the idea of the 
Presidency College being converted to unitary teaching university, with freedom to experiment 
on methods of teach ing , to make alterations in the syllabi to suit the changing demands for 
specialized training and to assess the performance of the students from class records and 
periodic tests. 

"The Presidency College has so far been more or less under the control of the Education 
Directorate. Such control was probably necessary in the early stages of the College, otherwise 
it would not have been possible to r ecruit outstanding teachers from at home and abroad. 
This had helped in creating the traditions of its high academic standard. The academic 
tradition havi ng been established, the time has come that su ch tradition may be allowed to 
flower in an atmosphere of freedom and autonomy." 
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Dr. Srikumar Banerjee 
A Personal Memoir 

Subodh Chandra Sengupta 

It was half a century ago that I first met Professor Srikumar Banerjee as an 
Intermediate student at Presidency College. But I had heard about him earli er from 
my father who was Headmaster of the High School at Hetampur when Srikumar 
Banerjee was himself an Intermediate student there. Hetampur was then a remote, 
sleepy village, and although it had a College, it had never seen or never saw 
afterwards, a pupil of Srikumar Banerjee's calibre, and no one had any idea about 
his remarkable powers. This modesty was shared by Srikumar Banerjee h imself, 
for when he passed out high in the Intermediate examination and came to Calcutta 
to read for B.A. Honours, he joined the Scottish Churches College rather than 
the Presidency College. He told me later on that for a boy hailing from a remote 
village in Birbhum, Presidency College seemed to be too big a place. 

He did not produce much of an impression at the Scottish Churches College, 
too. He was shy, and he also stuttered in speech ; in the College tests he was never 
at the top. But he formed warm friendships in a mess in Manicktala where he 
met a cross section of the student community of Calcutta, from scholarly book
worms to entertaining truants. To the last day of his life, he retained vivid 
impressions of those days and regaled us with stories of his friends, the lively 

Reprinted from The Mother, V:ol. XII, No. 12, Aug. 1970. 
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pranks, adventures and exploits of Benoy Motilal, Khagen Roy, Naresh Chandra 
Mittra, and last and first, the great Sisir Kumar Bhaduri. Sisir Bhaduri is known 
to us as an eminent actor who re-created the Bengali stage. But he was also, we 
gathered, a keen student and connoisseur of literature and passed his infectious 
enthusiasm to his friends. Srikumar Banerjee always recalled with the warmest 
admiration how Sisir Bhaduri stimulated a true appreciation of poetry amongst 
his friends and how particularly he introduced them to the poetry of Tagore in 
a society that was yet enthralled by Madhusudan, Hemchandra and Nabin
chandra. Srikumar Banerjee remembered his friends with the glowing affection 
of youth, and till the last he was the most regular visitor of Sisir Bhaduri's 
theatre. He had a remarkable capacity for carrying on with serious work even 
in the midst of distractions and diversions. It was a usual sight for us that he 
would be reading and writing and yet participate in an adda where the other 
members would be hilariously discussing cabbages and kings. When one day 
a colleague expressed surprise at this remarkable power of concentration and 
diffusion, he humorously retorted, 'Don't forget I was in my student days a chum 
of Sisir Bhaduri ! ' 

The Manicktala mess and the friendships he cultivated there widened his 
interests in other directions. He became a lover of chess and bridge and never 
felt at ease unless he could SJ2end part of the evening at a club where these games 
were played. During his last days when he had practically lost the power of 
his legs, he said to me that he could have a restful night only if he could visit 
the Union Club and watch younger people playing bridge in which he himself 
was then too weak to participate. It was from his Manicktala days, I believe, 
that he began to frequent the maidan in the football season. Although no 
footballer himself, he watched the game with relish and developed a keen insight 
into its niceties . Later on hz became a living historian of Calcutta football and 
would dilate on the different styles of its more magnificent exponents- Sivadas 
Bhaduri of Mohun Bagan, Elison of Middlesex, Graves of H . L. I . and Rashid 
of Mohammedan Sporting. 

II 

The digression about the Manicktala mess has interrupted my narrative 
which must now be resumed. Although in the Scottish Churches College, Srikumar 
Banerjee was outshone by more flamboyant pupils, he performed a marvellous 
feat in the B.A. Honours examination of 1910. He passed out first in the first 
class and annexed the coveted Esh:m scholarship which is awarded to the stucient 
who gets the highest marks of all the candidates in all the subjects. In the long 
history of the University of Calcutta, he is the only gr2.duate who bagged this 
scholarship by virtue of his proficiency in English, for though some students of 
English secured this distinction in the spacious days of double honours and triple 
honours, they secured it on the strength of their performance in the other subjects 
ra ther than in English . I wonder if Srikumar Banerjee was not also the youngest 
Eshan scholar, for he was in 1910 well wi thin his teens. 

He repeated his success in the M.A. examination of 1912 where he topped 
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the list in the first class with, I have heard, phenomenally high marks. Imme
diately on passing M.A.-some say even before the results were formally out
he got a job in what was then the Ripon College where Surendranath Banerjea 
the founder reigned supreme. Surendranath appointed him verbally-at that time 
formal letters of appointment were not always issued-on a salary of Rs. 125 I· 
in recognition of his exceptional merit, although the normal pay of a beginner 
in those days was Rs. 1001-. When the first month was over, Surendranath 
seemed to have forgotten the promise and offered him the usual salary of R s. 
1001-. His reaction was revealing ; it brought to the surface the latent fearless
ness of his character. 'Either your memory is wrong or mine', said he, 'but 
since I am the younger of the two, I believe mine is correct.' The great 
Surrender-not was taken aback and yielded. 

Within three months of his joining Ripon College there was a vacancy at 
Presidency College. He had not applied for the post, but some time after the 
vacancy occurred, at the instance of Professor P. C. Ghosh, he saw Princ ipal 
James who had examined him at the M.A. examination and sized his worth. 
James, who had already made his nomination, said he was helpless , adding 
characteristically, 'Look here, Srikumar ; other people desire but they do not 
deserve. You deserve, but do not desire.' But he cancelled hi s e<!rl ier nomina 
tion, and Srikumar Banerjee was appointed towards the end of 1912. And at 
Presidency College he remained, with a brief spell at Rajshahi , till 1946 when 
on the strength of his monumental contribution to the history of the Benga li 
novel, he was appointed Ramtanu Lahiri Professor of Beng~li at the Calcutta 
University. 

There is something paradoxical about a teacher's work. The successful 
teacher speaks neither to an invisible public nor to an unknown posterity and is 
greeted with the rapt faces of spell-bound students. But although no reward is 
comparable with this beaming responsiveness, the pupil's experience is ephemeral 
and can neither be communicated nor re-captured. All that may be attempted 
is a bare summary, a faint shadow of what was once so full of life. When 
Srikumar Banerjee joined Presidency College, he had certain initial hand icaps. 
He was young, very young; he was also unimpressive in appearance and halting 
in speech. But he made an immediate impression on his pupils, and soon came 
to be regarded as one of the best teachers of poetry, a worthy confrere of the 
great Manmohan Ghose. His lectures on poetry, particularly romantic poe try. 
were a revealing experience to all who attended them from year to year. Although 
a fine scholar, his teaching was less scholarly elucid ation than re-creation of th e 
life that is in poetry. Adapting A. C. Bradley's language, I may say that we his 
students learnt to apprehend the ideas and symbols in roman tic poetry with a 
somewhat ~reater truth and intensity so that they assumed in our imaginations 
a shape a h~tle_ less unlike the shape they were in the imagination of their creator. 
Or, . to put It m another way, the teacher opened before the mind's eye o f hi s 
~upils a new world not only resplendent with colour but also palpitating with 
l~fe, a world peopled by forms more real than living man. Here , for the firs t 
time for many of us, reading of poetry seemed to be not a matter of huntino for 
synonyms or writing substances and paraphrases but a living experience, '"' 
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It will, however, be glVlng a limited view of Professor Banerjee's intellect 
and imagination to look upon him as a professor of romantic poetry alone. When 
Calcutta University prescribed Maeterlinck's The Buried Temple at B.A. English 
Honours, at the instance of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, the other distinguished teachers 
of Presidency College felt somewhat non-plussed. Professor P. C. Ghosh, although 
an excellent French scholar, thought the prescription an eccentric intuition of a 
master-mind, for Maeterlinck was not an English dramatist and The Buried 
Temple was not even a drama but a book of essays ! Classically minded J. W. 
Holme was allergic to mysticism in all forms-in essays as well as in what is called 
creative literature. The novel burden fell on Professor Banerjee's shoulders, and 
he proved more than equal to the occasion. With his penetrating insight and 
unrivalled powers of analysis, he showed the interaction of different strands in 
Maeterlinck's thought, and his lectures were a marvel of lucid exposition and 
imaginative re-creation. When Professor M. Ghosh died, Professor Banerjee had 
to take up Swinburne's Atalanta in Calydon, a drama written on the Hellenic 
model, and here his critical ability was displayed in an unfamiliar field. He 
showed, in the refreshingly original manner so characteristic of him, how 
Swinburne's rebellious and exuberant imagination grappled or failed to grapple 
with the demands made by a form so alien to it. Once on account of a sudden 
change in the routine he had to give us two lectures on such an unpoetical, 
uninteresting subject as the History of English literature, which few teachers like 
to handle. These were impromptu talks, but his scintillating mind illuminated 
this subject as it illuminated the poetry of the romantics. 

There was, indeed, something impromptu even about his major critical 
endeavours. He was not interested in critical theory ; he liked the finished literary 
product whose beauty he would analyse and reveal. One day in 1924-25, I had a 
talk with him about the controversy between Wordsworth and Coleridge on poetic 
diction, which formed a half paper in M.A. in our days, and he casually commented 
on the superficiality of the standard books we read. I was not a little surprised 
because at least one of the books seemed to be satisfying to us. He did not 
say anything more then but consulted that deep, silent scholar, the late Professor 
Rabindranarayan Ghosh, and produced, after two to three years, his Critical 
Theories and Poetic Practice in the Lyrical Ballads. Here he re-treads a familiar 
field but at every step he breaks new ground. C. H. Herford and Oliver Elton, 
who examined it as a doctoral dissertation, were agreeably surprised at the dis
covery of a mind-their words-bent upon pursuing the subtlest filaments of its 
own thinking. Four decades have gone by since then, but the subtlety has not 
worn off, and the book is now a recognized classic on the subject. 

It was, again, in a very casual manner that he got embarked on his magnum 
opus-Banga Sahitye Upanyasher Dhara. When the one time famous Bengali 
journal Navya Bharat was revived under the editorship of the late Mrs. 
Phullanalini Raichaudhuri, Prabhas Chandra Ghosh, a pupil and close neighbour 
of Professor Banerjee, began to hang about him for critical writings, with all 
the tenacity of an enthusiast and an eccentric. At first he found a slippery 
customer in the Professor, but he was not a person to be easily put away. He 
would wait and wait for hours in an ante-room when the Professor would be 
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writing his essays on Bankimchandra-that is how this monumental work began-
. in his study. I have elsewhere written at length on Dr. Banerjee's contribution 

to Ben crali criticism. I can only say here that in my opinion, he is the first pure 
critic i~ Bengali literature, and so far, the greatest. By a pure critic I mean 
one who makes 'interpretation' the sole aim of his literary pursuits, and who is 
not deflected from his work by any ethical, philosophical, sociological or political 
bias, and who in Arnold's language, wants to see the object-here the literary 
work-as it is. 

Although writing was only one of the Professor's many occupations, his mi nd 
worked very swiftly and his output was enormous. Scattered in volumes of 
journals, some of them ephemeral, are articles of permanent literary value, di stin
guished alike for thought and expression. I may mention in passing the tributes 
he paid on the deaths of old teachers and friends-Heramba Chandra M aitra, 
Rabindra Narayan Ghosh, J . L. Banerjee and P. C. Ghosh and others . The 
most moving of all these was, as could be expected, on Professor P. C. G hosh, 
and it could rank with the finest products in this genre. Reading it, a colleague 
of ours said, 'I am ready to die to-day if I were assured that I would be the 
subject of such a handsome obituary tribute.' The speaker, a professor of science, 
some years senior to Dr. Banerjee, is, happily, alive to-day! 

In a sense all his literary works were occasional pieces, undertaken a t the 
impulse of the moment or to meet a particular demand. But all of them bear 
testimony to his industry and his original literary insight. 

Ill 

I have already referred to Srikumar Banerjee's ever-widening mental horizon. 
Quite early in his career as a teacher, be began to take interest in music, parti
cularly classical music, and learned to sing-as a vocal exercise that might and 
did cure his stuttering speech. Even till a late day, when he had got out o f the 
practice of singing, he would spend whole nights attending musical soirees and 
listening with an expert's avidity to the exhibition of expert skill . 

Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, who had a hawk's eye for discovering young talent , 
recruited him as a teacher for the Post-graduate Classes when these were newly 
started at the Calcutta University. But Sir Asutosh, like Surendranath , had a 
bit of pleasant surprise, for,-I have been reliably informed-this young recruit 
would often raise his lone voice against the formidable mas·cer whose word in the 
University was law. Professor Banerjee had a hi 2:h sense of academic life and 
he would always stand up for standards when he s;w that these were bein cr sacri 
ficed to convenience or expediency. This aspect of his character came "'to the 
surface when he was, I believe in 1926, made a Fellow of the University Senate. 
This brought him to the forefront of administrative affairs in the University, and 
there was hardly a body from the Syndicate to the Sports Board on which he did 
not serve at one time or other, and he also filled many of its hicrhest elective 
offices such as the Presidentship of the Post Graduate Council in° Arts or the 
Deanship of the Arts Faculty. Participation in the administrative affai rs of 
Universities means an involvement in academic politics, and if you want to 
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maintain standards, you must run your head against vested interests, and what 
is more dangerous, against aspiring, would-be vested interests. Here is an 
'expense of spirit' which must end in frustration and in 'a waste of shame.' I did 
not like this involvement and warned him that in trying to maintain academic 
standards he was sacrificing his own academic pursuits. 

After retirement from Government Service, Dr. Banerjee joined active politics 
and became successively a member of the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative 
Council. He also joined various educational, cultural, social and religious 
organizations, attending various committees and conferences and addressing 
meetings almost every evening. Politics is a strife-torn scramble in which it is 
difficult to say what the rules of the game are and still more difficult to observe 
them. There will be two opinions whether Dr. Banerjee should have joined the 
political fray at all. What is beyond doubt is that this incursion into politics 
interfered with his academic and cultural occupations, and his work there will 
soon be forgotten. But in politics as in the many other subsidiary fields of 
activity in which, till almost the last day he moved with unbedimmed zest, he 
never failed to show his extraordinary mental powers. He was as much the 
master of details as of general principles and would never lose sight of the 
wood in the trees or of the trees in the wood. At the meetings of University Boards 
and Committees which I attended with him, I found that he had so thoroughly 
grasped the agenda and so dutifully prepared himself for the discussions that the 
other members soon found themselves out of their depths. Indeed, occasionally his 
old friend of Scottish Churches days, the late Satish Chandra Ghosh, had to remind 
him that in his headlong devotion to objective standards he did not make sufficient 
allowance for the human frailties of the other members-'member-babus,' as 
he called them-their penchant for distribution of academic patronage. I do 
not know if Dr. Banerjee ever visited what popularly used to be called East 
Bengal in pre-partition days-the eight districts of Dacca and Chittagong 
Divisions. But as a member of the School Committee of the University, he 
acquired an intimate knowledge of the schools with which the area was dotted, 
their geographical position, equipment, quality, and above all, the squabbles and 
intrigues with which their Managing Committees were torn. In those days the 
Governing Bodies of Government Colleges-particularly the Governing Body 
of Presidency College-had large powers ; they functioned as administrative 
councils and service commissions. When as Bursar Dr. Banerjee became a 
member of the Governing Body of Presidency College-a coveted distinction 
at the time-he dominated the proceedings by virtue of his cogent reasoning and 
mastery of facts. It showed also great independence of character in those days of 
rigid official hierarchy for a relatively junior officer to come so much into the 
limelight, and at least one English Principal, the second seniormost member of the 
LES., felt uncomfortable at being thus outshone. One of the beneficiaries of this 
independence of character was the writer of the present article, whose appointment 
he carried against the combined opposition of the Principal of the College and the 
D.P.I. These offices have been so much devalued during the last twentythree years 
that a modern reader would not be able to appreciate what a courageous act 
it was in 1929. 
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IV 
1 have spoken of the gradual broadening of Dr. Banerjee's interests.. The 

last chapter in this process of expansion was unusual and unexpected ; I.t was 
more a transformation than a mere enlargement of interests. In 1955, he JOined 
the Order of Sri Sri Sitaramdas Omkarnath, into which he and his wife were 
initiated by the Thakur himself. How the religious consciousness was stirred in 
him and how he was drawn to the Thakur, I do not know, and as an outsider, 
I never enquired. Probably the keen rationalist felt that there are more things in 
heaven and earth than can be measured by logic. Others more knowledgeable 
and competent than I will speak of the religious side of Dr. Banerjee's character 
and of his contribution to our religious literature. I can quote only a single 
instance to show how he derived sustenance and fortitude from his contact with 
the Master. Some years ago his wife fell ill and all that a loving husband could 
do proved unavailing ; her agonies increased from day to day, and she died after 
a painful illness patiently borne. Dr. B~merjee faced the tragedy in a mood of 
unruffled peace. 'I believe', said he to condoling friends and relations, ' that the 
soul is deathless and there is life after death. In heaven she will get the relief 
and rest we could not give her on earth.' In his own last illness it was a great 
solace to him that the Thakur had seen and blessed him. 

v 
A man of varied interests, possessed of a tenacious memory and an 

observant eye, Dr. Banerjee was a sparkling talker with an interminable fund 
of anecdotes. He was a wonderful raconteur and his stories were both witty and 
apt. Professor P. C. Ghosh was possibly a more brilliant talker and certainly 
more vivid and more literary. His humour as well as his narration was redolent 
of his multi fa rious scholarship. The substance of Professor Banerjee's anecdotes 
was more homely but his humour was penetrating and deep. The stories he 
told smelt of the earth and never of the library. Here I would recall only two, 
both I believe, derived from his experiences of men in Birbhum. An eld erly 
Brahmin used to play Hanuman in village yatras; the rural audiences roared 
with laughter at his acrobatics but his sons felt embarrassed. When they came 
of age and were prosperous members of the village, they objected to the fa ther's 
participation in yatras, and unable to restrain him in other ways, confined him in 
a locked room. 'They talk of prestige', shouted, the irate father from within, 
'well, if they want to show off their respectability, why not give the father a 
golden tail which will be a real advertisement of their social distinction?' The 
second story is about a son who was performing his father's Sradh with some 
grandeur. When his father's friends, who had been invited, congratulated him 
on the ":a~ he was discharging his filial obligation, he replied with befitting 
modesty, SlfS, you have come to bless this ceremony which I am performing for 
my father. How pleased would he have been to see you here on this occasion!' 

Speaking of Dr. Banerjee as a man, I readily admit that like all of us he had 
h.is limitations, and if he had a large circle of friends, he had also not' a small 
Circle of detractors and enemies. Part of the animosity he aroused was due to 
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his sleepless vigilance about academic standards which others talk of glibly but 
do not observe. Part of it must have been due to his own failings Of these 
latter this is not the occasion to speak, and were it the occasion, I am not the 
man. I shall stress what I consider the outstanding trait of his character. This 
was generosity of spirit. I have already referred to his capacity for warm friend
ship. He tenaciously remembered all his friends and would often jeopardize his 
own interests by trying to espouse the cause of a friend or a pupil. This genero
sity communicated itself even to his literary work. Although professedly a critic, 
he would try more to interpret than to criticize. He would reveal the possibilities 
of a novel or a poem from within rather than judge it from without. There were 
occasions when this generosity was over-stretched, but it was this quality of his 
mind that made his interpretations so illuminating. 

Another manifestation of his generosity of spirit was an almost absolute 
freedom from personal rancour. I remember once a pompous pseudo-critic made 
a savage attack on his great book on the Bengali novel. It did not ruffie Professor 
Banerjee at all; rather he asked me to write out a rejoinder elucidating his,
the Professor's-point of view. But I did not comply and preferred to treat the 
shower of vituperative brickbats with the contempt it deserved. Professor 
Banerjee's attitude was refreshingly different. Conceding that the aggressor had 
a new point of view, he got him appointed to an endowed· Lectureship at the 
University and then sponsored the publication of these lectures to which he con
tributed a laudatory introduction. He would have gone a step further but was 
dissuaded by me and then by my friend Professor Gopinath Bhattacharyya, who 
exposed the hollowness of the pseudo-critic's philosophical pretensions. 

When young Srikumar Banerjee became celebra ted as a teacher and acquired 
prominence in the University, he awakened the envy of some of his own friends 
and colleagues, who, in Shakespeare's phrase, felt that under him their genius 
was rebuked and indulged in a whispering campaign of slander and ridicule. It 
was an embarrassing and disgusting phenomenon, but he did not mind, for he 
did not see what others saw. At first, I thought that this was only a pretence, 
but later on discovered that he did not rea.lly see it ; the argus-eyed intellect had 
a blindness about his own people. For him friends were friends, and enemies 
only misunderstood. Once in a meeting that was convened with the express 
purpose of felicitating him, a former pupil, now appro priately a political leader, 
made a sarcastic, largely ill-founded, attack upon h im. In reply Dr. Banerjee 
good-humouredly said that he was glad to see th nt even in hi s life-time apocry
phal stories were being woven around him ! Outside the meeting, he did not say 
a word against the ex-pupil's bad taste and never bore him any ill-will. 

I should apologize for ending these rambling reminiscences on a personal 
note. I knew him for fifty years, and for the best part of this half century our 
association was very close and my indebtedness unremitting. He captivated me 
by his first lecture, and my devotion to him never wavered . As I look back on 
the years that have passed by, I think that unswerving loyalty to him at a t ime 
when the bosses in the Government and th e University were his enemies- and 
their enmity was never tepid-is the best thing in my oth erwi se undistinguished 
life and career. 
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Professor P. C. Mahalanobis 

A. M. Gun 

The death occurred on June 28 this year of Professor Prasantachandra 
Mahalanobis in a south Calcutta nursing home. With his death ended a very 
eventful career und also the first and, perhaps, the most glorious chapter of the 
history of statistics in India. 

Prasantachandra was born on June 29, 1893 in a renowned Br~hmo family 
of Calcutta. He had his early education in the Brahmo Boys' School, Calcutta, 
from where he passed the Entrance Examinc. tion in 1908. He then joined Pres i
dency College and passed the I.Sc. Examination in 1910 and the B.Sc. Examina
tion with honours in Physics in 1912. From here he went to King's College, 
Cambridge and took the first part of the Mathemat ics Tripos in 1914. But he 
changed over to Physics for Part II of the Tripos, which he took with a first 
class in 1915. He won a senior research schol<!rship at King's College and 
obtained his M.A. the same year. He settled upon a research proj ect at the 
famous Cavendish Laboratory and returned home for a short vacation. But once 
in India, he soon changed his mind, and then began his long association with 
Presidency College on the one hand and with statistics on the other. 
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His uncle, Professor Subodhchandra Mahalanobis, was then Head of the 
Department of Physiology in Presidency College. Soon after he returned to 
India, he was introduced by Subodhchandra to Principal James of the College. 
Just at that time a senior member of the teaching staff of the Physics Depart
ment had gone on leave on war service. Principal James asked young 
Mahalanobis if he could take this teacher's classes. Mahalanobis agreed and 
decided to stay in India for the time being. It was still his intention to return 
to Cambridge and do research work in physics. But soon afterwards he gave 
up the idea, as he found here plenty of things to hold his interest. He was made 
Professor of Physics in the College and a member of the Indian Educational 
Service. He continued in this post till 1945, being concurrently Head of the 
Department of Physics from 1922 to 1945. From 1945 to 1948 he served as 
Principal of the College. After his retirement in 1948, he was appointed 
Professor Emeritus of Physics. 

II 

Mahalanobis's interest in statistics came from a rather casual remark made 
by his Cambridge tutor, W. H. Macaulay, drawing his attention to the journal 
Biometrika, and the Biometrika Tables, both edited by Karl Pearson, who had 
already become famous for his pioneering work in the field of statistics. 
Mahalanobis brought copies of these to India and, while going through them, 
got seriously interested in the subject. It was thus by a chance coincidence 
that a physicist by training and profession made statistics his main field of 
interest. 

He carried out a number of statistical studies, either on his own or at the 
request of the Government or the University of Calcutta. For some time he 
carried on his studies in his own home with the help of part-time computers 
engaged by him. Gradually, a group of young and talented scientists gathered 
round him, among whom were S. S. Bose, R. C. Bose, S. N. Roy and H . C. 
Sinha. They belonged to diverse fields, but Mahalanobis brought them together 
by kindling their interest in statistics. They worked in what came to be known 
as the Statistical Laboratory, located in the room of Professor Mahalanobis in 
Presidency College. (One may still find the Professor's name-plate atop the 
entrance to this room on the ground floor of the Baker Laboratory Building.) 
With the expansion of their activities , they felt the need for a separate Institute 
solely devoted to the study of statistics. The Indian Statistical Institute was 
founded in 1931, but for about twenty years it remained almost a part of 
Presidency College, housed in a set of rooms of the Physics Department. It was 
only after this period that the lSI was shifted to its present site at Baranagore. 

The lSI was a very small institution in the beginning. A part-time computer 
was the only paid worker the lSI had during the first year of its existence, the 
total expenditure being Rs. 238/- In course of time it has grown into an enormous 
organisation with an annual budget of over 1.75 crore rupees. It has been 
carrying on such diverse activities as fundamental research in statistics, project 
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work consultation and a comprehensive programme of education and training. 
The 'rsr Act of 1959 has recognised the ISI as an "institution of national 
importance" and has empowered it to confer degrees in statistics, _thus. giving it 
the status of a university. From the inception of the lSI tlll h1s death, 
Mahalanobis remained at the helm of the lSI, occupying the twin posts of 
Honorary Secretary and Director. 

But the tremendous organising ability of Mahalanobis did not confine itself 
to the ISI. It was at his instance that Sankhya. the Indian Journal of Stati stics 
and one of the finest of its kind in the world, was started ill' 1933 , and 
Mahalanobis remained its editor till the last day of his life. Large-scale sample 
surveys were started by the lSI on behalf of the Government of India. 
Mahalanobis organised the first Indian Statistical Conference in 1938, which 
was presided over by the celebrated British statistician, R. A. Fisher. Mahalanobis 
arranged to start a post-graduate course in statistics for the fi rst time in India 
in Calcutta University in 1941 and remained honorary head of the Department 
of Statistics till 1945. (Incidentally, the Department of Statistics in Presidency 
College also owes its origin to Mahalanobis's initiative. Started in 1944 for 
imparting Honours-level teaching in statistics, the Department had in the 
beginning virtually no staff of its own. Some workers of the l SI taught on a 
part-time basis. And for more than eight years it had no accommodation of its 
own ; the ISI, however, allowed the Department to use a couple of cubicles in 
one of the rooms it was occupying in the College.) At Mahalanobi s's instance, 
again, the Indian Science Congress decided to have a separate section for 
mathematics and statistics in 1942. Against tremendous odds, he was soon able 
to have a separate section for statistics alone. Some Science Congres bigwigs 
are reported to have exclaimed at the time: "If there is to be a sect ion for 
statistics, why not one for astrology!" 

Official statistics had so long been collected only as a by-product of ad
ministration. Mahalanobis persuaded the Government to improve the system of 
data-collection. A Central Statistical Unit was started by the Government in 
1949, to work under the technical guidance of Mahalanobis as Statistical Adviser 
to the Cabinet. Two years later the Central Statistical Organisation was estab
lished to co-ordinate the work of the various statistical acrencies of both the 

b 

Central and the State Governments . The National Sample Survey was created 
in 1950 for the collection of socio-economic data through sample surveys on a 
continuing basis ; for many years it worked almost as a part of the ISI. Nor 
did Mahalanobis ignore the industrial sector ; it was largely at his initiative that 
Indian industrialists adopted statistical techniques in such field s as surveying 
consumer demand and consumer preferences, and controiiing the quality of 
products. Every manufacturing or trading concern worth the name in India has 
now a statis-wing. 

m 

. Let us now turn to Mahalanobis's own contributions as a researcher. During 
his long career as a statistician, he produced about 200 papers and a number of 

- - -
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books. But in this short discussion we can consider only the more outstanding 
of his contributions. 

Very early in his career Mahalanobis carried out a number of anthropometric 
studies. These led to the formulation of the D2-statistic, which has come to be 
known in statistical literature as Mahalanobis's generalised distance and has 
proved a valuable tool in taxonomy and many other fields including economics 
and geology. 

A disastrous flood had occurred in north Bengal in 1922, following which 
the Government appointed an expert committee of engineers to investigate its 
causes and make recommendations. The committee was about to suggest that 
expensive retarding basins be constmcted to hold up the flood water, when the 
question was referred to Mahalanobis for his opinion. He made a statistical 
study of rainfall and floods in the region extending over a period of about fifty 
years and found that the proposed retarding basins would be useless. Floods 
were occurring because of obstructions to the outflow of excess water by river and 
railway systems without adequate bridges ; the real need was improvement of 
the drainage system and not provision for holding up the flood water. Mahalanobis 
made specific recommendations, many of which were implemented and proved 
effective. He did similar work on floods in Orissa rivers, which formed the 
basis of the Hirakud hydroelectric project. 

Mahalanobis's work on river floods is noteworthy, being really in the nature 
of Operations Research, which was introduced as a separate discipline much later 
after the Second World War. 

Soon after the establishment of the lSI came the epoch-making investigations 
on the technique of large-scale sample surveys, with which Mahalanobis's name 
will always be associated. Large-scale sample surveys of the acreage and yield 
of all important crops in Bengal and Bihar were followed by sample surveys for 
collecting socio-economic data, for assessing public preferences, etc. These 
demonstrated the utility of large-scale sample surveys for collecting information 
quickly, economically and with sufficient accuracy for most purposes. Three 
important contributions were made to the technique of large-scale sampling, viz. , 
the concepts of optimum design of a survey, pilot surveys and interpenetrating 
sub-samples. By an optimum design is meant such a design of a sample survey 
as would lead to the highest precision (of the final estimate) for a given cost or 
to the minimum cost for a given level of precision. The use of pilot surveys 
provides a systematic method for progressively improving the design of the survey, 
utilizing the prior information on the cost of sampling and variance. It represents 
a very general approach, of which a significant example is sequential sampling 
developed about ten years later by A. Wald. 

The problem of national development had been engaging the attention of 
Mahalanobis for a long time. In 1954, he undertook, at the request of Prime 
Minister Nehm and the Planning Commission, a study to devise means for in
creasing national income at a reasonably rapid rate and at the same time solving 
the problem of unemployment. On the basis of this study, he developed 
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econometric models (known as Mahalanobis's two-sector and four-sector models) 
for determining optimum investments in different sectors of the national economy. 
His findings supplied a rational strategy for economic devel~pment . a~d form~d 
the basis of the Second and Third Five-Year Plans. He contmued his mterest m 
the planned economic development of the country as a member of the Planning 
Commission. 

Mahalanobis's last important contribution was the technique of fractile graphi
cal analysis. This powerful tool was developed out of a need to compare the 
socio-economic conditions of groups of people, differing in place and time, in the 
light of the data collected in the different rounds of the National Sample Survey. 
The method is graphical and is based on a geometrical concept of error, which 
enables us to study the relationship between two variables and also provides a 
measure of the separation or difference between two different "universes" of study. 

N 

Mahalanobis's distinguished services to the cause of science in general and that 
of statistics in particular won recognition both at home and abroad. He was held 
in as great esteem by his fellow scientists in India as by those in Moscow, London 
or New York. 

Oxford University awarded him the Weldon Medal and Prize for biometry. 
He received honorary doctorates from Calcutta University, Visva-Bharati, Delhi 
University and Sofia University, Bulgaria. In 1945 he was elected Fellow of the 
Royal Society, mainly in view of his work on sample surveys. He was also a 
Fellow of numerous other societies-the International Econometric Society, the 
Royal Statistical Society, the American Statistical Association, the Indian Academy 
of Sciences and the National Academy of Sciences of India, to name only a few. 
He was also made a Foreign Member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and an 
Honorary Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. He was general secretary of the 
Indian Science Congress from 1945 to 1948, presided over its anthropology 
section in 1925 and mathematics and statistics section in 1942, and was its geueral 
president in 1950. In 1957 he was made honorary president of the International 
Statistical Institute, having been its member since 1937 and honorary member in 
1952. Mahalanobis had been a member of the U. N. Statistical Commission since 
1942 and was its chairman from 1954 to 1958. From 1947 to 1951 he was 
chairman of the U. N. Sub-Commission on Statistical Sampling. 

v 

?ne cannot but marvel at Mahalanobis's versatility. Originally a man of 
physics, he gradually shifted his interest to statistics. But in the course of his 
work as a statistician, he also got interested in such diverse fields as anthropology, 
meteorology, river research, education and psychology, and economics. 
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Besides, he was a man of letters, having a remarkable mastery over both 
Bengali and English. Even when one goes through his scientific wntmgs, one 
is struck by his philosophical outlook and lucidity of expression. He was also 
a delightful speaker in both these languages. 

Mahalanobis took a deep interest in the social and intellectual movements 
Bengal, especially in the life and work of Raja Rammohun Roy. We should 
also refer here to his long and close association with Rabindranath and Santi
niketan. He played an important role, through his work in the Sadharan Brahmo 
Samaj and otherwise, in forging a close link between Tagore and the intelligentsia 
of Bengal. Incidentally, it was Mahalanobis who edited the first anthology of 
Tagore's poems, Chayanika, for which he made use of an opinion poll conducted 
among the educated elite of Bengal. When Visva-Bharati was formally 
inaugurated in 1921 Mahalanobis became its secretary, holding this post for ten 
years. He was also editor of the Visva-Bharati Patrika for a while. He applied 
himself so earnestly to the work of this newly-founded institution that a high
ranking official of the Education Department was said to have ruefully observed 
at that time that the Government had lost a member of the Indian Educational 
Service to the Visva-Bharati. Later in life, he played host to the poet on several 
occasions and accompanied him on a number of foreign tours. Tagore, in his 
turn, took a lively interest in the work of Mahalanobis and in the lSI too, whose 
sylvan setting in many ways resembles that of Santiniketan. 

VI 

It is true that not all those who came in contact with Mahalanobis found 
him a likeable man. Indeed, he was known for his vanity, and while he had a 
rather uncanny capacity to recognize talent and attracted some of the best 
scientists to the lSI, he paid scant regard to their amenities and susceptibilities. 
The case of the renowned British biologist, J. B. S. Haldane, who came . to the 
lSI full of enthusiasm but had to leave in a huff, naturally comes to mind. 

He was also contemptuous of routine rules and regulations. Although he 
received for the lSI large sums of public money, he was always reluctant to let 
the Government have a say as to how that money should be spent. On a number 
of occasions, the way he was running the lSI and especially his handling of the 
work connected with the National Sample Survey came in for bitter criticism 
from the press and Parliament. 

Even so, one cannot question his achievements as a scientist and as an 
organizer of scientific activity. Indian statisticians, in particular, should ever 
remember him with affection and gratitude. He introduced statistics in India as a 
separate scientific discipline when it was virtmlly an unknown subject even for 
some of the advanced countries of the world. And it was mainly through his 
efforts that statistics was placed within a short time on a firm footing in the 
academic as well as in the administrative set-up of the country. Not only that, the 
work initiated by him and carried on by his associates at the lSI has brought 
India almost to the very centre of the world statistical map. 
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Professor Amal Bhattacharji: A Tribute 

J asodhara B agchi 

Dignified, handsome, impeccably dressed, with a solemn, sensitive face and 
a smile that was prized all the more because of its rarity, Professor Amal 
Bhattacharji was a teacher of English Literature with a difference. Refusing 
resolutely to put a seal of finality on any aspect of the subject he taught, his 
endeavour was to keep his students alive to the subject taught. The originality 
of response and the intellectual dexterity in communicating the response that 
informed his teaching, have become increasingly apparent to his pupils as they 
have grown in their response to literature. A "critical response" (to borrow one 
of his own happy coinages) was what he himself brought to his teaching; it is 
also what he tried to cultivate in his pupils. 

Belonging to this extraordinary city where literary sensibili ty proli (erates 
side by side with squalor, Amal Bhattacharji's unflinching pursuit of a highly 
exacting standard of literary scholarship has something of a fable about it. 
Scrupulously cultivating a healthy scorn for mere orthodoxy (as opposed to tradi
tion, in which he was deeply interested), Amal Bhattacharji's life rather resembles 
that of an explorer. Tragically cut short by a premature death, it should be 
understood in terms of a quest. 

Born on the 22nd of May, 1919, Amal Bhattacharji matriculated from 
Hamilton High School, Tamluk in 1935. For the Intermediate Arts he joined the 
Scottish Church College, some of the boisterous goings-on of which he recalled 
in later life with obvious relish. In 1937 he joined the English honours classes 
in Presidency College along with a group of bright young undergraduates, which 
included Sri Sailendra Kumar Sen, Prabhat Kumar Ghosh and others. F rom this 
date, therefore, began his association with the English Department of Presidency 
College, to which he was to commit the greater part of his working life. As an 
undergraduate he caught the attention of his teachers, such as Dr. Subodh 
Chandra Sen Gupta and Sri Tarapada Mukherji and Sri Taraknath Sen for the 
depth and range of his reading and for the unusual command over the language 
he used. He delayed sitting for his M.A. examinations by two years. It is to 
this time that one can clearly trace the beginnings of the ill-health that was to 
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dog him throughout his life, he went down with malaria and jaundice which left 
his constitution permanently damaged. He finally took the M.A. examination in 
1943. Sri Rabindra Kumar Das Gupta, then a young lecturer in the Post-Graduate 
classes of the Calcutta University was so struck by the power and the originality 
of his answers, that he was heard to declare openly that he had detected an 
intellectual superior, a feeling to which he testifies very warmly even to this day. 

So far the story is a conventional one. But the striking quality of intellec
tual curiosity and sensitiveness which he displayed as a student of English 
Literature was not simply a matter of bookish learning with him, to be exploited 
for earning a living and to be scrupulously set apart from the life he saw around 
him. By 1942 India was facing a tremendous upheaval and social crisis. The 
international situation further sharpened the contradictions within the Indian 
society. It was primarily as a response to this acutely uncomfortable political 
situation that he began to take a deep interest in Marxism. Noti prepared to 
sacrifice his intellectual quest, he did not allow Marxism to develop into a strait 
jacket in which to stifle all his doubts and possibilities of future development. 
However, he never really turned his back upon the framework of thought which 
he mastered with a great deal of intellectual effort : it remained with him all 
through his life as manifest in his conviction about the material base of human 
civilization and culture. It is a proof of the richness of his sensibility that he 
avoided the aridness that might have gone with such a conviction and captured 
a sense of complex and concrete view of human civilization from it. It also 
left him with an acute awareness of t9.e hopeless muddle of values that consti
tutes the modem Indian society. 

It was probably his zeal for current politics that made him take up journalism 
as a profession . Between 1945 and 1947 he served on the permanent staff of the 
Saturday Mail and edited a radical journal called Zigzag with his friend and 
contemporary Sri Sisir Chatterji. During this time he published a short pam
phlet Far East in Turmoil which, though dated, has the kind of brilliance one has 
come to associate with his writings. Together with his fiancee Sukumari Datta, 
who was to become his wife in 1948 he contributed several scintillating review 
articles in Bengali to Sahityapatra and Arani. The most outstanding among his 
literary output of this period was a long analysis of the writings of James Joyce 
published in two consecutive numbers of Zigzag. It is a matter of great regret 
that the second part of the writing cannot be traced anywhere in Calcutta. 

Journalism, however, failed to keep him satisfied for long. The ephemeral 
quality of the profession probably horrified him and he developed a life-long 
antipathy for the facile generalisations which form the staple of most journalistic 
writings. He took up teaching instead, and started his new career in December 
1947 at Krishnanagar Government College. Among his pupils in this College 
was Sri Nirupam Chatterji, ·later his colleague, whose devoted attention to Profes
sor Bhattacharji during the last few months of his illness will be remembered 
by many. In 1949 he came to Sanskrit College arriving nearer home. Follow
ing the usual circuitous route laid down by the Government of West Bengal he 
eventually came to Presidency College in 1950. It was here that he spent the 
rt:maining twenty years of hi~ life, with the exception of a short spell from July 
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to September 1959 as the Principal of Hooghly Mohsin College. The story goes 
that each day of his exile from Presidency College at Hooghly, he used to send a 
postcard to his friend Sri A. W. Mahmood, then the A.D.P.I. 'Vest Bengal, which 
said "How long, 0 Lord, how long!" 

While teaching at Presidency College Amal Bhattacharji be?an the specta
cular course of intellectual exploration. In some ways, the story IS a remarkable 
one. A voracious reader with an unusual capacity for absorbing what he read, 
Am<J.l Bhattacharji, like all live students of literature, started with a very deep 
interest in modern literature. Possessing first editions of many contemporary 
poets who have subsequently become classics, he was an avant-garde, without 
any of the strenuous jargon-mongering than went with it. As far as one can trace, 
way back in 1941 he was preparing himself for a full-length study of modern 
European poetry in depth. Not satisfied with a facile acquisition of the ' trends' 
of modern literature, which was the 'done thing' among many an intellectual of 
his generation, he approached the subject with a totality of commitment which 
characterised the man. It was his diving into the deeps of the 'modern ' sen sibi
lity, and not a prudish don-like resistance to it, that eventually led him to the 
rich classical background of European literature. In order to understand the 
sources from which Eliot, Pound, Yeats and others drew their sustenance, he 
began to probe backwards. Unlike many Bengali intellectuals of h is generation 
who confined themselves to translations, he actually sat down to do it the hard 
way-learn Italian, Latin and Greek read the relevant texts in the original and 
then write about them. It meant a great deal of self-restraint for an academic 
who had such powers of expression at his command and who was singula rly 
free from the usual academic's inhibition about committing himself to a part icular 
critical position. During these years of magnificent preparation he published 
very little. Once, when accused of being a 'perfectionist' he answered very 
simply, " I shall write as a convinced man." 

One shudders to think of the terrifying loneliness of the difficult journey he 
undertook. But one should recognize two sources from which he drew hi s suste
nance, one personal, the other institutional. His iearned wife, a fellow explorer 
of. the Indian classical mythology and literature, shared part of hi s quest and 
relieved the loneliness of the way. The other was the extraordinary Depart
ment of English at Presidency College, where, in a quiet but sure way a founda
tion of literary scholarship was built up. Professor Taraknath Sen with his 
massive scholarship gave him warm support. Generations of admirin 2: pupils 
also kept him going, though they could only catch glimpses of th e mag t~tude of 
his intellectual effort. Among his ex-pupils Sri Arun Kumar Das G~pta as a 
colleague in the Department camtj closest to him intellectually. In these days 
of a general explosion of 'universities' and 'Post-graduate' courses, it is chasten
ing _to remember the achievement of the scholars of the English Department , 
Pres1den~y College-the amazing persistence with which they built up a standard 
of. teachmg and the high quality the best of them displayed. It is hard to con
ceive that Amal Bhattacharji would have found his milieu anywh ere outside 
Presidency College. 

He began learning Latin in 1953! Greek; followed ip 1958, Italian arounc1 
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1963-64. Many generations of students at Pr<:sidency College will recall wi th 
p leasure his lectures on Dante which accompanied his lectures on Carlyle's On 
Heroes and Hero Worship_ What a magnificent way of getting round the con
stricted syllabus prescribed by the University ! His repeated excursions into the 
Classical past of Europe and his interest in Dante and Shakespeare brought with 
it an interest in religion. Not subscribing to any religious creed himself, he was, 
however, deeply interested in religion as a mani festa tion of human endeavour. 
Way back in 1943, as a modernist neophyte he had done a lot of reading on 
social anthropology, mythology and psychology. Later on, with growing matu
rity the early interest broadened out into a more serious study of religion as it 
operates in literature. The study of Macbeth which he contributed to the 
Shakespeare Commemoration Volume edited by Professor T. N. Sen a nd pub
lished in 1966, indicates the originality of hi s approach to the problem. 

If it is at all possible to trace the beginnings of the special methodology 
which he evolved for himself in the mature phase of hi s life it should be placed 
around thi s date. To this phase also belongs hi s Bengali essay on Greek civiliza
tion tha t he contributed to Bharatkosh, and the long essay on Dickens' Bleak 
House which was published anonymously. It was a happy accident that just as 
he had begun to publish again he visited the University o f Cambridge with his 
wife and daughter for a year in 1966-67. He made valuable friendships there : 
Professor M. I. Finley and his wife, Mr. E . P. M. Dronke and his wife, Professor 
Guthrie, Professor A. B. Pippard and a host of other scholars. In that one year 
he read at a fantastic pace, listened to music, saw plays, visited art galleries and 
monuments all over Europe, really enjoying himself at last. The fruit of that 
one happy year came pouring forth. Within two years of his return he had 
written three long articles on Greek tragedy and a plan for a book on the evolu
tion of the European tragic form. If completed, the work would have been a 
landmark in Indian scholarship of European studies. 

'Ther cam a privee theef men clepeth Deeth.' Amal Bhattacharji d ied, 
9 August 1970, at the peak of his creative powers. After his life-long quest he 
had just arrived at h is own approach and method. In 1969 he had taken charge 
of the Department of English and was full of ideas about its future development. 
He had also gathered around him a band of devoted scholars mostly ex-pupils 
teaching in various Universities and Colleges, who were prepared to try out 
with h im new ways of making the subject alive in this context. He conceived 
of an approach to European studies from the modern Indian point of view. The 
leadership that would have come from him is , of course irreplaceable. Still one 
hopes that much of what he strained to achieve will be continued in the work of 
the younger pupils whom he encouraged to strike out paths on their own. A 
courageous d issenter himself, he always warmed up to young independent minQS . 
His plan was to break away from the tyranny of mere Anglo-centrism and to intro
duce our own view of European civilization using the modern tools of scholarshi p 
and research at our disposaL The task is by no means an easy one, especially 
in his absence. But it must not be given up, or we will have belied his 
memory. His memory is both a challenge to forge ahead and a responsibility to 
do it well . 
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The Political Theory of Imperialism 

Kuruvilla Zacharia h 

I must begin with an acknowledgement and an r.pology. It is a real pleasure 
to me to come back, if only for an evening, to my old University and it is an 
ho.nour to come back in this capacity, to lecture on a Foundation associated with 
the name of one who, perhaps more than any other living Indian, has upheld, 
in his life and his teaching, true principles of politics and public duty. I must 
thank the University for this opportunity and this honour. 

*This was the Rt. Hon'ble Mr. Srinivasa S::~s tri Lecture delivered at the Senate House 
(Madras University) on Feb. 21, 1930. We are extremely gra teful to Professor Sushobhan 
Sarkar for lending us his copy of the paper. 
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I must apologize for a subject which, to a certain extent, overlaps last 
year's. I had chosen my subject and written out the greater part of my lecture 
before I obtained a copy of last year's lecture ; and then it was too late to 
change. I have been compelled to content myself within enlarging the historical 
part of my treatment and curtailing the special application to India. This is 
the explanation of a certain disproportion of which I am conscious ; for that 
and for the overlapping I express my regrets . 

The role of political philosophy has generally been to justify the accom
plished fact, to prop up existing institutions with the buttresses of reason. States, 
like individuals, are often moved primarily by material interests and the hope 
of material rewards . But the moral sense generally asserts itself ; and they are 
uneasy till they can convince themselves that ethical principles sanction, or at 
any rate are not violated by their activities. Nor is this difficult, for there are 
few actions and few institutions for which the human intellect is not ingenious 
enough to devi se a justification which the human conscience is not elastic enough 
to accept. From slavery to anarchy, there is nothing which has not had, at 
one time or another, its advocates or defenders. 

The purpose of these lectures is to trace and analyse some of the arguments 
that have been put forward in defence of conquest and empire. The inquiry 
cannot be exhaustive, but it is possible, even within the narrow limits of time at 
my command, to indicate the principal grounds for the political philosophy of 
empire. Modern writers, as a rule, have paid little attention to the subject, for 
the basic assumption of modern political theory is the conception of the state 
as expressing the general wi ll and commanding the good will and active co
operation of its members-an assumption generally incompatible with imperial
ism. But there have always been some, who, with more candour or more. 
realism, have faced the problem of the conquering state. After all, empires are 
one of the recurring facts of history and have often been justified by their 
results, even if not just in their origin. No survey of political institutions can 
alford to neglect them. 

The first Western people who moralized over history were the ancient 
Greeks ; and we may well begin our study with them, not for that reason alone, 
but because in Greece we can see that problem in its simplest form, without the 
complication of disturbing or irrelevant factors. For the Greek theory of empire, 
however, we have to turn to others than Aristotle and Plato. Writing at a time 
when the city state was already beginning to break down, they still regarded it 
as the only true political unit. It is in Thucydides that we find both an analysis 
and a theory of imperialism. 

The general character of the Athenian Empire is well known. Starting as a 
symmachia, a confederacy of equal states, it was rapidly transformed into an 
arche or empire under the domination of Athens. Even in discreet official docu
ments, the allies were sometimes described as 'states over which the Athenians 
rule' . After an unsuccessful revolt the oath of allegiance was sworn to the 
men of Athens alone. Nor did Athenian statesmen make any attempt to veil 
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the real character of her government. Cleon told the ecclesia : ·Your empire 
is a despotism and your subjects disaffected conspirators, .whose ?bedience is 
ensured not by your suicidal concessions, but by the supenonty given you by 
your own strength and not by their loyalty.'1 Even Pe~icles held very ,;~ilar 
language : 'What you hold is, to speak somewhat plamly, a tyranny. -. fhe 
desire for autonomy was particularly strong in Greece and the loss of hberty 
was felt as an intolerable grievance. Many cities, which had joined the League 
to secure their own and their neighbours' freedom, now found themselves 
through that very alliance reduced to the status of subjects. They might well be 
indignant. The Mitylenean envoys at Sparta voiced the general feeling : 'We 
did not become allies of the Athenians for the subjugation of the Greeks, but 
allies of the Greeks for their liberation from the Mede.'3 'Trust in Athens,' they 
added, 'we can no longer feel'. This distrust of the imperialism of Athens was 
universal and was shown very markedly by neutrals in the Peloponnesian War. 
They rightly suspected that, if they gave the Athenians an inch, they would 
presently take an ell, and were prepared to make peace with their enemies 
rather than accept help from Athens. 

But the Athenians did not let the case go against them by default . They 
have plenty to say for themselves ; and nearly all the arguments that have ever 
justified empire may be found, stated with admirable conciseness, in the speeches 
of Thucydides. There was sometimes an uneasy feeling that, in its origin , the 
empire was difficult to justify. 'To take it,' admitted Pericles, 'was perhaps 
wrong.'4 But these qualms were transient. The Athenian speakers at the 
Congress at Lacedaemon pointed out that the empire had been almost thrust 
upon Athens nor had it created a new precedent, ' for it has always been the 
law that the weaker should be subject to the stronger.'" When Athenian character 
had deteriorated through years of war and tyranny, the principle that Might is 
Right is put forward naked and unashamed. 'You know as well as we do,' say 
the Athenian envoys in the Melian conference, ' that right, as the world goes, is 
only in question between equals in power, while the strong do what they can 
and the weak suffer what they must.' 6 And again, 'it is not as if we were the 
first to make ·this law or to act upon it when made: we found it existin2: 
before us and shall leave it to exist for ever after us ; all we do is to mak~ 
use of it, knowing that you and everybody else, having the same power as we 
have, would do the same as we, do.' 7 It would be impossible to state more 
clearly an argument for imperialism that is a hardy perennial and constantly 
reappe~rs .. The possession of Might confers a Right to empire, almost imposes 
an obligatiOn. 

But this is not the only ground on which Athens defended her empire : an 
even strange~ one was the plea of self-interest. A state may be strong and 
yet ~ot use Its_ strength ~or aggrandizement ; but few states can be expected to 
refr~m from usmg all the1r resources when their power or prosperity is threatened. 
;encles, wh~n he _confessed that to take the empire was perhaps wrong, added, 
but to let 1t . go IS unsafe.'8 The same view was expressed, in 2:reater detai l, 

by the Atheman speakers at the Peloponnesian congress. 'At last ,~ when almost 
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all hated us, when some had already revolted and been subdued, when you had 
ceased to be the friends you once were and had become objects of suspicion 
and dislike, it appeared no longer safe to give up our empire, especially as all 
who left us would fall to you. And no one can quarrel with a people for making, 
in matters of tremendous risk the best provision that it can for its interest.' 9 'Fear, 
honour and interest,' they said, combined to forbid any surrender of the empire. 
It was to the empire that Athens owed her position as the leading Greek state 
·of the time; her pride was engaged in its maintenance. To abandon the empire 
would be to relegate herself to the level of a second-rate state. Indeed, her very 
independence would be threatened. The dualism in Greece, which made 
neutrality almost impossible, compelled Athens to employ every possible means 
to strengthen and extend her position. What was lost by one side will be gained 
by the other. Was it reasonable to demand that the city should commit politi
cal suicide? Unsought, the headship of the confederacy had develoved on Athens; 
thenceforward, every advance was dictated by an inexorable process of evolu
tion. Once the empire was in being and the political and economic fabric of the 
city adjusted to the new framework, it was impossible to retreat or retract 
without the certainty of dislocation. It was dangerous even to stand still, to 
be content with what had been achieved and decline all further acquisitions. As 
Alcibiades put it, 'We cannot fix the exact point at which our empire shall stop ; 
we have reached a position in which we must not be content with retaining but 
must scheme to extend it, for, if we cease to rule others, we are in danger of 
being ruled ourselves.'10 

This resistless inner impulse in empires which urges them to continual 
conquests finds abundant illustration in history ; there is scarcely one empire of 
which it is not true. Nor is there any need to ascribe this to an insatiable lust 
of conquest, the appetite growing with food, though this seems true to some 
extent of the great conquerors, like Alexander and Napoleon. But states, whose 
imperial expansion is slow and gradual, are driven onward by other forces than 
a mere passion for power. The history of Roman imperialism is too well 
known to need detailed exposition Just as the Athenian empire was the 
alternative to Persian domination over the Aegean, so the Roman conquest of 
Sicily- the first step in its victorious march to world power- was the alter
native to a Carthaginian conquest. Once started, the pace might be slowed or 
quickened, but there could be no halt till some defensible frontier was reached, 
desert or sea or mountain range. In vain did men like Cato strive to stem the 
tide ; the quest of the natural frontier opens up an almost boundless perspective. 

The same tendency is illustrated by the growth of British dominion in India 
and, on a smaller scale, by the history of Venice in the later Middle Ages. 
Defended by her lagoons from Goth and Lombard, the island republic had 
become a great maritime and commercial power concentrating her energies on 
the Eastern trade. But the states on the mainland, which contro11ed the outlets 
fo r Venetian commerce, the rivers of Lombardy · and the passes over the Alps, 
imposed heavy duties on her merchandise. To protect herself against this 
rapacity, Venice was compelled to acquire possessions on the mainland and tc 
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become a continental and imperial power. But once this policy was adopted, it 
could not easily be abandoned . There are no natural frontiers in Lombardy to 
the west or north till the Alps are reached. The Venetian boundary was gradually 
pushed to the Adige, from the Adige to the Mincio, from the Min~io to the 
Oglio, from the Ogho to the Adda and Venice found herself commttted to a 
task which was beyond her powers. And although, as with other imperial 
powers, the first step was dictated by the principle of self-preservation and the 
succeeding steps seemed to follow by a sort of logical n~cessity,. this persistent 
advance awoke the alarm and resentment of all the netghbourmg states and 
earned for Venice a reputation for greed and lust for territory. 'Everyone,' said 
Galeazzo Sforza, lord of Milan, to the Venetians, 'everyone says you want to 
eat up all Italy' ; and a few ~ears later, the League of Cambray protested against 
'the insatiable cupidity of the Venetians and their thirst for dominion.' 

Everything depends on the point of view. Interests clash; and the expansion 
of one state, even when it is not wanton, but the necessary means of or corollary 
to self-preservation, spells peril or annihilation to other states. Athens sought 
empire because it guaranteed her independence and prosperity and the . other 
Greek cities hated Athens because her imperialism threatened their independence . 
But the Athenian statesmen did not justify the empire solely on the plea that 
Might is Right or that Necessity knows no Law. The best of them realised that 
the advantage of the conqueror was an argument too one-sided to win the moral 
approval of mankind. But, if to it they could add the advantage of the con
quered, then indeed their title would be tremendously strengthened. The trouble 
was that the subjects were not as sensible of the benefits conferred on them as 
the rulers and preferred autonomy and isolation to the gains they derived from 
their association with Athens. Athens maintained that this was due to the very 
mildness of its rule. If its government were more despotic, there would be 
fewer complaints. It was precisely because it always acted in accordance with 
law and justice that the allies were emboldened to complain. Nor is this 
paradoxical claim as absurd as it might appear. Revolutions are the result, not 
so much of unmitigated oppression as of that consciousness of oppress ion which 
is aroused only with the dawn of liberty and material prosperity. The lot of the 
Greek cities was far more tolerable under Athens than under Persia or even 
under Sparta. Not without truth did !socrates say: 'If they recall the tr ials 
which were held for the allies at Athens, who is so witless that it will not occur 
to him to reply to this that the Lacedlernonians put to death without trial more 
of the Greeks than all those who have come up for trial and judgment with us 
during all the time that we have governed the city.' t t ~ 

It is ~ifficult t? deny that culture and civilization gained by the existence of 
the Atheman empue. When the tribute was no loncrer needed for the war 
against Persia, the mone~ was used largely for the ador;ment of the city and the 
glo_ry_ of th~ gods. Emptre was apparently the historic condition of the brill iant 
artlstlc achtevements of Athens during the Periclean acre and these in turn seemed 
to justify the empire. In the words of Pericles, Athens became the school of 
Hellas: she charged high fees but provided a first class education. If the · 
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allies paid her tribute, she gave them something that often cannot be bought 
with money, she gave them civilization. They bad to pay, but they got their 
money's worth. She taught them not only through her art and literature but 
through her law, her wide outlook, her institutions of liberty and self-government. 
Some of the best of them made their home in Athens and drew from it their 
spiritual inspiration: so did Polygnotus of Thasos, Hippocrates of Cos, Herodotus 
of Halicarnassus . To some extent Athens led the Greeks from the old, narrow 
ideal of the city state to the possibilities of a larger political unity ; and many of 
the allies were freed from the burden of oppressive oligarchies. Pericles could 
with some justice say that 'Athens alone of her contemporaries is found when 
tested to be greater than her reputation, and alone gives no occasion to her 
assailants to blush at the antagonist by whom they have been worsted, or to her 
subjects to question her title by merit to rule.' 1 2 

I have dwelt at some length on Athenian imperialism because it was the 
first self-conscious impenalism that attempted to defend itself by reason and 
because the arguments it used are those which, allowing for changes in circum
stances, have reappeared from age to age. The empire arose without deliberate 
intention on our part and almost in spite of us. The loss of it now would involve 
the loss of our power and prosperity and perhaps of our independence. It is 
a natural law of history that the weak should be ruled by the strong and we 
cannot be blamed for being strong. Our ru le confers benefits on our subjects 
otherwise far beyond their reach, benefits conferred - as Pericles puts it -not 
from calculations of expediency, but in the confidence of liberality, fearless of 
consequences. 

Such was the Athenian defence of empire. But these arguments commended 
themselves neither to the other Greek states nor to the mature reflection of the 
great Greek thinkers. But it was not so much the pr inciple of domination that 
Plato and Aristotle .:ondemned as the practice of domination over fellow Greeks; 
and in their philosophy, which was built round the theory of the city as the 
ide2l unit, there could be no place for any extension of territory which would 
impair its self-sufficiency and react on its institutions. But they supplied a fresh 
and potent argument for empire. The distinction, which Aristotle in particular 
drew, between those who are freemen and those who are slaves by nature, 
supplied a basis for empire grounded on justice and right. He maintains that 
what is best for the individual is best fo r the state. 'That the unequal should 
be given to equals and the unlike to those who are like is contrary to nature, 
and nothing which is contrary to nature is good.' 13 But nature itself is 
responsible for an innate natural inequality between men: some are born 
!o command and others to serve, not by vir tue of descent, but of the 
character indelibly engraved on them. And it is just and natural that 
men and states which possess such a superiority should rule over those 
which do not. The whole argument is thus summed up : 'Men should not 
study war with a vi~w to the enslavem~nt of those who do not deserve to be 
enslaved ; but first of all they should provide against their own enslavement, 
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and in the second place obtain empire for the go?d of th_e governed, and not 
for the sake of exercising a general despotism, and m the third ~~~ce they should 
seek to be masters only over those who deserve to be slaves. The rule of 
Greek over Greek is intolerable ; but the rule of Greek over barbarian is 
sanctioned by the laws of nature. Let us remember that Aristotle was tutor to · 

Alexander of Macedon. 

Rome did not contribute much that was new to the theory of empire, 
althouah it is worth while noting that nearly all the terms we use in this connexion 

0 • • . 

are Latin terms, 'Colony, dependency, plantation, provmce, state, possessiOn, 
dominion, empire, all directly or indirectly come from the Romans.' '" The 
Roman empire developed some peculiar features, which distinguish it from 
earlier eastern Empires like the Assyrian or Persian and from modern empires . 
like the British ; but few of the Romans were troubled about its justice, though 
some of them questioned its wisdom. The empire was such a large and impos
ing fact, so universal in its scope that to question it would have seemed alrr:ost 
like questioning the ordinances of nature. Neither against other states nor against 
the public opinion of mankind did it have. to defend itself by words. Only in 
the later Middle Ages was such a justification felt to be necessary. By that time 
the mediaeval empire had ceased to exercise any oecumenical authority ; and it 
struggled to defend itself, not against the independent nation states fast nsmg 
to power, but against the militant and aggressive Papacy. 

Dante is the best known of mediaeval imperialists. To Dante, as to many 
others of the time, the mediaeval empire was the heir and successor of the old 
Roman empire and to vindicate the authority of the former it was necessary to 
establish the right of the latter to universal dominion. In the second book of 
the De Monarchia Dante addresses himself to this task and, during the course of 
his arguments, produces reasons, some of which are characterist iZ of mediaeva l 
thinking but alien to the mind and temper of the Greeks. 

'Whatever God wills,' says Dante, 'in the society of men is to be regarded · 
as true and pure right.' ' 6 But the will of God in itself is invisi ble and has to be 
understood by outward and visible signs. The Romans were the no blest of all 
peoples ; it was meet that they should be rewarded with the honour of empire. 
The public spirit they exhibited and their sincere desire for the aood of the · 
commonwealth is another proof that they had right on their side. :='The Roman 
Empire' - Dante quotes a saying current at the time - 'springs from the fount 
of compassion. ' ' 7 Miracles, moreover, attested the divine sanction. Th e nroce
dure of law also vindicated the Romans ; for the duellum or single com b~t was 
one of the acknowledged methods of proof in which the God of Battles intervened 
t~ defen? the right-and the Roman Empire was established by a series of con
flict~ which were often of the nature of single combats. Another characteri stically 
mediae~al argument was based on the current view of religion. Christ approved 
the claim of Augustus to the sovereignty of the whole world by obeying his 
decree for the enrolment of the citizens of the world. The empire was i;deed 
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essential to the whole scheme of salvation. The sin of Adam was the sin of 
mankind as a whole and justice could be vindicated only by a valid punishment 
of collective human nature. Such a nature was present in Christ, but the punish
ment to be lawful had to be inflicted by an authority who had jurisdiction over 
all men. Both in His birth and in His death, 'at either limit of his warfare,'1s 

Christ confirmed the universal power of Rome. 

Such a chain of reasoning seems fantastic and has no evidential value for 
the modern mind. But Dante uses two other arguments which often reappear, 
explicitly or implicitly, in modern defences of imperialism. Success in a competi
tion follows desert or right: it is the judgment of God . Many strove for the 
empire of the world; but none obtained it save Rome. The Romans, then, not 
only deserved empire, but won it by the will of God, that is, by right. This is 
one of the most insidious and ubiquitous of historical misjudgments. 'We have 
a theory,' says Lord Acton, 'which justifies Providence by the event, and holds 
nothing so deserving as success, to which there can be no victory in a bad cause; 
prescription and duration legitimate; and whatever exists is right and reasonable; 
and as God manifests His will by that which he tolerates, we must conform to 
the divine decree by living to shape the future by the ratified image of the 
past.'19 Empire thus justifies itself and, in the process of its acquisition, there 
is no moral principle that we can apply, because only failure can condemn it. 
What is de facto is always de jure, a view that was later developed by Hobbes, 
and which is closely allied to the theory that Might is Right. 

The second argument of Dante is derived from the Greeks, in fact, he makes 
acknowledgement of his debt to Aristotle. There is a harmony between natural 
faculties and vocation and the maintenance of this harmony leads to order and 
well-being. Now, some are apt to rule and others to be subject and the Roman 
people were ordained by nature for universal command. Did not Virgil himself 
say, 

Excudent alii spirantia mollius aera, 
Credo equidem ; vivos ducent de marmora vultus, 
Orabunt causas melius, coelique meatus 
Describent radio, et surgentia sidera dicent: 
T u regere imperio populos, Romane, memento; 
Hae tibi erunt artes, pacisque imponere morem, 
Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos. 

Others shall beat out the breathing bronze more softly, I do well believe it! 
And shall draw living features from the marble ; shall plead causes better, and 
trace with the rod the movements of the sky and tell of the rising stars. Roman! 
do thou be mindful how to sway the peoples with command. These be thy arts : 
to lay upon them the custom of peace, to spare the subjects and fight down the 
proud.20 

But Dante and other mediaeval thinkers were not concerned to defend 
imperialism in general; they were concerned rather to prove the necessity fo: a 
world empire, a society coterminous with the limits of Christendom. The exist-
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ence of such a society was a commonplace of political thinking, though it was 
no longer a historical fact, except in the spiru~ual sphere. It :V~s , however, 
necessary to prove its rightness, its accordance With natur~~ and divme la_w: f~r, 
as St. Augustine said , 'Remota justitia quid sunt regna nlSl magna latrocL~ta? 21 

Devoid of justice what are states but mighty robbers? But the weakenmg of 
Christian influences in the 15th and 16th centuries, the return to classical anti
quity, the emergence of modern nation states in an international condition of 
precarious balance, the decay of that organization which had hampered the free 
exercise of royal power, all combined together to usher in an era of 'realist' 
politics. The state, being a complete and exclusive sphere of obligation and 
right, regarded itself as · absolved from the restraints of any higher law: and 
Machiavelli laid down precepts for the emancipated state. 

It is now a commonplace that Machiavelli has been harshly judgerl by his 
own and later generations. This is so, not only because many of those who 
condemned him are convicted of hypocrisy by the evidence of their own words 
and actions. 'Three centuries,' says Acton, 'have borne enduring witness to his 
political veracity.'22 But it was also because he was misunderstood or only 
partially understood. Meinecke, the latest and most learned historian of 
Machiavellianism, brings this out clearly in his Die Idee der Staatrason: 'It has 
been the fate of Machiavelli, in common with many other great thinkers. that 
he has been able to influence the course of history with only one part of his 
range of ideas. The effect of his new method, the bu ilding up of politics on 
the basis of experience and history, was profound and permanen t . .... But his 
ideal of virtu faded away .... With it also, the eth ical ideals of h is politics. the 
idea of regeneration, was shattered to pieces. His republican ideal was not 
J,mheeded, but it was misunderstood in many respects .'23 

Virtu, fortuna and necessita are, says Meinecke, the three words that ring 
like a refrain through the Prince and the Discourses and that are the key to the 
understanding of Machiavelli's political thought. And it is on the ground of 
necessity that he defends conquest and expansion . 'All human affairs being in 
movement and incapable of remaining static, they must either rise or fall : and 
where we are not led by reason, we are driven by necessity.' 2 '1 'It is im possible', 
he writes in another place, 'for a republic to remain long in the peaceful enjoy
ment of freedom within a limited fronti er. For, should it forbear from molesting 
others, others are not likely to refrain from molesting it ; whence must grow at 
once the desire and the necessity to make acquisitions."2 5 And ag:ain , 'm en never 
th~nk that they hold securely what they have unless when they a; e gaining some· 
thmg new from others.'26 But Machiavelli is no advocate of conquest for 
conquest's sake, no admirer of iPordinate ambition or empty glory. H e is a 
clear-eyed student of history, realising the dan<>ers and the effective limi ts of 
empire. 'Sine~, in a thousand ways and from c:uses innumerable, conquests are 
surrounded With dangers, it may well happen that, in adding to our domin ions. 
we add nothing to our strength; but whosoever increases n;t his stren2: th while 
he adds to his dominions, must needs be ruined .'2 7 Some states are un-fitted for 
~xpansion by their constitution. His statecraft is of a utilitari an kind : conquest 
lS good only if and in so far as it promotes the actual power of the state; and 
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the government of dependencies should be such as conduces to this end. Two 
practical conclusions are drawn from this principle. In the first place, it is better 
to treat those over whom you extend your authority as allies and companions, as 
the Romans did in Italy, than to hold them in direct subjection, like the 
Athenians. He quotes with approval the case of Privernum. This city rebelled 
and was subdued and when some citizens appeared to plead their cause, one of 
them was asked by a senator what punishment he thought his fellow citizens 
deserved. 'Such punishment,' he answered, 'as they deserve who deem themselves 
worthy of freedom.' And the Romans admitted the people of Privernum to the 
privileges of Roman citizenship, declaring that 'men whose only thought was for 
freedom were indeed worthy to be Romans.'28 The Roman Empire differed, 
indeed, from all earlier and later empires in the gradual and ultimately universal 
extension of Roman citizenship. In the second place, expansion is most desirable 
and most durable where there is geographical, racial and linguistic unity of 
conquerors and conquered. We; should remember that Machiavelli wrote at a 
time when the states of Europe had not long been constituted in their modern 
form. France absorbed Brittany only in 1491, Spain absorbed Granada only in 
1492. In painful contrast to these stood Italy, torn by domestic dissensions, the 
prey of invading foreigners. Machiavelli's writings, like Dante's, are warmed 
by a burning patriotism. In the Discourses, he pours his wrath on the Papacy : 
'To the Church and to the priests, we Italians owe this first debt that through 
them we have become wicked and irreligious. And a still greater debt we owe 
them for what is the immediate cause of our ruin, that by the Church our country 
is kept divided.'29 In the famous last chapter of the Prince, he turn~ against the 
foreigner. 'To all of us this barbarian dominion stinks.'30 

Machiavelli, then, is no blind champion of war or imperialism. Necessity 
drives states to expand, but the wise ruler or republic aims at no indiscriminate 
expansion, conquering only what can be absorbed and absorbing what is 
conquered. Such absorption is possible above all where there are the elements 
of national unity. Machiavelli may thus be regarded almost as the exponent of 
the principle of nationality. Nationality, however, is not a pacific influence and 
has been the cause or the excuse for most of the wars of modern history. 

The Prince was written as a text-book for rulers and Machiavelli looks at 
empire from the point of view of the conquering state, not of the conquered. A 
wider standpoint was taken by a later writer, who pursued the same method of 
inquiry basing his conclusions on a broad induction, but who was informed by 
the humanitarian and rationalistic spirit of the 18th century. Montesquieu's 
defence of war and conquest is partly the same as that of Machiavelli, though 
it is more carefully tempered with qualifications. The right of war is derived 
from a severe necessity; to base it on glory or utility is to open the door to 
rivers of blood.31 The right of conquest proceeds from and is the consequence of 
the right of war; and it should be governed by the same principles. The right 
of the conqueror over subjects follows four kinds of laws: the law of nature 
which ordains that everything should be directed to the conservation of the species; 
the law of natural enlightenment, that we should do unto others what we would 
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that they should do unto us; the law of the forma~ion of political societi~s, ~hich 
are such that nature has not limited their duratiOn, and the law ftowmg trom 
the nature of the act itself-for a conquest is an acquisition and the spirit of 
acquisition carries with it the spirit of con~ervation an~ use, not the spirit of 
destruction.32 The object of conquest IS conservatiOn, not enslavement. 
Enslavement may sometimes be the necessary means of conservation, but 
it is only a means and not the end, only an intermediate step to eventual freedom 
and mild government. 'I define,' says Montesquieu, 'the right of conquest thus: 
it is a necessary, legitimate and unhappy right, which must fulfil an enormous 
obligation before it can pay its debt to human nature.' 33 Nor is it difficult to 
discharge this obligation; for a country which is conquered is presumably in a 
decadent condition, with a corrupt, oppressive or inefficient government. Subjec
tion to and association with a virile state may revitalise it and rid it of the 
burden of unequal laws or selfish oligarchies.34 It is only in so far as it confers 
such benefits and prepares its subjects for freedom that imperialism can be 
vindicated. 

There is another strain in Montesquieu's thought which is of interest in this 
connexion. One of his dominant ideas, it is well known, is the influence of 
geographical factors on historical and political development. Climate and 
geographical formation fit Europe for liberty and Asia for slavery . As ia, he 
reckons, has been subdued thirteen times, while Europe has undergone only four 
great cataclysms. The results of conquest, again, are different. 'The Tartars, in 
destroying the Greek Empire, established in the conquered lands slavery and 
despotism; .the Goths, in destroying the Roman Empire, everywhere founded 
monarchy and liberty.'35 Rousseau, who asserted that 'man is born free' and 
denied any foundation for conquest except the law of the strongest which can 
confer no moral right, quotes this theory of Montesquieu's with approval. 
'Liberty', he says, 'not being a fruit of all climates, is not within the reach of 
all peoples. The more we consider this principle established by Montesquieu, 
the more do we perceive its truth.'36 

Both these lines of thought. which Montesquieu, was careful to safeguard 
with restrictions and limitations, have been followed to their logical end by later 
writers. For instance, Treitschke regards war and conquest, not as a necessary 
evil, but as the very essence of the state, to be welcomed rather than deplored. 
'Without war no state could be ... The laws of human thouoht and of human 
nature forbid any alternative, neither is one to be wished for.'~' 'We learn from 
history that nothing knits a nation more closely together than war. It makes it 
worthy of the name of nation as nothing else can, and the extension of existent 
states is general!y achieved by conquest . . . War and conquest are the most im
?or~ant fact~rs m stat_e construction.'38 'The power of the conqueror is morally 
~ustified by Its protective and consequently beneficial action .'30 'All great nations 
m the fulness of their strength have desi red to set their mark upon: barbarian 
~and_s · · · Those who take no share in this great rivalry will play a pitiable part 
m time to come.'40 -

· 0? the other hand, differences of race have been added to those of territory 
and climate to justify domination and empire. In illustration, we may take the 
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very frank statement of Dr. Burgess. 'The teutonic nations can never regard the 
exercise of political power as a right of man. With them this power must be 
based upon capacity to discharge political duty, and they themselves are the best 
organs which have as yet appeared to determine when and where this capacity 
exists ... They are called to carry the political civilisation of the modern world 
into those parts of the world inhabited by unpolitical and barbaric races, i.e. 
they must have a colonial policy.'4 ' 

By the time Montesquieu wrote, the character of political expansion and 
empire had changed. The opportunities for aggrandizement in Europe were now 
scarce, but the opportunities elsewhere were abundant. Large unpeopled or thinly 
peopled lands were open for colonisation and countries occupied by peoples in 
a low stage of civili sation offered a tempting field for exploitation. Empires 
grew, larger in area than any the world had seen before, but consisting almosll 
entirely of dependent colonies settled by emigrants from the mother country and 
of conquered lands inhabited by barbarous or semi-barbarous tribes. These 
changed conditions produced a corresponding change in emphasis in the political 
theory of imperialism. 

Colonies proper were usually endowed with institutions similar to those of 
the mother country ; and the revolt of the American Colonies made it clear that 
loyalty could be preserved only by the grant of a large measure of autonomy a 
lesson that was only slowly learnt. With this phase of the development we are 
not primarily concerned. Empire is the dominion over communities politically 
subject and the theory of imperialism is the analysis and justification of such 
dominion. 

The fact that such an empire is generally exercised in modern times by 
civilised states over comparatively uncivilised communities has provided its apolo
gists with a line of argument that is distinctively modern ; and most writers on 
the subject follow it temperately or to its logical conclusion. A characteristi
cally moderate statement is that of Sidgwick. Where the conquered are markedly 
inferior in civilisation, he says, 'if the war that led to the conquest can be justified 
by obstinate violation of international duty on the part of the conquered, the 
result would generally be regarded with toleration of impartial persons ; and 
even, perhaps, with approval, if the government of the conquerors was shown by 
experience to be not designedly oppressive or unjust ; since the benefits of com
pleter internal peace and order, improved industry, enlarged opportunities of 
learning a better religion and a truer science would be taken- and, on the whole, 
I think, rightly taken- to compensate for the probable sacrifice of the interests 
of the conquered to those of the conquerors, whenever the two came into colli
sion.'42 And again, there are sentimental satisfactions , derived from justifiable 
conquests, which must be taken into account . . . Such are the justifiable pride 
which the cultivated members of a civilised community feel in the beneficent 
exercise of dominion, and in the performance by their nation of the noble task 
of spreading the highest kind of civilisation ; and a more intense though less 
elevated satisfaction .... in the spread of the special type of civilisation distinc
tive of their nation.'4 3 
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Rather more decisive is the historian of modern colonisation, Leroy
Beaulieu. 'It is neither natural nor just.' he concludes, 'that the civilised peoples 
of the west shouid be limited indefinitely to the restricted spaces which were their 
first home ... and that they should leave perhaps half the world to small groups 
of ignorant men, resourceless, truly helpless children, scattered thinly over an 
immense area or to decrepit populations, without energy or directions, truly old 
men incapable of all effort or corporate and far-sighted activity. The inter
vention of civilised peoples in the affairs of peoples belonging to these two cate
gories is justified as an education or as a guardianship. . . The role of teachers 
and guides, which devolves on civilised peoples, is laid down by the very nature 
of things, especially as far as the vast territories occupied by small savage or 
barbarous tribes is concerned. There are countries where it seems that civilisa
tion-the domination of man over himself and over matter, the spirit of enter
prise and discipline, the sense of capitalisation and the aptitude to invention
cannot develop spontaneously.'44 

Burgess uses even more definite language. 'The civilised states have a 
claim upon the urrcivilised populations, as well as a duty towards them, and 
that claim is that they shall become civilised; and if they cannot accomplish 
their own civilisation, then must they submit to the powers that can do it for 
them. The civilised state may righteously go still further than the exercise of 
force in imposing organisation. If the barbaric populations resi st the same, 
a l'outrance, the civilised state may clear the territory of their presence and make 
it the abode of civilised man. . . . It violates thereby no rights of these popu
lations which are not petty and trifling in comparison with its transcendent r ight 
and duty to establish political and legal order everywhere. . . There is ::t great 
deal of weak sentimentality abroad in the world concerning thi s subj ect. . .. 
Interference in the affairs of populations not wholly barbaric, wh ich have made 
some progress in state organisation, but which manifest incapacity to solve the 
problem of a political civilisation with any degree of completeness, is a justifiable 
policy. . . . The civilised states themselves are the best organs which have yet 
appeared in the history of the world for determining the proper time and occa
sion for intervening in the affairs of unorganised or insufficiently organised 
populations for the execution of their great world-duty.'·15 

This reasoning is clear, whether or not it is cogent. It does more than 
merely justify empire ; it asserts it to be a solemn obligation. Not conquest, 
but the refusal to conquer needs apology. Civilised nations have the mission 
of spreading civilisation and establishing order all over the world. Where they 
do not exist, they have to be introduced- and they cannot, as a rule, be intro· 
duced except by force. Imperialism thus becomes a service to humanity and 
that is its vindication. 

This modern theory of duty is the result, in part of the chan!!ed character 
of e~pires an~ in part of a more widely diffused, if not more sen~~ itive, public 
co~scrence, which demands for empire some justifica tion less parochial and more 
ethical than that of mere State necessity. But it has obvious weaknesses. In 
the first place, to the question, who is the J·ud"e of duty? the only answer is 
th . "' , 

e conquermg state. Its decision may be fortified by precedents and the ex-
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ample of other states. but the fact remains that it is judge in its own cause. 
Such a judgment is ipso facto suspect ; and the suspicion is increased by the 
fact that the verdict is to the inte!est of the judge. Whatever may be the 
benefit to humanity and to the conquered peoples, it cannot be denied that the 
conquerors benefit substantially, if not most of all. 

Secondly, there is the difficult question, what is civilisation? The word is 
generally applied to a certain form of it that has been developed in the modern 
West, but even in the West, it is not homogeneous. How profound national 
variations are may be seen, for instance, in such a wise and witty book as 
Madariaga's Englishmen: Frenchmen: Spaniards. The Germans have long 
maintained the distinctive character of their own culture and on the strength of 
that asserted their mission of world domination. It has been shown over and 
over again that there is little anthropological basis for political superiority, that 
race is not identifiable with nationality and that whatever claim the Nordic race 
may have to political genius, it can scarcely be translated into the terms of 
practical politics.46 Common factors are, no doubt, discoverable in the civilisa
tions of the West, but at any rate they are not the only civilisation in existence. 
One of the finest civilisations of the world is that of China, now in its decay, but 
animated, as Havelock Ellis points out, in an exceptional degree by art.47 'This 
universal presence of art,' remarks another writer, 'manifested in the smallest 
utensil, the humblest stalls, the notices on the shops, the handwriting, the rhythm 
of movement, always regular and measured, as though to the tune of unheard 
music, announces a civilsation which is complete in itself, elaborated in the 
smallest detail, penetrated by one spirit, which no interruption ever breaks.'4 8 

Here we have a finished culture rich in an element of great value in which 
Western civilisations are poor; and yet no one maintains the right of the Chinese 
to extension and empire. The fact is, the theory is based, like many other 
theories, merely on the circumstances of the moment. The creation of a civilisa
tion strong in the qualities of organisation and military force has enabled the 
Western nations to occupy and rule over tracts of the earth weak in those qualities; 
but that fact does not by itself prove the intrinsic superiority of Western civilisa
tion, much less its duty to impose itself on other nations. Unless, indeed, we fall 
back on the old principle that success justifies itself. 

There is another point worthy of note. For the transmission of culture 
all that is needed is contact, not necessarily conquest. Thus, when the Romans 
conquered Greece, it was Greek civilisation that spread over the Roman world, 
not Roman civilisation over Greece. When the barbarians overthrew the 
Roman empire, Roman law, Roman religion and other parts of the Roman 
system survived the cataclysm. Fugitives escaping from the submerging Eastern 
Empire hastened the renaissance in Italy. Where a state is organised for power, 
it becomes expansive and imperialistiC; but its civilisation may be of a compara
tively low order. On the other hand, an elaborate and advanced culture may 
be weak in its capacity for offence or power of resistance and may be subdued, 
perhaps to the advantage of both, by a more virile, but less sophisticated, foe. 

But the world has now been parcelled out; and the immediate problem is 
the justification, not of conquest, but of the retention of empire. It is all to the 
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crood that the emphasis has been shifted, and that philosophers consider the 
~ood of the conquered peoples rather than the necessity and advantage of the 
~onquerors, as Machiavelli did. The further question then ari ses, what is the 
good that is contemplated? Where the conquered people are in a barbarous 
state, with little or no organisation and culture of their own, it is obvious, on 
the one hand, that the conquerors can give them nothing except what they 
themselves possess and that the educative process must be a long one, and, 
on the other, that the temptations to aggression are infinitely great. The diffi
culties of education may be solved by extinction, as has happened, more or less, 
to the Indians in North America and the aborigines in Australia. Civilisation 
spreads more quickly by substitution than by education. Th is is one of the 
dangers of the theory of duty ; for, if the primary mission is to spread civilisa
tion, that may be done more rapidly and effectively by settl ing those who are 
already civilised than by the tedious process of tra ining those who are inept by 
nature to education. Where climate offers no barriers to settlement, this tendency 
is difficult to resist. 

But where the subject people have a civilisation of their own and are 
tenacious of it, the problem becomes much more delicate. The most in terest ing 
example perhaps is India. There are several complications. First, there can be 
no question of simple giving on one side and receiving on the other, but rather 
of interaction and adjustment. The meeting of two civilisations is an event or 
process of uncertain issue, with possibilties for both good and evil. Th e frank 
recognition of the virtues and failings of either is a condition of any happy 
fusion ; but the political relation of rule and subjection is in itself an obstacle 
to any such recognition. Secondly, if the subject people need to be educated, 
a clear conception of the end of such education is necessary. For what purpose 
is rule exercised? For the good of the governed. What kind of good? The 
answers to this fall broadly into two classes, their economic and social , material 
and intellectual advancement and their preparation for autonomy and the order
ing of their own future. 

Last year, my predecessor on this Foundation, illustrated in masterly fashion 
the two great currents of thought in the political theory of the Government of 
India ; and it is not my intention to traverse the same ground or to do over 
again what has already been done so well. The theory of trusteeship or ouard ian
ship is now generally accepted and it is recognised that self-governm e.~t is the 
ultimate aim. This is the only defensible ideal, because without free will there 
can be no morality and a state of tutelage is justified only by an education in 
resp~n~ibility and the art of ruling. To produce capacity, however. without 
p~ovtdmg a spher~ for its exercisCI is not only waste, but it is the source of 
discord. We reach, therefore, the true but paradoxical conclusion that that 
imperial government only is acceptable which, sooner or later, makes itself un
necessary. 

It may be and has been argued that to countries like India the ideal of self
govern.~ent is not relevant, because it is. counter to the traditions and alien to 
the spmt_ of the people. In illustration, I will quote Sir Charles Lucas: 'British 
constructive administration in India has been successful, not as having brought 
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in political institutions of a British type, but as having bettered what was, in India 
already, that is, more or less personal rule. It has given what was and is 
understood, and not a House of Commons, which would not be understood . 
Self-government implies the many, not the few; and it is not until the many 
have in the long course of ages been wholly transformed that the sphere of rule 
can be assimilated to the sphere of settlement, though the few may be and are 
being increasingly associated in the work and training which rule implies.'4 " 

These words were written in 1912 and have been largely belied by the history 
of the eighteen years since. They contain two fundamental fallacies ; first, that, 
for the initiation of self-government, anything approaching universal franchise 
or fitness for the franchise is necessary and, secondly. that a democratic country 
can indefinitely govern a dependency autocratically. 

The assumption is constantly made that democracy implies the actual and 
active participation of the great majority of the people in politics, either as 
representatives and legislators or as electors and critics. But this assumption 
is not supported by the facts, even in the most advanced democratic countries. 
Politics is an art for which most men have no leisure and in which, except when 
some grea t and simple issue arises such as war or revolution, most men feel no 
absorbing interest. The Greeks were right, as usual. Leisure is the condition 
of any significant political activity; and even Greek democracies were built up 
largely on a basis of slave labour. Indeed, Aristotle declared that all ordinary 
labour was unworthy of the man who aspired to rule. This was perhaps not 
because he did not believe in the dignity of work, but because he believed in 
it intensely. Work was such a serious thing that one kind of work was enough 
for one man: if he works at government he must be prepared to work at nothing 
else. Almost everywhere, democracy meant at first government by a ruling 
class ; and the extension of the franchise has been beneficial chiefly in opening 
up a political career to talent outside the ruling class. 

It has been beneficial also in another respect. It has ensured that the few 
shall generally rule in the interests of all. Hence, some amount of national 
solidarity, a measure of agreement on essentials and the diffusion of popular 
education are necessary conditions. If India is not considered fit for imme
d iate self-government, it must be not because she has had a tradition of personal 
rule nor because the persons who have the will and capacity to pursue a political 
career are comparatively few, but because she has not yet attained the necessary 
minimum of political and social homogeneity which enables and obliges the few 
to govern in the interests of all. 

The creation of this homogeneity is one of the most important services of 
empire . In part, it is created directly by administrative unity and by the 
opportunities which common government brings of cultural and social contact. 
But, in part, it is produced by reaction, by the sentiment of common grievances 
and the realisation of the need for common action to remove them. Historical 
conjectures are hazardous, but it may well be doubted if the divisive elements in 
the American Colonies which culminated in a civil war ninety years later, would 
have allowed the for~ation of a United States were it not for their common 
subjection to Great Britain. Jn th~ $arne way, tl.w British Government in India 
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has fashioned or strengthened the bonds of national unity ; and it is precisely the 
lack of uniformity in the incidence of that government, the differences in the 
degree of control that it exercises, that creates one of the problems of modern 
India, the position of the Native States. 

Fitness for self-government, then, there must be, though perhaps not of the 
kind that is usually postulated. But it follows, almost as an axiom , that both 
communities should have a voice in deciding whether, at any given time, the 
requisite degree or quality of fitness has been attained. Self-government cannot 
be given until it is taken. The demand for self-government by a community is 
evidence in itself, up to a point, that the community is fit for self-government ; 
for one of the conditions of self-government is self-consciousness, and the demand 
is proof of the self-consciousness. Other conditions, however, may st ill be lacking. 
But a demand, continually made and continually resisted, creates a psychosis in 
both parties that is not favourable to any rational determination of the problem. 

I have attempted to sketch, m this short survey, the salient features in the 
evolution of the political theory of imperialism. Some elements of the theory 
are remarkably persistent, reappearing from age to age in different di sguises
the doctrine, for instance, that the possession of superior power confers a right 
to empire or that state necessity, its right to security, justifies all things. Oth er 
arguments are devised to suit the facts of the time. Somet imes, a claim to 
conquest is made in the name of nationalism. To an age or people dominated 
by religious ideas, like the ancient Hebrews or the Middle Ages, empire becomes 
the will or command of God. In a colonising period , it is just ifi ed by 
differences in civilisation or national character. But generally speaking. the 
emphasis has been gradually shifted from the interest of the conquering st::~tc to 
the interest of the conquered, at least in theory. The interest of the conquered 
has been further equated to their training for eventual self-governm ent. T he 
'When' becomes the crucial problem, which has to be solved together. This is 
no easy task, for, even if the dominant state accepts with a single mind the view 
that the dependency should be administered for the purpose of making it fit for 
freedom, it is inevitable that it should /be reluctant to relinquish a control of 
long _duration and should approach the question from the angle of order and 
secunty rather than of responsibility and freedom . It is always easier to regard 
politics a study in statics rather than in dynamics, but it is fa tal. A 11 life and 
growth implies and depends on adaptation and where two are concerned, the 
~daptation_ is much more difficult. The reconciliation between li berty and order 
1s th~ ultimate problem of all government and no easy formula exists for its 
solution. That must be the result of experiment, of delicate comprom ises, of 
that perpetual movement, which, as in a bicycle, maintains equi li bri um. 
. But the modern theory of empire has advanced yet another step. Empire 
Is not a matter for the rulers alone, or even for conquerors and conquered 
together; there are already the outlines at least of a world order."0 The manda
tory syste?I is the first fruits of the~ impact of the world o rder on the theory 
and ~rachce . of imp_erialism. This offers a line of approach that is full of 
protm_se. It IS not difficult for the dominant state to vindicate its rule to itself. 
To vmdicate it to the satisfaction of its subjects is so difficul t as to seem im-
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possible. But the common sense and the common conscience of mankind are 
now available to help in the fulfilment of this task ; and we move at once into 
a more serene and impartial atmosphere in which national pride, greed and 
hatred may gradually be replaced by a spirit of mutual respect and helpfulness. 

Nothing that I have said is new and perhaps not all of it is true. But 
at this moment of our country's fortunes it seemed worthwhile to draw atten
tion to the principles that fashion our destiny, not from the narrow and mis
lead ing point of view of the day, but from the wider point of view of historical 
development. I must apologise for my shortcomings and thank you for your 
patience and courtesy. 
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f. S. Eliot: tradition and the 
Individual Critic 

Sukanta Chaudhuri 

For T. S. Eliot, all detailed criticism of literature must begin from the text 
itself. In "The Perfect Critic", Aristotle provides his model : 

In whatever sphere of interest, he looked solely and steadfastly at the 

object 

whereas with Coleridge 

His end does not always appear to be the return to the work of art with 
improved perception and intensified, because more conscious, enjoy
ment ; his centre of interest changes, his feelings are impure. 

This obviously distinguishes Eliot from critics making a biographical, philosophi
cal, propagandist, or any other "external" approach to the text. More subtly, 
it also distinguishes him-at least in theory-from the detailed and strictly 
"literary" analysis of poetry on principles of Elizabethan rhetoric, neoclass ical 
"rules", or even Arnold's "touchstones". In all these cases, the critic follows 
a priori methods-judges poetry by a preconceived set of rules, searching for 
certain elements only. The merit of Eliot's ideal is that it makes no assumptions 
on the nature of poetry, but examines the individual work and recovers every 
element that has gone into its composition. Therefore, he stands in a much better 
position to realise the full and correct nature of the piece. 

Yet Eliot does not carry minute textual analysis to the length of Empson or 
the American "New Critics", though he provided them with inspiration. His 
practice is closer to Dr. Johnson's analyses in the Lives of the Poets. The primary 
aim is not to expand the significance of an individual work by discovering subtle 
implications, but rather to extract the essence of the author's technique and 
sensibility. In Dante, for instance, Eliot points out the lucid use of imagery and 
the formal implications of the allegorical mode ; in Marlowe, the development 
of his blank verse and the way this reflects his treatment of experience ; in the 
Metaphysicals, the "association of sensibility"; in Milton (or Swinburne) the use 
of sound separated from sense. Eliot's greatest strength as a critic is this unique 
gift of discerning the formal principles guiding a poet's work. One can only 
lament with George Watson that Eliot did not write a history of English literature. 
It would have been the most truly literary history ever written, a safeguard 
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against any future survey sliding into the common fate of proving a half-baked 
history of ideas. 

This sense of the underlying principle has quite a different effect from that 
of the superficially similar methods of many modern critics. Whereas these con
centrate on the individual work, repudiating historicity, Eliot's method induces 
a strong sense of growth and change-a sense of tradition. 

In its ideal form-which Eliot himself hardly realised-this concept of tradi
tion is unprecedented too. Traditionalism in literature generally means subscrip
tion to a single line of practice, which becomes the tradition. A particularly 
strong example of this fastidiousness is surely Leavis's "Great Tradition" of the 
English novel. To a greater or lesser extent, such exclusiveness is implicit in 
neoclassical criticism as well as the Romantic and Victorian evaluation of litera
ture, with its great gulf from Milton to Wordsworth. 

Eliot's theory of tradition indicates a much more inclusive and fruitful 
approach: 

. . . a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and 
within it the whole of the literature of his own country has a simulta
neous existence and composes a simultaneous order. 

("Tradition and the Individual Talent") 

This seems to promise a recognition of the total spirit of English literature in 
which Chaucer and Milton, Spenser and Pope, Donne and Swinburne would all be 
represented, and an attempt made to find some common spirit growing and chang
ing through them all. It is a gigantic task, but a task that Eliot could have 
accomplished if any could. Perhaps Dryden and Johnson approached it inarti
culately when they reshaped their neoclassical tenets in conformity with the freer 
and more romantic English spirit. 

But in practice, Eliot hardly succeeds in establishing this deep unity in all 
English literature. Rather, he sets up author against author, school against school. 
He closes the ''Augustan gulf" of Romantic criticism only to open an equally 
alarming gulf that begins after the Metaphysica~s and touches shore again, one 
suspects, only with Eliot and Pound. Such gaps in appreciation are perhaps in
evitable; and if I indict Eliot for failure in a stupendous task, it is because he 
showed a unique potential for successfully assimilating every aspect of the English 
literary spirit without surrendering all sense of relative value. 

Perhaps traditionalism is bound to defeat its own purpose, especially in 
English criticism. For it implies, in Eliot's own words, "something outside the 
artist to which he owes allegiance, a devotion to which he must surrender and 
sacrifice himself . .. " By and large, English poets have shown themselves most 
reluctant to make this sacrifice. Deep-seated traditions and conventions have 
been embodied in apparently irregular "gothic" forms, as in Elizabethan literature. 
Critics, even outside the neoclassical period, have as consistently deplored this 
romanticism. English poets did not know enough, complained Arnold ; and 
centuries ago, Sidney even anticipated Eliot in avowing that good poetry must have 
the qualities of good prose : 

. . . let but most of the verses be put in prose, and then ask the meaning, 
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and it will be found, that one verse did but beget another, without order
ing at the first, what should be the last. . . (The Defence of Poesie). 

English critics, being critics, had taken a classical bias simply because English 
poets took a romantic one. 

Yet the more perceptive critics had recognised and valued this romantic 
spirit: 

Now what, I beseech you, is more easy than to write a regular French 
play, or more difficult than to write an irregular English one? 

(Dryden, Essay on Dramatic Poesie) 

In Eliot, we hardly get this concession: romanticism is seen as almost enti rely 
barren. Classicism demands tradition; in English literature, tradition demands 
romanticism. English critics have trod the wheel of this dilemma for generations. 
Eliot himself shows a way out of the maze in his poetic practice, but in his 
criticism he is driven (perhaps by the need for explicit evaluative statements) into 
accepting only a very selective tradition that seriously impairs his objectivity. 

The matter is complicated by his constant call (at least in the earlier 
writings) that criticism should be related to contemporary poetic practice. There 
is a deceptive "poetic justice" in Eliot's dictum that the best poets make the best 
critics. The right answer is not C. S. Lewis's involved logic (in A Preface to 
Paradise Lost) but a simple recognition of the fact that a practising poet has his 
own axe to grind. When an important poet undertakes criticism, he may find 
it scarcely possible to keep his two functions sufficiently distinct. As Eliot admits 
in the 1947 lecture on Milton, "The scholar's interest is in the permanent, the 
practitioner's in the immediate." 

The result of these shortcomings is that the English literary tradition, as 
Eliot sees it, does not run smoothly through the history of literature, but takes a 
bumpy flight from peak to peak of very unequal height. Moreover, he contrad icts 
his general principles to accommodate particular favourites or damn his special 
betes noires. Such inconsistencies are so endemic in English crit icism (perhaps 
made inevitable by the inveterate romanticism of English poetry) that they may 
be looked upon with indulgence and even relief. We find exactly the same atti
tude over and over again in Johnson-as when he abruptly changes position at 
the end of his scathing attack on Milton to declare that he "cannot wish his work 
to be other than it is" . Our ultimate verdict must be the same for both Johnson 
and Eliot : a healthy empiricism, and great critical honesty, but a sign of defec
tive or inadequate principles. 

For instance, a sense of finished form must be granted to be one of Eliot't 
chief demands from poetry : he loves a finely ordered experience. 

The immediate appeal of Jonson is to the mind; his emotional tone is 
not in the single verse, but in the design of the whole. ("Ben Jonson") 

Such an emphasis on total form rather than local texture would have saved Milton 
from much of the 1935 attack. Moreover, this ordered formalism seems, at least 
superficially, to be at odds with his strictures on "dissociation of sensibility", his 
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admiration of the ambivalence of Metaphysical "wit". Yet he condemns the latter 
too, when he criticises Donne's "impure art" in "Lancelot Andrewes" : 

... without belittling the intensity or the profundity of his experience, 
we can suggest that this experience was not perfectly controlled, and 
that he lacked spiritual discipline. 

This point is more fully developed in Eliot's contribution to A Garland for John 
Donne (1932). 

Again, the term "auditory imagination" is constantly used to indicate a most 
desirable quality in verse, except where it becomes a stick to beat Milton wi th. 
But there seems to be no reason why sound should not play a major role (even 
Eliot did not insist it was the only element) in Milton's poetry. He granted this 
in h is recantation, of course, but this could hardly arrest the stream of hostile 
Milton criticism that the first essay had done so much to encourage and which 
continues to the present day. Similarly, withdrawal from circulation has not quite 
destroyed the effects of 'the unpardonable essay on Hamlet, where, after all his 
strictures on his predecessors, Eliot himself falls into exactly the same error of 
mistaking the prince for the poem, and attributing Hamlet's causeless melancholy 
to Shakespeare's own alleged gloom, brought out with a defect ive sense of for m. 

In fact, the most serious fault in Eliot's critical equipment is this curious 
blind spot towards the romantic sensibility. No doubt there are historical reasons 
for it, and even a historical necessity. But it is strange that a traditionali st like 
Eliot should have repudiated so completely the century of literature in his own 
language immediately preceding his own work. 

This attitude to romanticism is strikingly similar to that of a philosopher 
on the staff of Harvard when Eliot studied there. George Santayana's essay on 
Hamlet (actually eleven years earlier than Eliot's) reads like a mature and well
thought-out restatement of Eliot's views, avoiding the obvious pitfalls but with 
the same antipathy to romanticism. The influenc<! of Santayam's " The Absence 
of Religion in Shakespeare" was admitted by Eliot himself in "Four Elizabethan 
Dramatists" . The former's "The Poetry of Barbari sm" shows the same attitude 
to form and the ordered world-view of the major poet that we find all through 
Eliot. In a still more general way, Santayana's "The Function of Poetry" 
curiously anticipates Eliot: 

The link that binds together the ideas, sometimes so wide apart. which 
his [the poet's] wit assimilates, is most often the link of emotion . 

This is very close to the concept of the "catalytic agent" in Eliot, but al so to 
earlier theories of imagination. With his lyrical romantic prose denouncing 
romanticism, Santayana provides a very revealing link between Eliot and 
nineteenth-century criticism, showing a transmission of ideas where otherwi se we 
would have detected no influence or even found opposition. 

How deep this influence might be is perhaps indica.ted by. the. foll~wing 
excerpts culled from a very cursory glance through the Bwgraplua Llterana: 

For the property of passion is not to create; but to set in increased 
activity. At least, whatever new connections of thoughts or images, or 
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... whatever generalizations of truth or experience, the heat of passi~n 
may produce; yet the terms of their conveyance must have pre-exrsted m 
his [a man's] former conversations, and are only collected and crowded 
together by this unusual stimulation. (Biog. Lit., Ch. 17) 

We may compare the "catalytic agent" theory, which seems in fact to be anti
cipated by Coleridge's many references to the " blending, fusing power" of 

imagination: 

... the power of reducing multitude into unity of effect, and modifying 
a series of thoughts by some one predominant thought or feeling . .. 

(Biog. Lit., Ch. 15) 

This can be set beside "Tradition and the Individual Talent" : 

... the whole effect, the dominant tone, is due to the fact that the number 
of floating feelings, having an affinity to this emotion by no means super
ficially evident, have combined with it to give us a new a rt emotion. 

Or, on the question of artistic impersonality, here is Coleridge : 

, A second promise of genius is the choice of subjects very remote from 
the private interests and circumstances of the wr iter himself. . . [In 
Venus and Adonis] It is throughout as if a superior spirit more in tui
tive, more intimately conscious, even than the characters them selves. not 
only of every outward look and act, bu t of the fl ux ~md reflu x of the 
mind in all its subtlest thoughts and feelings, were placing th e whole 
before our view; himself meanwhile un part icipat ing in th e pass ions, 
and actuated only by that pleasurable excitem ent which had resulted 
from the energetic fervour of his own spirit. . . (Biog. lit. , Ch. 15) 

" Almost every phrase in this passage could be paralleled fro m Eliot's criticism. 
Going through his work, one is struck by his frequent echoes of Coleridge. though 
the subject-matter has been clinically disinfected of Coleridge's metaph ors of 
organic growth and his general rapt, admiring tone. One may even say, 
flamboyantly but not wi thout reason, that E liot's views on imperson ality. art
emotion , and the union oe diverse experiences in a sin gle poetic form a re all 
there, in embryo, in Shelley's "On a poet's lips I slept" . Th at Romantic aesthetics 
could evolve into its own opposite is perhaps a reflect ion on itself, but more 
certainly on Eliot. He was perhaps misled by the ubiquitous "Romantic I" into 
interpreting it biographically, not as an arti stic persona, and this denying that 
the romantic mode of poetic composition involved the same process of artistic 
distancing, depersonalising, and re-ordering of experience that he h imself 
described. 

Having dealt, perhaps at excessive length , with one sort of "critical object
ivity" in Eliot, we may consider another. The early Eliot is a great defender of 
art qua a.rt, of poetry as independent of philosophy or reli giou s~ belief : 

The poet makes poetry, the metaphysician makes~ metaphys ics, the be~ 
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in political institutions of a British type, but as having bettered what was1 in India 
already, that is , more or less personal rule. It has given what was and is 
understood, and not a House of Commons, which would not be understood. 
Self-government implies the many, not the few; and it is not until the many 
have in the long course of ages been wholly transformed that the sphere of rule 
can be assimilated to the sphere of settlement, though the few may be and are 
being increasingly associated in the work and training which rule implies.'4 " 

These words were written in 1912 and have been largely belied by the history 
of the eighteen years since. They contain two fundamental fallacies ; first, that, 
for the initiation of self-government, anything approaching universal franchise 
or fitness for the franchise is necessary and, secondly, that a democratic country 
can indefinitely govern a dependency autocratically. 

The assumption is constantly made that democracy implies the actual and 
active participation of the great majority of the people in politics, either as 
representatives and legislators or as electors and critics. But this assumption 
is not supported by the facts, even in the most advanced democratic countries. 
Politics is an art for which most men have no leisure and in which, except when 
some great and simple issue arises such as war or revolution, most men feel no 
absorbing interest. The Greeks were right, as usual. Leisure is the condition 
of any significant political activity ; and even Greek democracies were built up 
largely on a basis of slave labour. Indeed, Aristotle declared that all ordinary 
labour was unworthy of the man who aspired to rule. This was perhaps not 
because he did not believe in the dignity of work, but because he believed in 
it intensely. Work was such a serious thing that one kind of work was enough 
for one man: if he works at government he must be prepared to work at nothing 
else. Almost everywhere, democracy meant at first government by a ruling 
class ; and the extension of the franchise has been beneficial chiefly in opening 
up a political career to talent outside the ruling class. 

It has been beneficial also in another respect. It has ensured that the few 
shall generally rule in the interests of all. Hence, some amount of national 
solidarity, a measure of agreement on essentials and the diffusion of popular 
education are necessary conditions. If India is not considered fit for imme
diate self-government, it must be not because she has had a tradition of personal 
rule nor because the persons who have the will and capacity to pursue a political 
career are comparatively few, but because she has not yet attained the necessary 
minimum of political and social homogeneity which enables and obliges the few 
to govern in the interests of all. 

The creation of this homogeneity is one of the most important services of 
empire. In part, it is created directly by administrative unity and by the 
opportunities which common government brings of cultural and social contact. 
But, in part, it is produced by reaction, by the sentiment of common grievances 
and the realisation of the need for common action to remove them. Historical 
conjectures are hazardous, but it may well be doubted if the divisive elements in 
the American Colonies, which culminated in a civil war ninety years later, would 
have allowed the formation of a United States were it not for their common 
subjection to Great "Britain. l!l the same way, the "British Government in India 
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has fashioned or strengthened the' bonds of national unity ; and i~ is preci s~ly the 
Jack of uniformity in the incidence of that government, the differences m the 
degree of control that it exercises, that creates one of the problems of modern 
India, the position of the Native States. 

Fitness for self-government, then, there must be, though perhaps no t of the 
kind that is usually postulated. But it follows, almost as an axiom, that both 
communities should have a voice in deciding whether, at any given time, the 
requisite degree or quality of fitness has been attained. Self-governm ent c~nn~t 
be given until it is taken. The demand for self-government by a commumty IS 

evidence in itself, up to a point, that the community is fit for self-government ; 
for one of the conditions of self-government is self-consciousness, and the demand 
is proof of the self-consciousness. Other conditions, however, may st ill be lacking. 
But a demand, continually made and continually resisted, creates a psychos is in 
both parties that is not favourable to any rational determination of the problem. 

I have attempted to sketch, m this short survey, the salient features in the 
evolution of the political theory of imperialism. Some elements of the theory 
are remarkably persistent, reappearing from age to age in diffe rent di sgui ses
the doctrine, for instance, that the possession of superior power con fers :1 right 
to empire or that state necessity, its right to security, justifies all th ings . Oth er 
arguments are devised to suit the facts of the time. Somet imes, a claim to 
conquest is made in the name of nationalism. To an age or people domi11ated 
by religious ideas, like the ancient Hebrews or the Middle Ages , em pire becomes 
the will or command of God. In a colonising period, it is just ifi ed by 
differences in civilisation or national character. But genera lly speaki ng. the 
emphasis has been gradually shifted from the interest of the conquering state to 
the interest of the conquered, at least in theory. The interest of th e conquered 
has been further equated to their training for eventual self-govern ment. T he 
'When' becomes the crucial problem, which has to be solved togeth er. T his is 
no easy task, for, even if the dominant state accepts with a single mind the view 
that the dependency should be administered for the purpose of mak ing it fit for 
freedom, it is inevitable that it should /be reluctant to relinqu ish a control of 
long duration and should approach the question from the angle of order and 
security rather than of responsibility and freedom. It is always eas ier to rega rd 
politics a study in statics rather than in dynamics, but it is fata l. A ll li fe and 
growth implies and depends on adaptation and where two are concerned. the 
adaptation is much more difficult. The reconciliation between li berty and order 
is the ultimate problem of all government and no easy formula exists fo r its 
solution. That must be the result of experiment, of delicate compromises, of 
that perpetual movement, which, as in a bicycle, maintains equil ibrium . 
. But the modern theory of empire has advanced yet another step. Empire 
Is not a matter for the rulers alone, or even for conquerors and conquered 
together; there are already the outlines at least of a world order.50 T he manda
tory syste~ is the first fruits of thC! impact of the world order on the theory 
and ~ractrce . of imp_erialism. This offers a line of approach that is full of 
promise. It IS not drfficult for the dominant state to vindicate its rule to itself. 
To vindicate it to the satisfaction of its subjects is so difficult as to seem im-
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possible. But the common sense and the common conscience of mankind are 
now available to help in the fulfilment of this task; and we move at once into 
a more serene and impartial atmosphere in which national pride, greed and 
hatred may gradually be replaced by a spirit of mutual respect and helpfulness. 

Nothing that I have said is new and perhaps not all of it is true. But 
at this moment of our country's fortunes it seemed worthwhile to draw atten
tion to the principles that fashion our destiny, not from the narrow and mis
leading point of view of the day, but from the wider point of view of historical 
development. I must apologise for my shortcomings and thank you for your 
patience and courtesy. 

I Thucyclicles, iii. 37. 
2 I bid., ii . 63. 
3 I hid., iii. 11. 
4 I hid., ii. 63. 
5 I hid., i . 76. 
6 I hid., v. 89. 
7 Ibid., v. 105. 
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9 I bid., i. 75. 
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t. S. Eliot: Tradition and the 
Individual Critic 

Sukanta Chaudhuri 

For T. S. Eliot, all detailed criticism of literature must begin from the text 
itself. In "The Perfect Critic", Aristotle provides his model : 

In whatever sphere of interest, he looked solely and steadfastly at the 

object 

whereas with Coleridge 

His end does not always appear to be the return to the work of art with 
improved perception and intensified, because more conscious, enjoy
ment ; his centre of interest changes, his feelings are impure. 

This obviously distinguishes Eliot from critics making a biographical, philosophi
cal, propagandist, or any other "external" approach to the text. More subtly, 
it also distinguishes him-at least in theory-from the detailed and strictly 
"literary" analysis of poetry on principles of Elizabethan rhetoric, neoclassical 
"rules", or even Arnold's "touchstones". In all these cases, the critic follows 
a priori methods-judges poetry by a preconceived set of rules, searching fo r 
certain elements only. The merit of Eliot's ideal is that it makes no assumptions 
on the nature of poetry, but examines the individual work and recovers every 
element that has gone into its composition. Therefore, he stands in a much better 
position to realise the full and correct nature of the piece. 

Yet Eliot does not carry minute textual analysis to the length of Empson or 
the American "New Critics", though he provided them with inspiration. His 
practice is closer to Dr. Johnson's analyses in the Lives of the Poets. The primary 
aim is not to expand the significance of an individual work by discovering subtle 
implications, but rather to extract the essence of the author's technique and 
sensibility. In Dante, for instance, Eliot points out the lucid use of imagery and 
the formal implications of the allegorical mode ; in Marlowe, the development 
of his blank verse and the way this reflects his treatment of experience ; in the 
Metaphysicals, the "association of sensibility"; in Milton (or Swinburne) the use 
of sound separated from sense. Eliot's greatest strength as a critic is this unique 
gift of discerning the formal principles guiding a poet's work. One can only 
lament with George Watson that Eliot did not write a history of English literature. 
It would have been the most truly literary history ever written, a safeguard 
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against any future survey sliding into the common fate of proVing a half-baked 
history of ideas. 

This sense of the underlying principle has quite a different effect from that 
of the superficially similar methods of many modern critics. Whereas these con
centrate on the individual work, repudiating historicity, Eliot's method induces 
a strong sense of growth and change-a sense of tradition. 

In its ideal form-which Eliot himself hardly realised-this concept of tradi
t~on is unpr~ceden~ed too. Tr~ditiona.lism in literature generally means subscrip
tiOn to a smgle lme of practice, which becomes the tradition. A particularly 
strong example of this fastidiousness is surely Leavis's "Great Tradition" of the 
English novel. To a greater or lesser extent, such exclusiveness is implicit . in 
neoclassical criticism as well as the Romantic and Victorian evaluation of litera
ture, with its great gulf from Milton to Wordsworth. 

E liot's theory of tradition indicates a much more inclusive and fruitful 
approach: 

.. . a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and 
within it the whole of the literature of his own country has a simulta
neous existence and composes a simultaneous order. 

("Tradition and the Individual Talent") 

This seems to promise a recognition of the total spirit of English literature in 
which Chaucer and Milton, Spenser ::md Pope, Donne and Swinburne would all be 
represented, and an attempt made to find some common spirit growing and chang
ing through them all. 1t is a gigantic task, but a task that Eliot could have 
accomplished if any could. Perhaps Dryden and Johnson approached it inarti
culately when they reshaped their neoclassical tenets in conformity with the freer 
and more romantic English spirit. 

But in practice, Eliot hardly succeeds in establishing this deep unity in all 
English literature. Rather, he sets up author against author, school against school. 
He closes the ''Augustan gulf" of Romantic criticism only to open an equally 
alarming gulf that begins after the Metaphysicals and touches shore again, one 
suspects, only with Eliot and Pound. Such gaps in appreciation are perhaps in
evitable; and if I indict Eliot for failure in a stupendous task, it is because he 
showed a unique potential for successfully assimilating every aspect of the English 
literary spirit without surrendering all sense of relative value. 

Perhaps traditionalism is bound to defeat its own purpose, especially in 
English criticism. For it implies, in Eliot's own words, "something outside the 
artist to which he owes allegiance, a devotion to which he must surrender and 
sacrifice him self ... " By and large, English poets have shown themselves most 
reluctant to make this sacrifice. Deep-seated traditions and conventions have 
been embodied in apparently irregular "gothic" forms, as in Elizabethan literature. 
Critics, even outside the neoclassical period, have as consistently deplored this 
romanticism. English poets did not know enough, complained Arnold ; and 
centuries ago, Sidney even anticipated Eliot in avowing that good poetry must have 
the qualities of good prose: 

. . . let but most of the verses be put in prose, and then ask the meaning, 
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and it will be found, that one verse did but beget another, without order
ing at the first, what should be the last. . . (The Defence of Poesie). 

English critics, being critics, had taken a classical bias simply because English 
poets took a romantic one. 

Yet the more perceptive critics had recognised and valued this romantic 
spirit: 

Now what, I beseech you, is more easy than to write a regular French 
play, or more difficult than to write an irregular English one? 

(Dryden, Essay on Dramatic Poesie) 

In Eliot, we hardly get this concession: romanticism is seen as almost entirely 
barren. Classicism demands tradition; in English literature, tradition demands 
romanticism. English critics have trod the wheel of this dilemma ' for generations. 
Eliot himself shows a way out of the maze in his poetic practice, but in his 
criticism he is driven (perhaps by the need for explicit evaluative statements) into 
accepting only a very selective tradition that seriously impairs his objectivity. 

The matter is complicated by his constant call (at least in the earl ier 
writings) that criticism should be related to contemporary poetic practice. There 
is a deceptive "poetic justice" in Eliot's dictum that the best .poets make the best 
critics. The right answer is not C. S. Lewis's involved logic (in A Preface to 
Paradise Lost) but a simple recognition of the fact that a practising poet has his 
own axe to grind. When an important poet undertakes criticism, he may fi nd 
it scarcely possible to keep his two functions sufficiently distinct. As Eliot admits · 
in the 1947 lecture on Milton, "The scholar's interest is in the permanent, the 
practitioner's in the immediate." 

The result of these shortcomings is that the English literary tradition, as 
Eliot sees it, does not run smoothly through the history of literature, but takes a 
bumpy flight from peak to peak of very unequal height . Moreover, he con tradicts 
his general principles to accommodate particular favourites or damn his special 
biHes noires. Such inconsistencies are so endemic in English criticism (perhaps 
made inevitable by the inveterate romanticism of English poetry) that they may 
be looked upon with indulgence and even relief. We find exactly the same atti
tude over and over again in Johnson-as when he abruptly changes position at 
the end of his scathing attack on Milton to declare that he "cannot wish his work 
to be other than it is". Our ultimate verdict must be the same for both Johnson 
and Eliot : a healthy empiricism, and great critical honesty, but a sign of defec
tive or inadequate principles. 

For instance, a sense of finished form must be granted to be one of Eliot't 
chief demands from poetry : he loves a finely ordered experience. 

The immediate appeal of Jonson is to the mind ; his emotional tone is 
not in the single verse, but in the design of the whole. ("Ben Jonson") 

Such an emphasis on total form rather than local texture would have saved Milton 
from much of the 1935 attack. Moreover, this ordered formalism seems, at least 
superficially, to be at odds with his strictures on "dissociation of sensibility" , his 
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admiration of the ambivalence of Metaphysical "wit". Yet he condemns the latter 
too, when he criticises Donne's "impure art" in "Lancelot Andrewes": 

.. . without belittling the intensity or the profundity of his experience, 
we can suggest that this experience was not perfectly controlled, and 
that he lacked spiritual discipline. 

This point is more fully developed in Eliot's contribution to A Garland for John 
Donne (1932). 

Again, the term " auditory imagination" is constantly used to indicate a most 
desirable quality in verse, except where it becomes a stick to beat Milton with . 
But there seems to be no reason why sound should not play a major role (even 
Eliot did not insist it was the only element) in Milton's poetry. He granted thi s 
in his recantation, of course, but this could hardly arrest the stream of hostile 
Milton criticism that the first essay had done so much to encourage and which 
continues to the present day. Similarly, withdrawal from circulation has not quite 
destroyed the effects of the unpardonable essay on Hamlet, where, after all his 
strictures on his p redecessors, Eliot himself falls into exactly the same error of 
mistaking the prince for the poem, and attributing Hamlet's causeless melancholy 
to Shakespeare's own alleged gloom, brought out with a defective sense of form. 

In fact, the most serious fault in Eliot's critical equipment is this curious 
blind spot towards the romantic sensibility. No doubt there are historical reasons 
for it, and even a historical necessity. But it is strange that a traditionalist like 
Eliot should have repudiated so completely the century of literature in his own 
language immediately preceding his own work. 

This attitude to romanticism is strikingly similar to that of a philosoph er 
on the staff of Harvard when Eliot studied there. George Santayana's essay on 
Hamlet (actually eleven years earlier than Eliot's) reads like a mature and well
though t-out restatement of Eliot's views, avoiding the obvious pitfalls but with 
the same antipathy to romanticism. The i nfluenc~ of Santayam:'s "The Absence 
of Religion in Shakespeare" was admitted by Eliot himself in "Four Elizabethan 
Dramatists" . The former's ''The Poetry of Barbarism" shows the Si!.me attitude 
to form and the ordered world-view of the major poet that we find all through 
Eliot. In a still more general way, Santayana's "The Function of Poetry" 
curiously anticipates Eliot: 

The link that binds together the ideas, sometimes so wide apart, which 
his [the poet's] wit assimilates, is most often the link of emotion . 

This is very close to the concept of the "catalytic agent" in Eliot, but also . to 
earl ier theories of imagination . With his lyrical romantic prose de~ouncmg 
roma nticism, Santayana provides a very revealing link between Eho~ and 
nineteenth-century criticism, showing a transmission of ideas where otherw1se we 
would have detected no influence or even found opposition . 

How deep this influence might be is perhaps indica_ted by. the . foll~wing 
excerpts culled from a very cursory glance through the Bwgraphw Ltteran a: 

For the property of passion is not to create; but to set in. increased 
activity. At least, whatever new connections of thoughts or 1mages . or 
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... whatever generalizations of truth or experience, the heat of passi~n 
may produce; yet the terms of their conveyance must have pre-exrsted m 
his [a man's] former conversations, and a_re onl~ collected and crowded 
together by this unusual stimulation. (Bzog. L zt., Ch. 17) 

We may compare the "catalytic agent" theory, whi~~ see~s in f~c~ to be ~nti
cipated by Coleridge's many references to the blendmg, fusmo power of 

imagination: . 
. . . the power of reducing multitude into unity of effect, and ~edifying 
a series of thoughts by some one predominant thought or feelmg .. . 

(B iog. Lit., Ch . 15) 

This can be set beside "Tradition and the Individual Talent": 

... the whole effect, the dominant tone, is due to the fact that the number 
of floating feelings, having an affinity to thi s emotion by no means super
ficially evident, have combined with it to give us a new art emotion. 

Or, on the question of artistic impersonality, here is Coleridge: 

A second promise of genius is the choice of subjects very remote from 
the private interests and circumstances of the writer himself. . . [In 
Venus and Adonis] It is throughout as if a superior spiri t more intui
tive, more intimately conscious, even than the characters themselves, not 
only of every outward look and act, but of the fl ux and reflux of the 
mind in all its subtlest thoughts and feelings, were placing the whole 
before our view ; himself meanwhile unparticipating in the passions, 
and actuated only by that pleasurable excitement which had resulted 
from the energetic fervour of his own spirit. . . (Biog. lit ., Ch. 15) 

Almost every phrase in this passage could be paralleled from Eliot's criticism. 
Going through his work, one is struck by his freq uent echoes of Coleridge, though 
the subject-matter has been clinically disinfected of Coleridge's metaphors of 
organic growth and his general rapt, admiring tone. One may even say, 
flamboyantly but not without reason, that Eliot's views on impersonal ity, art
emotion, and the union oS diverse experiences in a si ngle poet ic form are all 
there, in embryo, in Shelley's "On a poet's lips I slept". T hat Romantic aesthetics 
could evolve into its own opposite is perhaps a reflection on itself, but more 
certainly on Eliot. He was perhaps misled by the ubiquitous " Romantic I " into 
interpreting it biographically, not as an arti stic persona, and thi s denying that 
the romantic mode of poetic composition involved the same process of arti stic 
distancing, depersonalising, and re-ordering of experience that he himself 
described. 

Having dealt, perhaps at excessive length , with one sort of "critical object
ivity" in Eliot, we may consider another. The early Eliot is a great defender of 
art qua art, of poetry as independent of philosophy or religious belief : 

The poet makes poetry, the metaphysician makes metaphysics, the bee 
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makes honey, the spider secretes a filament ; you can hardly say that 
any of these agents believes: he merely does . 

("Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca") 

This part of Elio t's theory shows the clearest influence of the "art for art's sake" 
theories of the fin de siecle. Yet increasingly, Eliot staunchly opposes all such 
theories. In The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism, there is constant 
reference to "other functions" of literature. He had recognised these functions 
much earlier, when (echoing Santayana) he had accused the Elizabethan drama
tists of wanting religion. His later criticism is profoundly religious. Is it 
possible to reconcile these two attitudes? 

I think that at his best, Eliot does so with remarkable success, far more 
subtly than I. A. Richards's aesthetic Benthamism or the traditional "pleasure 
and profit" formula which represents poetry as a sugar-coated moral pill. Eliot 
makes his views clear in " The Social Function of Poetry" : 

[The poet's] direct duty is to his language, first to preserve, and second 
to extend and improve. In expressing what other people feel he is also 
changing the feeling by making it more conscious .... [and he can also] 
make his readers share consciously in new feelings which they had not 
experienced before. 

The poet's allegiance to language alone thus provides him with a part in social 
education and control, of enriching and expanding human experience so as to 
give life more meaning. 

More not::~ ble still is another, tmformul::~ted concept. Eliot's critical process , 
with its "objective" cuncentration on the work itself, is an obvious parallel to 
his poetic process of impersonal concentration on experience-and that again 
to his wider call for impersonal spiritual concentration : 

... "on whatever sphere of being 
The mind of man may be intent 
At the time of death"-that is the one action 
(And the time of death is every moment) 
Which shall fructify in the lives of others : .. . 

It is just this "intentness" that Eliot praises in Aristotle, in the passage I quoted 
at the outset. There is an astonishing correspondence between the ideas, the 
very phrases, of Four Quartets and Eliot's criticism. This does not mean that 
arti stic composition is the principal theme of Four Quartets. Rather, it indicates 
that the artist's or the critic's work is for Eliot a form of spiritual development. 
His penetrating criticism makes clear that he regards the artist's use of words 
as proof of his entire sensibility-a way of thinking, living and feeling. The 
claims of art and life can therefore be reconciled, art acquiring a social and 
spiritual function because of its integrity, its refusal to turn propagandist. 

This does not seem so very different from Arnold's views on the subject. 
The quotation from "The Social Function of Literature" reads like an expan
sion of Arnold's saying that poetry is a criticism of life. And Eliot's 1935 
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essay on "Religion and Literature" might be a sermon with Arnold's words 

for its text : 
A poetry of revolt against moral ideas is a poetry of revolt against 
Life; a poetry of indifference towards moral ideas is a poetry of indif
ference towards life. (''Wordsworth") 

In fact, Eliot out-Arnolds Arnold in this approach to literature. Yet he treats 
Arnold with distaste-and this, it seems, for two opposite reasons . No doubt, 
as the advocate of pure form, he would disagree with Arnold's test of "high 
seriousness"-a test that Milton would pass but not the Metaphysicals. But 
much stronger and more explicit is his criticism of Arnold's humanism, his 
belief that literature and secular culture ranged wider than religion and could 
replace it. Whereas many modern readers seem to regard Arnold as too pom
po us for their tastes, Eliot does not consider him serious enough: the pleasures 
of literature compensate to him for the deep truths of religion . 

The reader of Notes towards the Definition of Culture will find much that 
is valuable in Eliot's concept of the interaction of " literature", and in fact the 
entire "culture" or way of life of a people, with their " religion" or spiri tual 
values and other-worldly beliefs. But he tends to give this concept a wider 
application than it will bear. The idea of a "culture" or way of li fe reflecting 
a system of religious belief might hold good for the Middle Ages, but hardly 
for the present day, unless "religion" is given a very wide, "secular" sense
which in this case is impossible, as these wider implications have already been 
attached to the concept of "culture". This overestimation of the role of reli
gion in modern society-at times smacking all too obviously of wishful thinking 
-leads him into occasional demands that literature should be subservient to 
religion, a sort of superior propaganda cr at least with an implic it Christian 
belief. 

This is a complete reversal of his earlier position- which also, however, 
he keeps up to the end. Perhaps it was his new attitude that made him with
draw "Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca" from circulation. Hi s violent 
criticism of Hobbes in the 1927 essay on John Bramhall expresses this im
patience with non-Christian and un-Christian literature. It appears most 
blatantly in After Strange Gods. and with a more sober clarity in the social and 
religious writings of the last period. We can see it in 1931 in "Thouohts after 

b 

Lambeth" : 

The World is trying the experiment of attempting to form a civilized 
but non-Christian mentality The experiment will fail .... 

One feels grateful that the blossoming of the permissive society, or the immi
gration of alien races into England, did not attract notice on a Iaroe scale befo re 
Eliot's death. He might well have committed himself to an extr:me conservat
ism that would have led to much irrelevant neglect, and still more irrelevant 
admiration, of his significant work. 

It is a pity that Eliot's search for classicism should have brouoht him to 
rest in a sort of superior Toryism . His idea of the social func tion ;f literature 
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d~pend s, as in all class ic~sm, o~ a rapport between artist and society which the 
present age has lost. Ehot revived many traditions--dassical, Eliz::tbethan last 
and most strongly Christian-and wrote his poetry in their light. But 'these 
traditions are dead or dying, and Eliot accordingly put himself in the position 
of an elitist or neoclassicist, defending a garrison of taste, rule and judgment 
from philistinism. Classicist in temper, he found himself a romantic in situation. 
Again and again he points out the passing of a common mythology of a com
munal scale of va lues : 

What his [Blake's] genius required, and what it sadly lacked, was a 
framework of accepted and traditional ideas which would have pre
vented him from indulging in a philosophy of his own . .. We may 
speculate, for amusement, whether it would not have been beneficial 
to the north of Europe generally, and to Britain in particular, to have 
had a more continuous religious history. ("William Blake") 

Yet the superficial contentment of the last period disguises this alienation 
of the man of letters under a surprising placidity. In Notes towards the Defini
tion of Culture, Eliot admits an elite ; but having done so, he goes on to say : 

We should not consider the upper levels as possessing more culture 
than the lower, but as representing a more conscious culture and a 
greater specialisation of culture. 

This is either a Utopian dream or an insincere sop to egalitarianism. Eliot is 
clinging to the ghost of the classical ideal. As a closely-reasoned piece of social 
theory, the Notes are far superior to CTJlture and Anarchy; but one sometimes 
wishes for the sheer pertmbed realism of Arnold 's outcries against Barbarians, 
Philistines and the Populace . The loss of a communal mytholoy and system of 
values, with the consequent alienation of the artist, has been a recognised malady 
of E uropean culture since the late eighteenth century at least. Now and then 
in his later work, Eliot is led (perhaps by his own success and social acceptance) 
to overlook a problem that still draws disturbed auguries from contemporary 
authors- quite recently, for instance, by George Steiner, in a series of lectures 
deliberately parodying Eliot's title (In Bluebeard's Castle: Notes towards the 
R edefinition of Culture. 1971). 

But when all is said and done, Eliot made the most genuine and far-ranging 
effort of the century to revive tradition at all. It was nothing less than a 
revolution in critical methods and values-sometimes with unfortunate results, 
just as Arnold's humanism (at least by Eliot's account) had the unfortunate 
offspring of Pater's aestheticism. Criticism since Eliot has run into a number 
of neoclassicisms-each the application of a set of rules, valid but inadequate, 
to all writin!!s whatsoever . It might be "analysis of formal principles" of 
Leavis's sort ~(like Eliot's but a t a much lower level), or of some particular 
aspect of form : imagery by Cleanth Brooks or Wilson Knight, plurisignation 
by Empson, sound-values by, say, Edith Sitwell. Such fr~gmen~a~y a~al~ses, 
however valuable, can hardly replace Eliot's comprehensive cntic~~ ms~gh.t. 
Even if he did not succeed in articulating the English literary traditiOn, It IS 

only through his efforts that the task now appears possible at all . 
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The Third World 

Anup Sinhn. 

A major challenge to contemporary civilization is the complex task of puiling 
the countries of the Third World out of the quagmire of stagnation . There are 
intricate: social, political and economic aspects ar.d a million technical details 
ove~ which academicians are ready to split hairs . The problem is so large that 
no ready-made universal solution will hold. The present a uthor has no intentions 
of providing one. Moreover, this article generalizes in many places leading to 
what may be oversimplifications. Yet they often serve to bring to light certain 
important · issues. ·Some may think that there are too many details ; special ists 
wil1 think the reverse. But pedestrian observations may have some relevance 
too, because it is the man-in-the-street who has to throb through a m ist of blood, 
toil and tears in the chaos and confusion of our age. 

II 

The countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, which comprise the Third 
World vaty in social, political, cultural and geographical features. Therefore 
~ny attempt to analyse the development of these countries must necessari ly 
concentrate on certain essentially common characteri stics. · This level of abstrac
tion would eliminate the peculiarities of particular cases and shift the emphasis 
to the common nature of the problems faced. 

Talking of generalities and abstracting from the whole list of the features 
of underdeveloped, or, euphemistically speaking, developing countries, the 
common problems of relative poverty and low utilization of resources spring 
from the legacy of a colonial or semi-colonial past, a crippled social super
structure with a stunted economic base. 

To serve its own interests capitalism checked the growth of industrializati on 
in its colonies. This is obvious from the classic colony-metropolis relationship 
that emerged and crystallized during the late 18th 8nd early 19th centuries'. The 
colonies served as reser.voirs of raw materials from which the <::rand machines of 
Western Europe were fed, as well as a market for finished p;oducts. The eco
nomic fate of these colonies became attached to the uncerta inties of the world 
market via the fever-curve of price movements. Wh ethe r brought under di rect 
political dominance or caught in this particular pattern of inte rn;tional tracl::! . all 
these n~tions , more or less, helped in acc:elerating and multiplying the rise in the 
econom1c surplus of the advanced capitalist countr ies. In the process the colonies 
became case studies in the neglect of mechanization . 
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It is useless to deny that these countries were showing no signs of develop
ment when they became colonies . Everywhere the precapitalist order was 
disintegrating ; the intensity and speed varied but the direction was clear. Morel
over, in many of these countries there were perceptible signs of capitalist deve
lopment like rising agricultural output, peasant displacements, and a gro~~ig 
merchant class. The natural development of capitalism might have occurred even 
though the nature and length of the tranEition period would have varied in parti
cular cases, if these countn es had not been brought into the orbit of pependent 
capitalism. · 

The best example that comes to mind is Japan . Japan had one of the most 
rigid precapitalis t orders. Many complex independent factors like her ext-reme 
poverty and paucity ot natural wealth enabled Japan to avoid foreign economic 
dominance. There was room left for independent development and the trans ition 
from feudalism to capitalism was rela tively fas t. Moreover, she w,as able to 
produce a bourgeois society that served as a powerful driving forc.e for Japanese 
capitalism . 

On the other hand the extreme case of oppression was perhaps India. No 
colony was more exploited. She was bled white and the economic surplus 
squeezed from the masses, fed the mills of Lancashire and Lanark instead of 
being utilized for national development. It was British policy that was directly 
respons ible for all of Ind ia's major problems : vested interests, lack of i ndus~ 
trialization and neglect of agriculture. The enormous potential of India?s 
fabulous natural resources was crippled in one of the most tragic chapters of 
history. 

But Japan and India were on the two ends of the spectrum. The exact 
nature of the impact of imperialism on the economy of a colony depended on its 
extent and po tency for development, its level of resources and its history. The 
general rule, however , was that every colony or dependency was removed 'from its 
natural and historical course of development. The condition of the 'people was 
miserable. The tradi tional crafts declined but modern industry did not grow, 
and in the hiatus of economic sta!:!:nation business mores were superimposed ori 
ar,cient oppression by the l anded ~ gentry, resulting in systematic tyranny. Paul 
Baran has aptly described the situation : "Thus the peoples who came into the 
orbit of western capitalist expansion found them ~elves in the twilight of feudalism 
and capitalism endurino the worst features of both worlds and the entire impact 
of imperiali st ~ubjugat i;n to boot. To oppression by their feudal lords, ruthle~s 
but tempered by tradition, was added domination by foreign and d~~esbc 
capitalists, ca llous and limited by only what the traffic would bear. T~e _?bscur~n
tism and arbitrary violence inherited from their feudal past was combmed w1th 
the rationality an-d sharply calculat ing rapacity of their capitalist1Jresent."

1 

III 

The present econom ic structures of these countries all ~~fleet the consequences 
of a colonial past. The economies of the Third Wo~lr~ are marked by vvastage 
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amidst poverty in a paradox of extremes. To pick up the common strands of 
development we must analyze the present structures. . . . 

What determines the capacity for an economy to grow IS the size of rts eco
nomic surplus which is roughly the excess of net production over consumptio~ , and 
the way it is absorbed into productive channels. . In underdeve_lope_d economies the 
potential size of the surplus is low because natiOnal productr~n IS low and con
sumption is relatively high. On top of it the actual surplus IS much lower than 
the potential because of wastage due to organizational and structural defect s. 

There are four major factors that tend to pull the actual surplus much below 
the potentiaL The first factor is the conspicuous consumption by the upper classes 
in trying to ape their Western counterparts. Secondly, a large portion of produc
tion is sucked off by middlemen who play no active part in production. T hirdly, 
the unemployed workers, existing at the subsistence level eat away a certain 
portion and finally, and perhaps the largest share is taken away by unproductive 
or extra workers (the disguised unemployed) who add nothing to production. 
These four ways by which a large portion of the potential surplus is lost reflects 
deep structural defects. 

One of the chief reasons why agricultur:! is backward in these count ries is 
the fact that a large surplus is wasted in unproductive use. The problem is 
basically organizational and not solely financial. But the core of the problem is 
seldom realized or carefully side-tracked. Otherwise how could one ex plain 
the obsession with trying to raise productivity and not carry out land refo rms, 
or carry out land reforms amidst general backwardness. The primary require
ment is to free agriculture from the grips of a parasitic class. Unfortuna tely 
no underdeveloped country has completed the agricultural transformation 
required. 

Similar problems are revealed in the non-agricultural sectors. The manu
facturing sector is small and the services and retail sector unwieldy. Again . we 
find a large class of middlemen including the lumpenbourgeoisie. In these 
countries, therefore, the transfer price of mercantile capitalism to industrial 
capitalism is very high. The problem of transforming rolling capit3l into fix ed 
capital has resulted in a lack of investments that become self-perpetuat ing. 
Another inhibiting feature of underdeveloped economies is the role of fo reign 
aid and the economic significance of foreign enterprises. The tying of aid is an 
open secret and foreign enterprises also extract a large part of the economic 
surplus and exert restrictive pressures. Take for example the countries of Latin 
America. In many countries foreign interests turned the fertile soil over to only 
mining or one type of plantations-to one-track exploitation. As a result 
Honduras had nothing but bananas to export and Brazil was caught in the 
octopus-like grip of the economically ruinous sugar cultivation.2 ~ However, 
even i~ foreign enterprises did help production to ri~e they overcompensated by 
extractmg huge profits. The benefits of left-overs were maldistributed , the 
magnum share accruing to home capitalists.3 

. ~herefore, in these economies the good life, "the bonanza that is capi talism" 
lS bemg shared by the foreign and domestic capitalists. There is a paucity of 
mvestments as the capitalists in the underdeveloped economies do not want to 
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destroy their monopolistic market advantages. As a result the social benefit and 
private benefit of production diverge. Even on the surface, from external mani
festations, the disbalance and lopsidedness of the economic structures are reveal
ed prominently. 

IV 

The picture that I have attempted to draw so far cannot be viewed in its true 
perspective without identify ing the true advanced-unadvanced capitalist relation
ship . No pattern of economic development can emerge by studying in isolation 
advanced or undeveloped capitalism. There is a tendency among economists to 
concentrate only on breakdown problems of advanced capitalism or only on the 
developmental econom ics of the underdeveloped countries. Breakdown analysts 
fo rmulate methods fo r avoiding crises . It is a sort of New Dealism aided by 
the gamut of post-Keynes ian monetary, fiscal and trade policy-tools. On the 
other hand development specialists prescribe 'take-off' programmes under 
centra! planning or state capitalism for the underdeveolped countries. Thereby. 
they expect these countries to follow the footsteps of Western Europe or U.S.A . 
or Japan . They fai l to rea lize that capitalism grew by exploiting colonies. These 
countries cannot look fo r colonies to exploit. 

T he actual relationship is that the underdeveloped countries are still ex
ploited as neo-colonies of the dollar-empire built on financial control, technica l 
supremacy and the g iant multinational corporations. That is why the labour 
aristocracy, growing by feeding on the crumbs of their monopoly master's tables. 
seem satisfied with their position. Thus advanced capitalist societies as a wholr! 
(excludi ng perhaps the students and the deprived ethnic groups) form part of the 
machinery of exploita tion . Oscar Lange, the famous economist, has labelled 
this phenomenon as 'people's imperialism' where growth for growth's sake ha6 
become the ideology of the cancer cell. Keeping in mind this relationship we ca n 
proceed towards a better understand ing of the dynamics of the Third World. 

v 
We will now look at some of the economic effects of the socio-politica' 

condition of the countries of the Third World. History did not bring the fu ll 
bloom of indust ri al capitali sm to these countries. A long period _of merca~t~l -: 
capitalism under forei ~n rule oave birth to a large heterogeneous petit-bourgemsJe. 
The tiny bourgeoisie ~f the c~untries tried to accommodate themselves within th e 
system. 

In course of t ime movements began to grow not against capitalism bm 
against the remnants of fe udalism. In these movements sections of th~ upp~ r 
class and the large bulk of the middle class had to identify themselves , m thw 
own interests, with the aspirations of the common man. These mo~ements strov_e 
fo r national freedom and had distinct bourgeois-democratic, anti-feudal , ant t-

imperialist tenets . . 
H owever, th~se classes leading the popular movements faile_d to bri?g m pw · 

gressive capitalism. The growth of labour movements resulted m a panic (real o r 
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imaginary) of an imminent social revolution. The middle-cla~s slowly shi.ft.ed 
its stand. They compromised with the landed g~i:try, the rel.Igious authon t1es 
and the military leadership, comprising the coalitiOn of ownmg classes . But 
the resultino- social and political order became inherently unstable- sp urts of 
violence, oc~asional guerrilla activities and peasant uprisings still act as grim 

pointers to the latent crisis. . . ., . . 
This instability helps the strategy of neo-colomahsm -of provrclmg eco-

nomic and military zssistance that help to perpetuate their slavery, de facto, to 
the imperialist powers. The net economic implication of this instab ility is that 
prcfit-motivated, market-oriented, private enterprise can find no incentive for 

long-term investments. 
It may be argued that supervision and planning by the government can 

provide the long-term investments required to build the infra-structure. This is 
not possible in the absence of a suitable institutional framework and a comm itt
ed civil service. Take for example the reasons why the Mahalanobis strategy of 
planned economic development failed in India. The initial transference of income 
from the lower to the higher income groups in the hope that the rate of savings 
and investment would increase was proved wrong, as national savings did not 
rise, but the extra income in the hands of the upper classes was wasted . 
Moreover, there was a wilful sabotage of the implementation of the colourful 
legislations meant to follow-up the strategy. This proves , that where the only 
incentive for hard work is the prospect of sharing the privileges of the upper 
class, a policy aimed at reducing inequalities is bound to fail. Similarly, p lanned 
economic development of an economy living in the 'twilight between feuda lism 
and capitalism' inevitably leads to corruption, misuse of authority and evasions 
of the law. The point is that in building the future of these countries the 
institutions must be revamped and a new collective social ethos must be fo und. 
Here much depends on what the middle-class does-whether they overcome 
their myopia, or become senile and commit suicide out of fear. The problem is 
that the middle-class has a tendency to harp on vacuous socialist termi nology 
that can lead to disillusionment and a re-birth of fascism . (Apparently President 
Bhutto also pays lip-service to the cause of socialism.) 

So far the middle-class has failed in leading the movement against big
capital hegemony, changing modes of exploitation and neo-colonialism. 1t is 
said that in many countries the road to 'socialism' is a left turn on Mad ison· 
Avenue and 'Deutsch-marks-ism' is the only Marxism known. 

VI 

It. would be tr.ue to say, therefore, that the possibilities of capitali st develop
ment m the satellites and dependencies, which the Third World countr ies are, 
is almost negligible if not niL Capitalism already has a! tarnished im ao-e in these 
countries, and its lack of feasibility is revealed by the fact that duri~g the last 
twent~ years the growth of national income in the underdeveloped cou~tries was 
4·5 times smaller (in spite of 'take-offs', foreign aid and indicative planning) 
than the advanced capitalist world. Thus, to fight neo-colonialism and ra ise 
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the pace of national development, these countries will have to skip the stage of 
capitalism in general and advanced capitalism in particular. 

The alternative is not instant socialism, ushered in by pampered revolu
tionaries but a period of transformation, on what has been termed, the non
capitalist path, on the road to socialism. During this transformation period the 
leadership must be provided by a common front of progressive elements which 
can mobilize the masses and fight for economic progress. A new production 
principle must reaffi rm meaningful work and revalue the depths of national 
consciousness. 

The present quality of the societies of the underdeveloped countries also 
call for speedy change. There are cultural obstacles to progress like the 
'enlightenment from abroad' and uprooted identity with the middle-class 
estranged and alienated from the mainstream of life. The recurrent chaos and 
failures, the alienation of culture from the meaningful social objective of work 
and production, are pointers to the futility of a system that justifies oppressions 
and codifies frustra tions. 

Accelerating waste amidst the poverty of the masses is a syndrome of dying 
capitalism. The Third World must realize that liberty is not possible in this 
system of serv itude and irrat ional ' rationality'. Here a frustrated human 
existence is being violently conditioned to defend its own servitude, making 
room for mass madness and racism. The human essence has been outraged in 
places like Vi etnam, Biafra and Bangladesh. Wherever poverty is a way of life, 
boredom amidst a mirage of variety turns into a desperate loneliness. The prime 
objective o f any social change must be to break the myths, the illusions, the 
defeatism. An alternative social order must give sensitivity and sensibility its 
right of place. 

VII 

The buildina of a nation must be accompanied by the process of universaliz-
~ . 

ing values. National liberation and non-capitalist transition provides such a 
scope. It is in the heart of national consciousness that international conscious
ness lives and grows, and this two-fold emerging is the fountain-source of all 
culture. 

The first requirement of this type of transformation is a cementing ideology 
which can mobilize all sect ions of the people and will not be afraid to rely solely 
on the people during the course of the struggle. It will have to_ justify the 
elimination of exploitation and ensure distributive justice against , relative poverty, 
monopoly power and accompanying rigidities. It should be rem_embered that a 
giant crisis is latent in the constraints of a colonial past, agncultural defeat, 
hollowness of planning, inefficiency of the public sectors, fail_ure of trade _unions, 
delinq?ency and corruption in the system of ~ducation, _opiates of_ e~ottc con
sum ption lulling our senses and the opportumsm of political parties. 

Independent development can only be achieved by a. gradual rupture of n~o
colonial ties . And the way to this is a relentless fight agamst all forms of colom a! 
domination and a struag:l~ for social progress. The common front, led by the 
National Democrats co~ing from sections of the middle-class and peasantry as 
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well as from the proletarian and semi-proletarian strata, must evok~ loyalty to 
mass interests. National interests are tremendously important and the non
capitalist path is a long one. Therefore closer ti~s with th~ working class is the 
only guard against chauvinism and obsessed anti-commumsm. . . 

There must be a clear-cut revolutionary programme of the political vanguard 
guiding the country. It must be radical and of w?rld outlo~~ and . it~ supreme 
interest must be in co-operating with all revolutionary antHmpenaltst forces. 
During this period contradictions may arise between communists and revolu
tionary national democrats but none are insurmountable. It is basically a transi
tory stage in history. It is not a slogan but a manoeuvre of immense efforts and 
is an organic part of the transition stage from capitalism to socialism. Its prime 
objecfive is to build the economic, social and cultural conditions for socialism, 
and eliminate from political power the ruling coalition of vested interests, reduc
ing the elite-mass dichotomy. 

The economic policy during this period calls for rational and active interven
tion of the state in economic activities, to bring about structural changes and 
eradicate lingering imperialism and feudalism. A healthy coexistence of the big 
public and the small private sectors is bettter than hasty nationalization but all 
economic policies must have a socialist orientation to keep vested interests and 
the national bourgeoisie within constraints. Agrarian reforms must be imple
mented and a growing state sector in production must control the basic branches 
of production. Economic planning as a conscious effort to improve the quality of 
life will have to be extensive. Foreign capital must be curbed and private capital 
guided into channels of national interests. In other words all economic ambitions 
must be harnessed to social ambitions. 

The non-capitalist path is a period of accumulation of quantitative changes 
that prepares the way for a qualitative social leap. The chief task is to cut the 
economy's structural links with world capitalism, otherwise penetration and 
sabotage of autonomous development cannot be avoided. However, in countries 
where fascism has already grown or a military-feudal coalition rules the alter
native is a social revolution which, knowing the nature of fascism, is bound to 
be bloody and violent. But in other nations where the possibilities of the non
capitalist path is developing, where the working-class is well organized, where 
the ties with the socialist camp is strong, a world-wide challenging hegemonic 
alternative to every sector of bourgeois thought and culture must be constructed. 
Perhaps the intellectual-matrix is incomplete but it realizes that bourgeois ideo
logy is in a state of 'rigor mortis' or moving life of the dead. Therefore, it is in 
the Third World that the 'new man' must be created which, as Fanon observed, 
Western Civilization has failed to bring to triumphant birth. 

NOTES 
I The Political Economy of Growth-Paul Baran p 144 
2 For a detailed study see .Josue d.e Castro: The' G~ography of Hunger. 
3 For a case-study on Foreign Capital see A. K. Bagchi's article in Frontier· 25th Sep-

tem her 197 I. · 
4 See A. K . Ba?chi's. artifle in. Economic and Political Weekly Annual number 1971. 
5 See Asok Sen s article Marxism and the Petty-Bourgeois Default' in Harnage to Karl 

Marx (Ed. by P. C. Joshi) P. 158. · · 
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The Hindu Critics of Rammohun 

Kamal Kumar Ghatak 

Hinduism in the early 19th century was in trouble. It was a "shy passive 
creed that used (formerly) to be ashamed of itself and stand ever on the defensive 
against growing foes and a diminishing number of adherents."1 The Christian 
challenge with its constant attack on Hindu social and religious ideals had put 
the orthodox leaders in disarray. Then came Rammohun to Calcutta in 1815. 
He began a systematic criticism of idolatry, Sati and priestcraft. In the late 
twenties the Derozians mounted their attack on the prevailing social and religious 
systems. Rammohun's crusade against idolatry and the devastating criticism 
of the Derozians put Hinduism completely on the defensive. "The Hindu religion 
was denounced as vile and corrupt and unworthy of the regard of rational beings. 
The degraded state of the Hindus formed the subject of many debates."2 

It is a measure of the inner strength of the Hindu religion that it survived 
this tremendous challenge. "Hinduism again asserted its marvellous assimilative 
power and changed its colour like the chameleon."3 The significance of this 
challenge was realised by the Hindu leaders quite early. Gauri Kanta Bhatta
charya, Dewan of Civil Court of Rungpur, wrote a Bengali book, Jnananyan, 
refuting Rammohun. Gaurikanta was well-versed in Persian and Sanskrit, but 
he failed to rouse the people against Rammohun.4 The first big work of 
Rammohun in Calcutta was the foundation of the Atmiya Sabha (1815) which 
became a forum for discussion of the problems of Hindu religion and society. 
The principal leaders were Mrityunjay Vidyalankar, Bhabanicharan Banerjee, 
Radhakanta Deb and Ramkamal Sen. Relgion and social reform were the 
main subjects of controversy.5 It is important to note that both groups compris
ed men of status and affluence, most of whom belonged to the English-educated 
Calcutta intelligentsia. Rammohun as well as his Hindu critics believed in an 
authentic Indian tradition. But Rammohun differed with his critics regarding 
the methods of its regeneration and the place of post-vedantic Hinduism in a 
revived Indian traditi;n. Rammohun and his principal Hindu critics were all 
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d · f' the1·r own tradition rather than westernisers. Modern research mo ermsers o " . 
on this period appears to controvert the ~iew that Rammo_hun was the ea~hest 

l .b 1 D ·d locked in mortal combat w1th the conservative Brahmm Gohaths 
1 era av1 · d f - · · 

bent on preserving a diseased social system against the rnroa s o humamtana-

nism and common decency."6 
. . 

Mrityunjay Vidyalankar (1762-1819), pandit of the Fort W1lham College 
and later of the Supreme Court, wrote an elaborate defence of 'the present 
system of Hindu worship,' in his Vedanta Chandrika ~181 7). _ T_he Vedanta 
Chandrika was the first significant attempt to defend the Ideas, mstitu tJons and 
practices of Hinduism. Mrityunjay found no basic co~tradiction betw•=en 
Vedantic and post-vedantic Hinduism. He defended the vahd1ty of the Puranas 
as well as image worship. In an effort to rebut Rammohun's arguments 
Mrityunjay chose to write the pamphlets in Bengali and transmit his ideas to the 
Calcutta intelligentsia. Mrityunjay believed that God was omnipresent and 
without attributes. But unlike Rammohun he found nothing wro;1g in image 
worship. "Has not the worship of God been expressly ordained to be performed 
through the medium of idols, by unction and other ceremonies? If so, the 
worship of idols as ordained in the Vedanta is the worship of God . The worship 
of images which is included among the duties of religion, is established by 
various kinds of proof, by ratiocination and by experience, is observable in the 
customs of most ancient sages in various parts of Europe and is immemorably 
prevalent in Asia. But is it not certain that by this means the constantly waver
ing mind of man may be brought steadfastly to bear upon the object worshipped? 
Those who understand the Vedanta do not affirm that other things th<m God 
can be worshipped because they are totally in the dark, concerning any existence 
independent of him?" 7 Mrityunjay was angry with Rammohun Roy and his 
friends, those 'intoxicated moderns' who were recklessly tampering with their 
faith and transforming it into a market place theology. He had a fling at 
Rammohun in the Vedanta Chandrika: "You have a love of the world , a love 
of riches, a love of children and desire to enjoy worldly luxuries, and where one 
of these exists even the spirit of holy knowledge cannot appear." 8 

Mrityunjay Vidyalankar has generally been dubbed a social reactionary and 
the importance of his work Vedanta Chandrika has not been duiy recognised. 
But the Chandrika "contained a crude form of the same kind of Hindu reviva
lism that Vidyasagar and Vivekananda could express so meaningfully in prose 
and poetry at a later date."9 It is interesting to recall that Mrityunjay was the 
first Bengali who wrote a pamphlet on Sati and was quoted by Rammohun as 
an authority on the subject. He condemned Sati as inhuman , irra tional and as 
'an unworthy act' not based on the highest scriptural authority.1 " Mrityunjay 
was closely connected with the foundation committee of the Hindu College (1816) 
and the School Book Society (1817). His cultural posi tion was thus very diffe
rent from that of the traditional 18th century pandit. Undoubtedly he was a 
bitter critic of Rammohun, but he did not stand for all that was obscurantist 
and retrograde in Hindu society. Marshman compared him with Dr. Johnson 
for "his stupendous acquirements and the soundness of his critical judo-ement" 
and also for "his rough features and unwieldy figure."11 There is no, reason 
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why Mrityunjay Vidyalankar should remain a bete noire among many historians, 
simply because his concept of Hinduism was different from Rammohun's. 

Bhabanicharan Bandopadhyay (1787-1848) was another important critic of 
Rammohun. Marshman described him as "a Brahmin of great intelligence and 
considerable learning, though no pandit but remarkable for his tact and energy 
which gave him great ascendancy among his fellow countrymen." 1

" Bhabani
charan was for sometime connected with Rammohun's Sambad Kaumadi but 
broke off due to his religious views. The Samachar Chandrika that he edited 
was equally opposed to the Christians' and the Vedantists in religious matters. 
But the Chandrika consistently supported every educational reform, while convey
ing to its readers the "need for a well informed public of natives." Bhabani
charan was not opposed to education and enlightenment but he was hostile to 
the Anglophile baboo. His satirical works Nabababavilas (1825) and 
Nababibivilas (1831) were ment to check the growing trend towards Anglicism 
in social life. Bhabanicharan was determined to rouse in the young people a 
regard for their own religion and way of life. His Kalikala Kamalalay (1823) 
has been described as the "first attempt by a member of the intelligentsia to 
hold a literary looking-glass before his peers so that they might better perceive 
their own social image."13 

Bhabanicharan's most significant work was however, the organisation of the 
Dharma Sabha in 1830. The ostensible object of the Dharma Sabha was to 
oppose the Sati legislation, to prevent government interference in religion and 
protect, 'Sanatan Dharmd . The principal members of this organisation were 
Bhabanicharan Bandopadhyaya (secretary), Ramkamal Sen, Radhakanta Deb, 
Gopimohan Deb, Kalikrishna Deb, Jaynarain Tarkapanchanan and the pandits 
of the Sanskrit College. The minutes of the firs t meeting show that its primary 
object was to organise public opinion against tht Sati legislation. The meeting 
was fai rly well-attended and the members decided to ostracise all those who 
deviated from the traditional religious and social practices. The subscriptions 
varied from Rs. 2500 to Re 1.14 

The foundation of the Dharma Sabha and the Sati controversy have been 
responsible for many popular misconceptions. Bhabanicharan and Radhakanta 
Deb have been depicted as the 'Tory' opponents of Rammohun's 'Whig' 
liberalism. The facts available from contemporary newspapers lead us to believe 
that Bhabanicharan played a modernising role in all educational matters. The 
Dharma Sabha rallied the Hindus to maintain their way of life and protect it 
against governmental interference. It is pertinent to ask whether the members 
of the Calcutta intelligentsia who supported the Dharma Sabha were Hindu 
reactior.aries. 

The career of Radhakanta Deb (1784-1867) throws a flood of light on the 
cultural position of the so-called 'conservative critics' of Rammohun. Radha
kanta was the main spirit behind the Sati petition (14 Jan. 1829) and the forma
tion of the Dharma Sabha (1830). He was opposed in principle to governmental 
interference in social and religious matters and he believed that the traditional 
religion alone could maintain ~ocial stability. He was a zealous member of the 
Gaudiya Samaj (1823). Ramkamal Sen was the President of the Samaj which 
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included men of such diverse oprn1ons as Bhabarucharan Bandopadhyay, 
Ramjay Tarkalankar, Kasinath Tarkapanchanan, Dwara~anath Ta~ore, Prasanna 
Kumar Taaore and Tarachand Chakravarti. The Gaudtya Sama1 had accepted 
the sanctit; of the Hindu scriptures and social customs. But its main work was 
the promotion of learning among the BengaleeS.1 5 

The Sati controversy has obscured the brighter aspects of Radhakanta's career 
and he has been painted as the main architect of reaction. H is differences with 
Rammohun have really helped the latter's charismatic image. It has been claim
ed that " the conservative critics missed, as their modern apologists do even to-day, 
the epoch-making significance of the life work of Rammohun."1

" The truth 
seems to be that Radhakanta Deb and his followers were no less enthusiastic 
than Rammohun for educational and cultural changes. But Deb's concept of 
an Indian culture differed from Rammohun's in that he would not sacrifice 
Sanskrit learning for 'modernisation'. In religion he was a supporter of tradi
tional Hinduism. Image worship was a part of Hindu religion and Deb found 
no necessity for its abolition. It is difficult to believe that Radhakanta Deb, 
a liberal intellectual in many ways, failed to see the inhuman nature of the 
Sati custom. The probability is that he was opposed to the manner of its 
abolition. 17 Even Rammohun did not initially approve of government legis tla
tion on Sati, though he later supported it. 

Radhakanta Deb was an enthusiastic supporter of English education and 
was connected from the outset with the School Book Society, School Society and 
Hindu College. But he was certainly no moderniser in the Derozian sense. The 
early followers of Derozio in their zeal for truth and freedom desp ised all 
social norms. Hindu religion was the butt of their ridicule. Th e H indu College 
Committee did not take kindly to the activities of Derozio and decided to 
dismiss him (1831). Radhakanta Deb supported thi s dec isi on which was consi
dered necessary 'in the present state of public feeling amongs t the Hindu commu
nity'. He was also opposed to the appointment of Rammohun's fr iend , Wil liam 
Adam, in the Hindu College (1832). In both cases he seems to have been 
prompted by a genuine concern for the good of the Hindu College students. If 
he had failed to appreciate Derozio, the failure was not his alone. His whole 
generation was far behind Derozian radicalism. 

Radhakanta Deb was an ardent champion of women's educat ion and 
actively supported missionary efforts in this direction. He had established a 
girls' school in his Sobhabazar house and encouraged Bethune to establish the 
B~thune School in 1849. The Stri-siksha-vidhiiyaka which he prepared (a long 
With Gourmohan Vidyalankar in 1822) advocated women's education in domestic 
skills. Radhakanta's love for Sanskrit led him to compile a Sanskrit dictionary 
Sabdakalpadrume encyclopedia. It has remained to this day a monum ent of his 
scholarship and industry. 

From 1830 Radhakanta Deb was closely connected with the Dharma Sabha, 
which remained after the Sati petition as a rival organisation of Rammohun's 
Brahma Samaj (1828). The Dharma Sabha-Brahma Samaj controversy seems 
to have mellowed down after Rammohun's death (1833). As a matter of fact, 
the Brahma Samaj was on the decline after Rammohun's departure for England; 
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Ramchandra Vidyabagish somehow maintained it till Debendranath Tagore 
took over the organisation in 1843. Two factors account for this tendency to 
rapproacbment. The first was the aggressive zeal of the Scottish missionary 
Alexander Duff. The missionary school, General Assembly's Insti tution (1830) 
was conveniently used by · Duff for Christianisation. Within a few years some 
bright students of the Hindu College, Krishnamohan Banerjee, Maheschandra 
Ghosh, Madhusudan Datta and Jnanendramohan Tagore embraced Christianity. 
Hindus of all shades of opinion sensed danger at the activities of Duff. 

The second factor which softened the critics of Rammohun was Debendra
nath Tagore's attitude of compromise Debendranath sincerely believed that the 
Brahma Samaj would ultimately unite with the Hindu society. He was always 
anxious to introduce the superior kind of Brahma worship among the Hindus. 
Debendranath bitterly criticised Duff's activities in the Tattvabodhini Patrika and 
urged the need for a native school (1845). He found good response from the 
Debs and a Hindu Charitable Institution was established (1846). The foundation 
of this institution had two immediate consequences. "This did away with the 
rivalry between the Dharma Sabha and Brahma Sabha and all their disagreement 
with each other. All were ranged on the same side and tried their best to 
prevent children going to Christian schools and missionaries making Christian 
converts . . . Thenceforward the tide of Christian conversion was stemmed and 
the cause of missionaries received a serious blow."1 9 

The missionary challenge of the thirties was a blessing in disguise. The 
Vedantists and the idolators joined hands to resist Christianity. Alexander Duff 
had at least succeeded in putting Brahmoism on the defensive along with 
Hinduism. 
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Bertrand Russell · A Hero of the Twentieth 
Century 

Kalyan Chatterjee 

Bertrand Russell's life has often been described as a magnificent failure. He 
sought certainty in Mathematics and found only the art of ' 'saying the same 
thing in different ways." He strove to derive a purely empirica l basis for sc ience 
and was reluctantly forced to the conclusion that the pract ice of sci ence req ui red 
the assumption of synthetic propositions not known from experience . Throughout 
his life he wrote in clear and glittering prose, yet some of hi s fellow philosophers 
based their disagreement with his philosophy on the clai m that he was incom
prehensible, that he used a philosophical language which was not quite the 
English known to the 'Narodniks of North O xford ' (the phrase coined to describe 
the linguistic analysts by Professor Ernest Gellner). A person who frequently 
stressed the need for the free release of creative impulses and repea tedly proclai m
ed his acceptance of Burne's dictum that "Reason is and ought only to be, the 
slave of the passions',' he was accused of not according emotions their rightful 
place in human life. Never a doctrinaire, he was accus::!d by some people of 
class-bias, and by others of being a fellow traveller". A genius who Llisda ined 
the proclivity of narrow minds for narrow learning, who opposed time and again 
the point of view that believes in doing "every thing for the sake o f someth ing 
else", he had to see functional attitudes overwhelm breadth of vi sion and practi
tioners of his own line, philosophy, limit themselves to the study of com mon 
(room) usage. Georg Lukacs has called him an agent of the Pope and the 
Pentagon while a New York judge (McCeehan) has called him a lecher. 

In these respects Russell was a failure, but in these respects very few men 
have been successes. What is important is not what Russe ll achieved though 
these achievements have been surpassed by none in thi s century. Russell's 
impact on the world is due to an uncompromising intellectua l honesty, a read iness 
to suffer for one's convictions, a humanism tem pered with the relisat ion of the 
unimportance of humanity in the cosmic scheme of things, and an un willingness 
to follow dogmatically a particular system of doctrine. 

Russell sums up his success and failure best himself while reflectin rr on his 
eightieth birthday: "I may have conceived theoretical truth wrongly b~t I was 
not wrong in thinking there is such a thing and it deserves our allegiance. I may 
~a:e tho~ght the road to a world of free and happy human beings shorter than 
It IS _Pr?vmg to be, but I was not wrong in thinking that such a world is possi ble, 
and rt IS worthwhile living with a view to bringing it nearer". 
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The "theoretical truth" which he conceived was not a lofty metaphysical 
concept which would prove the illusory nature of the perceived world. He did 
not subject the truth to his ethical beliefs and reject the world as unreal because 
it seemed unpleasant. 

Russell had at first thought that truth and falsehood are indefinable attributes 
of propositions: "Some propositions are true and some false just as some roses 
are red and some white" (Quoted from A I . Ayer's Russell P-67). Later on he 
modified this view and came to hold the classic empirical doctrine that the truth of 
an atomic proposition is ascertained by its correspondence to facts . ('Facts' were 
used in a rather different sense from the ordinary one. As Russell put it "I 
would not call Napoleon a fact, but the statement Napoleon existed' would be 
one".). 

How could correspondence to fact be ascertained? Here again Russell 
adopted an empiricist approach, though never so radically as, for example, John 
Stuart Mill. The best statement of his objections to, and essential agreement 
with, the empiricists is found in Human Knowledge his last major philosophical 
work (P-518). That knowledge of particular facts must depend upon perception 
is one of the essential tenets of empiricism and one which I have no inclination 
to dispute. It was not admitted by those ... who thought the characteristics of 
the created world deduced from God's goodness. . . . These views are now 
ra re .. .. Most philosophers now admit that knowledge of particular facts is only 
possible if the facts are perceived or remembered, or inferred by a valid argument 
from such as are perceived or remembered." The questions as to what consti
tutes valid argument, when this argument is non-demonstrative (that is, not in 
full accord with logical rules for demonstration) makes up a sizable portion of 
the book. 

Russell, however was bothered throughout his life by what is known as 
'The problem of induction.' In Human knowledge he is forced to accept an 
a priori principle to get over the problem. 

That this constituted no departure from his previous thinking on the subject is 
shown by this brilliantly succinct passage from Our knowledge of the external 
world (p. 44). 

"How are empirical generalisations to be justified? The evidence 
in their favour cannot be empirical, since we wish to argue from what has been 
observed to what has not been observed which can only be done by means of 
some known relation of observed and the unobserved ; but the unobserved by 
definition is not known empirically, and therefore its relation to the observed if 
known at all must be known independently of empirical evidence." 

Put in concise form in Human Knowledge (pp. 53-34) this becomes 
"Do we ever know, and if so, how 

(1) propositions of the form f(x) always, 
(2) propositions of the form f(x) sometimes in cases where we know no 
propositions of the form f(a) (. .. particular propositions)". 

Russell comes to the conclusion that the empiricist contention that these are 
known from experience is either "false, or unknownable." 
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The Champions of induction will contend that "given observed facts f(a,), 

f(a?) ... f(an) and no observed fact not f(b) _the unive:sal p~opositio~ 'ft(x) 
always' has a probability which approaches certamty as n mcreas..,s. But m .he 

statement of this principle 'a/, 'a 2', 'an' and 'f' are _variables, and the .J2rinciple 
· a universal proposition. It is only by means of thts umversal propost tton that 
:~e champions of induction believe themselves to b_e_ able t? infer :r(x)' always' 
in the case of a particular 'f'." The general proposition, bemg reql!lred to build 
up empirical generalisations, must be known independently _o f them. 

This consequence was quite serious for sc1ence, 2s 1t was thought that 
scientific laws were empiricial generalisations, and these were only possible by 
admitting a priori propositions. Russeil's objections to empirici sm had been 
voiced years earlier by Kant, and Russell's philosophical progress has been 
described as being 'from Kant to Kant'. However, unlike Kant, Russell sees 
no need for a transcendental deduction of the a priori principles . Instead he 
offered a scientific principle. "The forming of in ferent ial hnb its which lead to 
true expectations is part of the adaptation to the environment upon which bio
logical survival depends." 

Fortunately, for scientists, Karl Popper has rescued scien tific laws from 
a pnonsm_ Popper contests the view, held among others by R ussell, that Science 
consists of empirical generalisations. It has a large crea ti ve element in it (whose 
study belongs not to philosophy but to psychology)- Thi s element leads to the 
creation of theories. The theories can not ever be 'veri fied.'- that ;s. known as 
true and absolutely certain-but can be subjec ted to test and corraboratcd to 
a certain degree, if not falsified by the test. Theories whi ch cannot be falsi fied 
such as those of Marx, Freud and of Popper him self, belong not to sc ience but 
to metaphysics. Since, now then~ is no generalisation from past observations, 
the problem of induction is avoided. 

The other criticism of Russell's treatment of inducti on has bee n made by 
Professor Paul Edwards. This is representative of th e kind of trash \'. h ich passes 
for philosophy among academicians in the U.S.A. and En !!land now a days. 
Edwards offers no arguments against Russell, does not m;nt ion Popper, and 
shies away from philosophical problems like a fri ghten ed horse. Russe ll asks 
do we have a reason for believing the sun will rise tomorrow. Of course vve 
have a reason, damn it. We've seen it rise so often. If. of course. Russell 
takes 'reason' to mean 'logically conclusive reason' that is his own busi ness, 
and he is guilty of ignoratio dend/·i by redefinition. Thus spec:ks Edwards. and 
the only new things we learn are those two words of Lat in . 

Returning to Russell (a relief after even ~he briefest mention of the lin !!uistic 
analysts), we find that though he was not entirely an empri ricist he was ~holly 
out of ~ympathy with the Idealist philosophy which was dominan t in England 
at the time he started learning philosophy. The claims of these metaphys icia ns 
to prove th~ world self-contradictory through logic, only showed, thought Russell , 
that . somethmg. was wrong with the logic. What was wrong was the ref usa 1 to 
admit_ the reality of relations. A statement like 'A is o-rea ter than B' is not 
re~ucible to the properties of either A or B. If ever; sctch st1tement were 
composed of attributes of the subject and predicate then there would be only on~ 
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subject for the statement. 'There are two subjects' would not ascribe a predicate 
to either. Thus the idealist position that the world was one. Once relations 
are admitted, this position collapses. 

Among the idealists, Russell respected Kant and Bradley, but had little 
admiration for the most influential of the lot" Hegel. It might not be out of place 
to quote here Russell's take off of Hegel in Unpopular Essays which reveals his 
sharp polemical wit. 

"Hegel's philosophy, in outline, is as follows Real reality is timeless . ... 
but there is also an apparent reality, consisting of the everyday world in 
space and time. The character of real reality can be determined 
by logic alone, since there is only one sort of possible reality that is not 
sdf-contradictory. This is called the 'Absolute Idea'. Of this he gives the follow
ing definition : 'The Absolute Idea. The idea as uni ty of the subjective and 
objective Idea, is the notion of the Idea- a notion whose object is the Idea as 
such, and for which the objective is Idea- an Object which embraces all charac
teristics in its unity.' I hate to spoil the luminous clarity of this sentence by any 
commentary but in fact the same thing could be expressed by saying 'The Abso
lute Idea is pure thought thinking about pure thought.'" Russell is even more 
caustic about the political implications of this doctrine. "Hegel discovered the 
nature of reality by a purely logical process called the dialectic, which consists 
of discovering contradictions in abstract ideas and correcting them by making 
them less abstract.. .... oddly enough, for some reason which Hegel never divulged, 
the temporal process of history repeats the logical development of the dialectic. 
It might be thought that since the metaphysic professes to apply to all reality, 
that the temporal process which parallels it would be cosmic, but not a bit of it ; 
it is purely terrestrial, confined to recorded history, and (incredible as it may 
seem) to the history Hegel happened to know. Different nations at different 
times have embodied the stages of the Idea the dialectic had reached at those 
times. Of China, Hegel knew only that it was, therefore China illustrated the 
category of mere Being. Of India he knew only that the Buddhists believed in 
Nirvana, therefore India illustrated the category of Nothing. The Greeks and 
the Romans got further along the list of categories, but all the later stages have 
been left to the Germans who .. . ... have been the sole standard bearers of the Idea 
and had already in 1830 very nearly realised the Absolute Idea. To anyone 
who cherishes the hope that man is a more or less rational animal, the success 
of this farrago of nonsense must be astonishing." In a rather more serious vein, 
Russell had criticised Hegel earlier. For example on the Hegelian notion of 
'the union of identity in difference.' Russell writes ...... "Hegel's argument in 
this portion of his 'logic' depends throughout upon confusing the 'is' of predi
cation as in 'Socrates is mortal' to the 'is' of identity as in 'Socrates is the 
philosopher who drank the hemlock.' Owing to this confusion he thinks that 
'Socrates' and 'mortal' must be identical. Seeing that they are different, he does 
not infer, as others would, that there is a mistake somewhere, but that they 
exhibit 'identity in difference.' Again 'Socrates' is particular, 'mortal' is univer-
sal. Therefore .. .... the particular is the universal. But to say this is self-contra-
dictory. Again Hegel does not suspect a mistake but proceeds to synthesise 
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particular and universal into the concrete universal. Thi.s is an example of how 
vast systems of philosophy are built upon trival confuswns whtch, but fo r the 
almost incredible fact that they are unintentional, one would be tempted to charac
terise as puns". Russell also indicated Hegel on the grounds that he used the 
word 'contradiction' in a way that no self-respecting logician would approve. 
Thincrs or ideas do not 'contradict' each other if they are just different. 

Anyway, Hegel's philosophical influence has largely died down except in 
the countries where he is a member of the pantheon of men- Gods. Certain 
types of reinforced dogmatism, bearing a certain similarity to Hegelia nism, how
ever, still persist especially in providing succour to organised religion . Gone 
are the days when organised religion laid itself open to attack on logical gro unds. 
The truth is 'revealed' in a flash of mystic insight (or mystic comm union). A 
chair is not just something to sit on but a 'blazing atom of existence.' Van 
Gogh's perception of trees as living torches is nearer to the truth than the ord i
nary man's feeling that they are trunks of wood. You cannot 'know ' an object 
by describing it, you have to enter into its 'essence'. And the fight aga inst 
scientific method takes a new turn-it justifies systems, built on a royal contempt 
for argument on the mystics' private vision (or 'peak experience') . Hegel at 
least had the courage to put something tangible down on paper so tha t it co uld 
be discussed. The mystic says 'The Absolute is silence. It both is and is not. 
It is both good and evil' and so on in an endless stream of gush. 

Russell had very carefully considered the whole ~ ttitud e of mystic ism in 
several essays and a small book on Religion and Science. While it is undeniable 
that new avenues in thought are opened up by insight, this insight is in sulflc ient 
to prove or to disprove any proposition whatever. It must be subjected to a 
test of its reliability. There are certain moods in which di vision seems illu sory, 
and reality appears to be something be:mtiful and ineffable. This emoti on tS 

the inspirer of all that is. best in man, felt Russell. But it is not a way to know
ledge. "There is as little reason to believe the man who eats little and sees 
heaven, as to believe the person who drinks much and sees snakes." Thi s sums 
up brilliantly the essential defects of mysticism whether of the type advocated 
by Sai Baba or that approved by Bergson or Colin Wilson . 

Russell, therefore remained a lifelong enemy of organised religion , and gave 
up belief in God at a very early age. When somebody asked him wha t he wou ld 
say to his Maker if he met him, Russell replied "God, why did you have such 
insufficient evidcnc~ of your existence"? Russell outlined his own reli !.'.ion in 
A Free man's worship one of the most intensely beautiful pieces of pros; th1t I 
have come across. "For man, condemned today to lose his cl ea rest, tom orrow 
himself to pass through the gates of darkness, it only rema ins to cherish ere yet 
the blow falls, the lofty thoughts which ennoble his little day, disdaining the 
coward terrors of the slave of fate, to worship at the shrine hi s own hands 
have built." The free man will be without illusions, he will realise that "even 
the pinnacle of human achievement must inevitably be burried beneath the debris 
of a universe in ruins." In spite of this he will live to create and live beca use 
h~ ca~ create. This fairh in creation is not incompatible with his logical and 
sctentrfic turn of mind, still less is there a 'contradiction' (that is, a negation in 
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terms) between this faith and Russell's scientific philosophy. The faith you 
choose tells us about you, what you write about the world should teach us about 
the world. A scientist can be a christian, a solipsist, a marxist or a sun-wor
shipper. He may believe in the liberated man or he may desparately cling to 
old traditions. His science is not affected. 

Russell was, however, not strictly a scientist (applying Popper's criterion). 
H.is insistence on a scientific piecemeal approach to philosophy is not borne out 
by the sweep and power of his own work starting from the vast system of the 
Principia through the monumental History of Western Plzilosophy (which is meant 
to illustrate the complex nature of the interaction between ideas and society) 
on to the polished edifice of Human Knowledge. Of course, science is not wholly 
piecemeal-there is a conscious effort to co-ordinate theories which have ex
plained different groups of events. All the sciences are aiming to become part 
of, physics. Philosophy is not a science and it is unlikely that it ever will be. 
For one thing there is little progress in philosophy, secondly the personal ele
ment is important, thirdly, its results are such as to be untestable. Logic is, 
however, capable of being made precise enough to become a part of mathe
matics if not of science. Whether logic is to be considered a part of philosophy 
depends on one's personal bias. When Russell talked about the scientific method 
in philosophy he was referring to his own logical works and the earlier treatment 
of the problems of infinity and continuity by Cantor and others. Later on the 
excluded these from philosophy (for example, in the preface to Human Know
ledge). The method of rational, logical discussion remained very much part of 
philosophy. 

How did Russell meet the contention that philosophy was sterile, a conten
tion that most contemporary British philosophers seem to share. (They have 
been in the habit of calling it 'meaningless' or as resulting from a misuse of 
words.) To Russell philosophy was necessary in order to justify our beliefs and 
in order to seek beliefs which are not logically inconsistent. This applied even 
to the system of beliefs and unconscious prejudices known as common sense. 
The supposition that physics is verified by experience requires the assumption 
that there are physical objects. If we explain the different appearances of a 
table from different places and at different times as due to change of perspective 
and the laws of optics, we are already taking for granted the view that the table 
is constant and unchanging. This is an unwarranted assumption. Russell did 
not, however, believe that knowledge could be obtained by philosophy which 
could override the facts of experience. His thought was thus infused with a 
sense of 'robust realism', though he never regarded any knowledge, even such as 
appeared obvious, as absolutely certain. It would never have occurred to Russell 
to prove the reality of time by producing a watch as it did to Moore. Russell 
could never have felt as Austin did that "our ordinary language contains all 
the distinctions that men have felt worthmaking" thus implying that further 
advance was unnecessary. This critical, sceptical temper of Russell's philosophy 
was never liked by his successors in the analytic tradition, and Rupert Craneshay
Willams has recently tried to explain it away in a book called Russell R emem
bered as an elitist intellectual's refusal to share the beliefs of ordinary men. 
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'the phrase 'Russell's philosophy' has occurred here several ti~es.. Perhaps 
it would be more apt to speak of his philosophical method as his views were 
never static and unalterable but changed on a mere rigorous application of the 
method. The first part of this method was the limited empiricism mentioned 
earlier. The second, perhaps the most important is given by A. I. Ayer (Russell) 
as-"Looical constructions should, wherever possible, be substituted for inferred 

b 

entities." This implied analysis of entities, breaking them down into their 
constituents and logically assembling the entity again from these constituents. 
The third article in Russell's creed was 'Ockham's razor'-'Entities are not to be 
multiplied without necessity', for if they are, the risk of error increases. The 
fourth is what Popper calls "the one method of all rational discussion .... ... .. , of 
stating one's problems clearly and of examining its various proposed so lutions 
critically." (Logic of scientific discovery, p. 16). Not for Russell, like Hegel, the 
ecstasy of being "so profound as to be completely unintelligible" . Not for him, 
like Wittgenstein, the pretensions of communicating " unassailable and ditinitive 
truths" through what Wittgenstein himself said was nonsense. 

Examples of Russell's methods are strewn over fiftyfive years of philosophi
sing. One of the problems which interested him most was on the constr uction 
of external world as seen by common sense. 

In his earlier writings he admitted the existence of physical objects as the 
classes of their appearances. Later on he saw no need for inferring the exi stence. 
of physical objects, for their functions were carried on equally well by the sense
data and sensibilia (unperceived but perceivable) which they gave ri se to . Why 
then do certain sets of sense data appear together always? This question led 
Russell to formulate the concept of logical structure in organising sense data. 
The music from a gramophone record, and the same music on the rad io have 
the same logical structure, for instance. 

Another example of the use of Ockham's razor is Russell' s or ig inal belief 
in and later rejection of the distinction between sense-data and sensation, and 
his subsequent conversion to the belief that mind and matter were aspects of a 
neutral 'stuff'. 

Further examples can be found in the rejection of the universals-particulars 
dualism in favour of universalism, and so on. However, it is time tl1at we 
attended to the work which, more than his close logical analysis, has made him 
the best known intellectual of the century. Russell was by no means a pure 
metaphysician. He wrote widely on ethics, first believing in obj ecti ve eth ical 
knowfedge through a faculty called 'ethical intuition' and then oivin o up this 
belief. His final views on ethics are found in Human Society <=>in e~hics and 
P_olitics, :Vhere he considers 'good' to be the fundamental concept and defines 
nght action as that which leads to the greatest general excess of rrood over 
bad. 'Good' is not wholly indefinable, however, and is connected to s~tisfaction 
of hu~~n desire. The uitlitarianism of this position is moderated by Russell' s 
recogmtwn that certain acts have an "intrinsic value" and others an " intri nsic 
disvalue". This system of ethics is however, not the only possible logically self
consistent system. For examples on page 80, he writes "I have defined 'right' 
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by reference to the sa tisfaction of desire in general. .... . by taking account of all 
sentient beings But I do not know how to refute a man who maintains that 
only the interests of the Germans should be considered ... .. . I shall, if I argue, be 
compelled to resort to vulgar abuse. I can say 'Sir, you are misusing terms. 
Ethical intuition is a noble faculty of which you are evidently destitute .. .. .. ' 
I may hate and despise him but I cannot refute him." Russell's ethics formed 
the basis fo r his political philosophy, and he never stomached a determinist 
approach to social change evidenced, for example, in the writings of Marx. 
Russell, however, recognised Marx's importance as a thinker, and shared his 
relentless oposition to a dehumanising social system. However, ideologically 
Russell d iffe red strongly with Marx and the Marxists. Marxian materialism 
which advances for the first time the 'practice theory of truth' made fashionable 
later on by the American pragmatists, is not accepted by Russell though his 
critic ism is directed more against the pragmatists than against Marx. The theory 
of history ('historical determinism') betrayed, according to Russeii, a naive belief 
that logic ruled the world and that every change was a development. 

As for the labour theory of value Russell pointed out that it contradicted 
Ricardo's theory of rent ; he was also surprised that Marx included the money 
tahn by managers as part of exploitation. Russell, however, broadly agreed with 
the view that political ideas and movements are dependent on the economic infra
structure though he disagreed with the details . For example, changes in the 
modes of production and exchange are caused by scientific discoveries and in
ventions-and are therefore not fundamental or basic. Secondly, though the 
success of new ideas depends on the economic infrastructure, old ide<:s (like 
Christianity) continue to exert a powerful influence after their economic rationale 
has vanished. Thirdly, political power is itself an economic force. (Marx re
cognised this in the chapter in Capital on the 'Genesis of the Industrial Capitalist' 
but several Marxists do not.) 

Russell reached conclusions similar to Marx from his moral philosophy. 
In 1916, he had pleaded for a social system which encourages the creative im
pulses and discourages possessive impulses. In Human Society he gave this 
idea a more precise formulation. The aim of a good social system should be 
to bring about a world in which the desires of different people are "compossible." 
"Compossible" desires are those whose satisfaction for one person does not pre
clude their being satisfied for other people-for example, the desire for know
ledge. It is one of Russell's criticisms of the existing order th at it gives pro
minence to non-compossible desires and bases its social and ideological structure 
on the assumption that every man should proceed by doing down his fellow-men. 
In view of his emphasis on the free release of the creative impulses it is not 
surprising that Russell preferred the Anarchist doctrine to that preached by 
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, and it is even less surprising that he became a strong 
opponent of the bureaucratic dictatorship of the U.S.S.R. (It is to be noted, 
however, that Russell was doubtful whether the Soviets had any option but to 
be dictatorial in a country at the low level of development Russia was in, in 
1917). For advanced societies, Russell was a supporter of Guild Socialism which 
would extend democracy to the administration of factories, and leave questions 
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which affected only a particular group to be settled by members o f that group 
alone. This decentrali sation of power formed one of the basic themes in Russell's 
political philosophy, and is dealt with in detail in a book on _Power. Here 
Russell upholds the thesis that the unequal distribution of powe: rs at th~ root 
of social tensions, and that no one form of power can be constdered ultimate, 
basic or primary. This explains the cynicism and ap~ thy which ::~m i cts most 
people in the affl uent democratic societies with respect to plans for change-it 
is a recognition that " they have comfort without power." 

The logical consequence of such a view would be complete Anarchism with 
every member of the community having an equal share in power, but Russell 
never followed his doctrine that fa r. A sta te has to exi st, and this sto:te must 
have enough power to check any group of would be tyrants subjugating their 

neighbours through force. 
Another point where Russell agreed with the anarchi sts wa s in their view 

that in the ideal soc iety people should not be compelled to work. Those who 
would not work should be given a minimum subs istence requiremen t though 
certain luxuries could be withheld. Whatever work there was could be made more 
interesting so that the "process of production is replaced by the process or livi ng 
creation" (Camus) or "the realm of freedom is achieved wit hin the realm of 
necessity" (Marxist jargon). 

This complex viewpoint has not been much liked either by the establish ment 
or by the conventionally unconventional who have been in the habi t of di sposi ng 
of his political ideas as evidence of his aristocratic background . They concen
trate their attack on the following passage : "Viewing th e li fe of mankind as 
a whole, in the future as well as in the present, there ca n be no question that a 
society in which some men pursue knowledge wh ile others endure great poverty 
offers more hope of ultimate good that none in which all are sunk in slothful 
comfort. It is true that poverty is an evil but it is not true that material pros
perity is, in itself, a great good. If it is to have any real va lue to society it must 
be made a means to the advancement of those higher goods that belon g to the 
life of the mind." However, and this clears Russe ll of the charge of bein g elitist, 
" the life of the mind does not consist of thought and knowled~ge, nor c;n it be 
completely healthy unless it has some instinct ive contact, however deeply buried, 
with the life of the community." 

The present system involves a tremendous waste of human talen t, Russell 
continues since it makes available free time only for the well-to-do a small 
section. Some form s of socialism which will a llow only li censed art and science 
will be even worse. Some other forms will however offer much greater scope fo r 
the individual to realise his potentialities than is avai lable at present and there
fore should be welcomed. (In view of later events in the State Socialist countries, 
Russell's warning seems almost prophetic.) 

This emphasis on intellectual freedom was carried even by Russell into the 
field of education, where he spoke out strongly aga inst all attempts to 'mould ' 
or 'shape' (the usual euphemisms for brain washing) a child 's character. "Free 
development, unhindered by unnecessary obstac l~s-this is what education 
should seek to provide." A passage from R oads to Freedom written in 1918 
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expresses superbly what students all over the world are desparately saying now. 
"The system of scholarships obtained by competition is objectionable from many 
points of view. It introduces the competitive spirit into the work of the young, 
it makes them regard knowledge from the stand point of what is useful in 
examinations rather than in the light of its intrinsic interest or importance ; it 
places a premium upon that sort of ability which is displayed precociously in 
gl ib answers to set questions ra ther than upon the kind which broods on diffi
culties and remains for a time rather dumb, What is perhaps worse than this is 
the tendency to cause overwork in youth" leading to "many fine minds having 
their edges blunted and their keenness destroyed ." The solu tion proposed is to 
make every kind of education free for anyone who desires it upto the age of 
twentyone. Most people "will tire of education by then and this will lead to a 
natural selection of those with strong interests in some pursu it requiring long 
training." 

We .cannot leave Russell's moral philosophy without mentioning the effect 
it caused upon a world which was still in the suffoca ting grip of rigid puritanism . 
The British government put Russell in jail in 1918 for saying "It would be better 
a hundredfold to forgo material comfort, power, pomp and outward glory than 
to kill and be killed, to hate and to be hated, to throw away in a mad moment 
of fury the bright heritage of the ages." I n 1940, an Am erican judge accused 
him of occupying "a chair of indecency" and deprived him of his Universi ty job 
for advocating that people should be free to do what caused them pleasure pro
vided it harmed nobody else. Twenty four years earlier, Cambridge University 
had also removed Russell from his Lecturership because he dared to oppose the 
"War to end War." In the si;; ties, people comfortably denounced him as seniftl 
tecause of the relentlessly complete case he built up against American war 
crimes in V ietnam. "I appeal to you, as a human being to human beings, 
remember your humanity and forget the rest," he cried, ("Better dead than red" 
replied Eleanor Roosevelt speaking for the U.S.A.). This was the person whom 
Georg Lukacs called an agent of the pentagon and whom ·E. H. Carr accused 
of class-bias. Many lesser people recited these glib phrases in an effort to forget 
the tremendous wealth of evidence, the remorseless logic of the argument, and 
the lucid style of the prose, which have marked Russell out as one of the 
greatest geniuses of the century. Not that Russell did not understand these 
little people. He warned them time and time again "Never try to disco_urage 
thinking for you are sure to succeed." The governments of the world continue 
to d iscourage thinking but, happily, are not wholly succeeding. There are some 
people who will hold first to Russell's exhortation at the time of the Cuban crisis, 
"Conformity means death , only protest gives a hope of life." 

A summing up ? Ronald Searle attempted it in a cartoon which had 
beneath the caption : 

10 

"All earthly knowledge finally explored, 
Man feels himself from doubt and dogma free , 
There are more things in Heaven, though my Lord, 
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy." 
I doubt it. 
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Speculations on an Empty Stage 

.} a yan ta :?\1i tra 

Once the poor player has departed and the stage is bare, it is time for us to 
feel and think. From Agamemnon to Vladmir, drama, as a social form of art, 
has had a special significance as a social system, as a manifestation of the human 
spirit and a form of life of society. I cannot exclude modern drama from my 
generalisation. Set against the cancerous growth of mechanised mass-media, 
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automatism and the apparent domination of the world by journalism and easy 
categorisations, 1 live drama still contains exclusive elements that may well be 
indispensable for the culture and psychological health of a nation. Live per
formers are still in direct communication with a live audience and the theatre 
still affords an 'open-system' of dramatic performance giving the spectator greater 
intellectual freedom with his own selective close-ups and editing. All this may 
very well be a reminder of the healthy reaction of our time against closed mecha
nised substitutes for art. 

Todays vanguard of drama has more than one spearhead. Broadly speaking, 
on the one hand we have a trend that reaches back to the early 1930's and 
Brecht's 'Epic-Theatre' ; and on the other we have the culmination of the move
ment started in the 1920's in surrealist paintings of Marcel Janco, Max Ernst and 
later Salvador Dali, and writings of Aridre Breton, Kafka and Joyce.2 More 
precisely, on one wing we have a socially committed left-wing 'Epic-Theatre', 
and on the other an introspective, psychological, non-political, grotesque drama. 3 

Attempting to appreciate the efforts of modern dramatists, one may easily 
discard a sham intellectual snobbery or even a trenchant cynicism.. I hope I 
adhere to my Wordsworth. . . . Many dramatic 'poets' have carried out with 
deftness and brilliance that "criticism of life" which Matthew Arnold expounded 
as the function of all poetry. This "criticism of life" has sprung perhaps from 
the gradual disintegration of old and traditional beliefs and conventions both in 
social and individual life. Added to this is the acceptance of a nihilistic approach 
to life since the day Nietzsche's Zarathustra proclaimed that "God is dead." As 
articulators of the human conscience the artists (dramatists) from Shaw to 
Brecht, from Claude! to Adamov, from Strindberg to Arthur Miller, have made 
clarion calls for a return to religion and socialism. At least that is what we 
expect them to have done . But both these calls have been subordinated to a 
simple yet more complex mission of courage, the ultima·te virtue, and truth the 
ultimate value. It is an honest mission striving to make man aware of the ultim::~te 
realities of life in a seemingly meaningless world, like the purposes of ancient 
Greek tragedy and medieval mystery plays, where, however, the ultimate realities 
were known and universally accepted metaphysical systems. The modern 
honesty is the positive side of all negative features which made headlines from 
syphilis in Ibsen to scurrility in Henry Miller. The vision of today's dramatist 
is a harsh vision of horror, as Eric Bentley says: "Dante's 'Inferno' transposed 
to Times Square and Piccadilly." 

The trend towards truth has led to the discovery of a basic method of writing 
plays : the 'Bei-Spiel' or by-play, and hence the 'parable'. The 'Epic-Theatre'. 
formulated and promoted by Bertolt Brecht is 'parable-play' in the sense that 
it gives a moral, warns the beggar and the king of his pride, presumptuousness, 
frailty and helplessness, and Is able to rouse his unconcern, shocking him with 
the awareness of the misery around him. 

The parable always centers round the individual. Brecht protested against 
injust ice, evil, lies, the complacency and torpor of the world through a strict 
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insistence on freedom and the element of opposition in the modern non-conformist 
man. Brecht 's favo urite subj ects for heroes and heroines are young girls like 
Grusha in 'The Caucasian Chalk Circle'. They are not intellectuals, but beings 
still marked with the innocence of belief in the good standing out against a back

drop of evil. 

The term 'epic' is to be understood as the negation of the term 'dramatic' , 
in the sense in wh ich th e latter word is used to describe the dying phase of 
middle-class illusioni sti c drama. The first attack is against the act-divided play, 
and the second is aea inst the dramatisation (i.e. filling with growing excitement) 
of events and dia l o~ue . The introduction of scenes with songs, the narrative 
style, the treatm ent ~of detai ls fo r their own sake, as in the record of Azdak's 
career, are characteristic elements that carry the attack through effectively. 
Brecht's theatre is the most conscious endeavour to establish communication 
be tween the stage and the public by showing the latter supra-individual themes 
which move them directly in the form of a parable: "your affairs are being 
dealt with."·' Brecht sought the non-identification of the audience. He evolved 
the theory of alienation, believing that the audience should be protected from 
identification with the characters in the play by constantly assuring them that 
what they see is not real. By a heightened, expressionistic, stylised version of 
external reality, Brecht was able to introduce the technique of 'distantiation' 
which is almost akin to the Aristotlean 'aesthetic distance', thus not denying the 
power of transmutation of reality by art. At the end we see that the Brechtian 
stage is converted into a platform for the conveyance of social and political 
criticism. It has nevertheless widened the range of drama by introducing narra
tion. songs, and detail s studied for their own sake. 

Criticism and social analysis are still prevalent. But curiosity and disenchant
ment, despair and the ,Freud ian influence, have led artists to look beyond the 
Brech ti an theatre. The 'Theatre of the Absurd' is one of the expressions of the 
search fo r a way in which man can confront with dignity a universe shorn of its 
living purpose, a wo rld deprived of a universally accepted integrating principle, 
which has become fragmentary, meaningless and absurd . It expresses the anxiety 
and despa ir that rise fro m the recognition that man is surrounded by vast areas 
of im penetrable darkness and that no one will supply him with rules of conduc t. 
As Camus says in The Myth of Sisyphus: "The certainty of the exi stence of 
a God who would give meaning to life has a far greater attraction than the 
knowledge th at without him one can do evil without being punished. The choice 
between these al ternatives would not be difficult. But there is no choice, and 
that is where the bitterness begi ns."5 

Dramati sts like Beckett, Ionesco, Jean Genet and Arta ud have realised that 
once the ill usions of li fe are broken and lost. the outcome is one of readj ustmen t 
to actuality of a sincere confrontat ion with reality, and of a feeling of exhilaration. 
In the words of Democritus: "Nothin!! is more real than Nothin!!." It fo11 ows, 
therefore. that for those to whom the ;orld has lost its central me;ning, it is no 
longer possible to accept aesthetic dogma still based on the continuation of 
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standards and concepts that have lost their validity. What we find therefore in 
absurd drama, is the surprising lack of any logical sequence of events constitut
ing the pl?t-scheme •. no subtle characterisation, and the kind of dialogue that 
peters out mto meanmgless babble. Being introspective and psychological, absurd 
drama presents an objectification of subjective feelings, the internal reality by 
means of a symbolic poetic image. Often, as a result, the audience is ca rried 
into a world of dreams, fantasy or nightmarish ambience. (It is interestin!! to 
note how this artistic probing of the subconscious on a more realistic level~ has 
influenced film-makers like Norman Mclaren, Michaelangelo Antonioni in Blow
up, Jean Luc Goddard in Pierre le Fou and even Satyajit Ray on a justi
fiably elementary level as seen in the 'bird-image' in Pratidwandi, and permeated 
experimental films like Maya Deren's short-film Meskes of the Afternoon.) As 
it presents a concretized poetic image the play's extension in time is purely 
incidental. It is almost an intuition in depth , to be apprehended in a single 
moment. But since that is physicaiiy impossible, a complex image in an in stant, 
it has to fan over a period of time. The form al structure is a device to express 
a complex total image, that is achieved by un folding the image in a ~equence of 
associated and interacting elements. The poetic image is one of the ways hy 
which we can communicate the reality of our intui tion of the world . 

In the process of translation of conceptual th inking and subsequent express ion 
in language the image is analysed and disintegrated. Ludwig Klages sa id that this 
is part of the insidious action of the critica l intellect upon the creative elemen~ 
of the mind. Coherent language is reduced to mere pa tter since 'The Theatre of 
the Absurd' abandons discursive logic and uses language as just a componen t of 
its multidimentional poetic imagery. 

Where thoughtfu l, coheren t language is not spoken, constant characterisation 
is not possible. Characters in absurd drama are in a sta te of constant flux and 
have actions which sometimes rem?-in incomprehensible. Pozzo in Waiting fo r 
Godot or Jerry in the Zoo Story are two exa mples in a mo tley crowd of hype r
comical characters. They are made grotesque and the audi ence is a ble to laugh 
at their predicament in spite of the fact that the subjec t ma tt er of the play is 
grim , bitter and violent. The 'Si lent Cinema'. Groucho Marx and Charli e 
Chaplin were perhaps pos it ive innuences. 

Things happen in Waiting for Godot, but th ey do not const itute a plot or 
story ; they are an objectifica ti on ol Beckett 's sense of be ing, of the waiting 
from birth to death , of Bec kett 's intuition that noth ing rea ll y ever hap pens in 
man's existence. Similar instam.:es are ro und in the proli fe ration of chai rs in 
Ionesco's Chairs or in the absurdity of the professor's :::c tion in Proj('ssor T arannc 

leading to a shocking violence . 

At the end of the road " li es Huxley's Brave New World of senseless euphoric 
automata" . Death, catastrophe, meaningless rea lity, are only to be faced. with 
dignity, without fear, without illusions, they are to be transcended \~ith laughter .:, 
''Uwgh , my young friends if you are at all determined to remam pess im ists. 
The t rue property of the stage which gives the quali ty of permanence to any 
play is not verbal but concrete. It concentrates the central meaning of a complex 
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human situation into stylised action like the poetic image of Mother Courage's 
cart pulled by the two sons at the opening and at the end by the lonely broken 
woman herself in Brecht's Mother Courage. Ionesco applies the same method 
in Chairs. Friedrich Durrenmatt says that in an epoch like ours where li fe is 
overorganised that responsibility is shared with each individual incapable of 
ri sing to real tragic heights . The murder of Duncan by Macbeth is the latter's 
own decision , but not one man is responsible for dropping the atom-bomb. 
Tragedy in the classic sense is improbable for characters have become mere 
puppets with their tragic acts having both sad and humorous dimensions. Despite 
Shen Te's hopelessness at the end in The Good Woman of Setzuan one cannot help 
laughing at the humour of her constant change of identities and the way she 
deceives other characters in the play. The tramps in Waiting for Godot are 
grotesque and comic figures though the theme of the play is serious. 

Both the 'Epic Theatre' and the 'Absurd Theatre' are, therefore, essentially 
tragicomic. Laying stress on the fundamentals, Martin Esslin predicts, or rather 
Suggests a merger of the two schools of avant-garde drama. 6 Such a fusion may 
provide a fluid kind of drama that will use the stage with the greatest possible free 
dom and be able to move from realism to a stylised version of external reality, 
moving from there to an inner reality of dream, introspection and obsession. John 
Arden and Harold Pinter have already shown hints of such a development. After 
all, one cannot dismiss the fact however contrasting the ideologies, however 
different the methods employed, the two forms have a common foundation in 
the cultural and spiritual situation of our age. Moreover, they are works of 
art, and as Camus says, "Art and Rebellion will not die until the last man d ies." 

NOTES 

From The Climate of Contemporary Art' in Landmarks of Con temporary Drama, by 
.f. Chiari. 

2 Edwa rd Lear and Lewis Caroll too may be considered. As in the 'Theatre of the 
Absurd ' , a nd in the infin ity of the. human sub-consci-ous, cruelty and poetry, "spon 
taneous tenderness •and destructiveness . are closely linked in the 'nonsens e· 
un 1verse of Edward Lear" and Lewis Carol!. The creatures in the nonsense world o f 
Lear a nd Car-oil try to shatter the determinis~ of meaning. which cannot be shaken 
off 111 rea l1t y, as they yearn cunously for the vo1d where both being and language cease : 

'To the horror of all who were present that day 
He uprose in full evening dress 
And w1th senseless grimaces endeavoured to say 
What his tongue could no longer express . 
D own he sank_ in his ~hair-ran his hands through his hair 
And chanted 111 mJmSJest tones · 
Words whose utter inanity proved his insanity 
Wh!le h ~ rattled a couple of bones 

. ('The Hunting of the Snark'-Lewis Caroll) 
Jt IS. throufgh

1 
ncnsense (i mplying an abandonm ent of the s•ra it iacket of lo!l: 'c a..,d de<

ruc"on o. aPguage-names in Caroll) that the mystic passion for unitv w'ith th~'! 
Un! verse IS exoressed. · · 

3 ~~c ia~ phob!~n p~ays like A Tas~e of Honey, the poetic dramas of T. S El;ot and 
4 F . ns 0 P er ry, . ave not been d1scussed by me, not of course out of dis~e a~d 

T~~~laTe~e b;~J~~:ge E~~jf~:~h~iaEdftfed MbyodHern Dpramka. by Siegfried Me~hinger-
5 F 'L ]\If h . ' enry op m rom c ·• yt e de S1syphe' . p. 94. · 
6 Tire Th e_atre of the A hsurd by Mart1'n Essi1'n d B 

I d b , an rief Chronicles by Martin Esslin - am Ill e ted to the works in particular. 
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An Essay Towards a Reassessment 
of Aurangzeb 

Rudrangshu Mukherjee 

Before we come to the motif of this paper, some of the actions that brought 
odium to Emperor Aurangzeb need recollection. It is well known that he 
imprisoned his father and was practically a parricide ; that his way to the 
Peacock Throne was stained with the blood of his brothers. Moreover, it is 
said that he persecuted Hindus and destroyed temples ; that he was a zealous 
Sunni Muslim extremely bigoted and orthodox. He is accused of burying 
Mughal music, art and architecture by his puritanical temperament. Remembering 
these, we should consider how far Aurangzeb's state policies were influenced by 
his 'bigoted' religious views and his belief in 'orthodox' Islam. 

The traditional school of historians have looked at Aurangzeb as a prose
lytizing Muslim .zealot who carried on jihad (holy war) against non-Muslim lands 
(dar-ul-harb) til1 they were converted into the realms of Islam (dar-ul-Islam). 
His "religious oppression" and the consequent "Hindu Rea-::tion" is considered 
by these writers to be the most important cause for the downfall of the Mughal 
Empire. 1 This theme of religious persecution runs through Sir J. N. Sarkar's 
monumental work as the most potent factor, if not the only factor of Aurangzeb's 

An earlier version .0 f this paper was read in the .Presidency College History Seminar on 
8th March 1972. Subsequently the manuscript game.d substantJa!Iy from the read 1ng and 
criticism it received from Dr. Barun De. Dr. Sum1t Sarkar . Sn Asok Sen , Dr. Ash1n 
Das G unta and Dr. Hiren Chakrabarti. But the errors that remam are ent1rely the 
author's 'own. 
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reign. The theme has been reiterated by historians like Dr. R . C. Majumdar.2 

These historians were pretty categoric in their assertion that the religious moti
vation underlay all of Aurangzeb's policies This view the Bengali history world 
swallowed, hook, line and sinker ; it decorates all our text-books and our 
professors and teachers in our educational institut_ions l~cture ~n ~his in class 
and students still reproduce this without question m their exammatwn answers. 
This is of course quite natural for whatever Sir J. N. has said is the last word . 
to us ; we look to Sir J . N. with an attitude of mind which Sir Jadunath would 
have been the first to denigrate. While we wallow in the mire of this unques
tioning Sarkarolatry, scholars outside our province-specially those of Aligarh 
and some other north Ind ian universities-have probed deeper into Mughal 
society and economy and have thrown new light on the period. Equipped with 
new methods of historical analysis, they are busy finding new evidence and new 
interpretations about the Mughal period. Tci a serious student of history there: 
is no denying the fact that the tables are now turned on the province which 
once thought today what India would think to-morrow. 

This paper endeavours to present some aspects of this new 'school', to attempt 
a modification of the popular view of Aurangzeb which holds that all of Alamgir's 
policies were motivated exclusively by religion and then to show the many forces 
that operated on the evolution of his poiicies. The paper aims at saying nothing 
original , its purpose will be served if it succeeds in convincing its readers that 

/Aurangzeb's reign is much too complex a period about which any simplistic 
monocausal analysis is bound to be unsatisfactory? 

Aurangzeb's bigoted nature appears phoenix-like in our text-books. But the 
following evidences are rather irreconcilable to the above view. Once Muhammad 
Amin Khan, a Turani noble and a fanatical Sunni, submitted a petition to 
Aurangzeb for one of the Bakshiships on the ground that "both had been conferred 
on heretical demon-eating Shiahs" and that he would be "the means of snatching 
away employment from misbelievers". The Emperor wrote across the petition: 
"What connexions have earthly matters with those of religion? And what right 
have adm inistrative works to meddle with bigotry? For you is your religion, 
for me is mine . .. If this rule (suggested by you) were established it would be my 
duty to extirpate all (Hindu) Rajas and their followers."4 Far from revealing a 
bigoted bent of mind, this remains a classic statement of benevolent despoti~m. 
The last sentence written by the Emperor is significant. It goes to show that the 
Emperor was not extirrating all Hindus as some of our historians have claimed. 
A little digression about this thought-provoking statement of Alamgir will not be 
out of place here. The sentence 'for you is-your religion for ~ is mine' is, 
as Dr. Barun De nointed out. a direct quotation from -the Quranl, the lines in 
Sura CTX entitled 'of unbelievers' containing the same words.5 Auranneb was 
iustifyin g tolerant policy by the precepts of the Quran. This should force the 
Muslim a~d Hi_ndu communalists who consider a bigoted attitude to be the 
true Musl1m attitude to reorient their ideas_r 

To come back to Alamgir and his religious views. In one nishan issued bv 
Aurangzeb to Rann Raj Singh of Mew~r, he states that a "king who practise~ 
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intolerance towards the religion of another is a rebel ~:!!a in s t G,x!''.' Such a 
st,,tement in ringing tones coming from a dc(: rl y rcl1gious - I crson like Aurangzcb 
only shows that Aurangzc b ba sical ly b:: licvcli in tolerance and had no intention 
to follow a di scriminatory policy. This I a ~< statement of mine will obviously 
result in the raising of <: number of eyebrows and the more cruuitc among my 
readers will point to Aurangzeb's re-im pos ition of the iizv11/i (1679) as the sign 
of his discriminatory policy again st th e Hi nu us. But the moti ves behind this 
tax will become pretty clea r if we bear in mi nd the then pressure on Mughal 
economy-a corollary of the increasing ex ploitation, oppress ion nnd jag irdari 
crisis of the late 17th century- which becomes ev iden t from Dr. Irfan Habib's 
ana lysis of the agrarian crisis of the Mugha l Emp ire. ' Thi s aspec t also rece ives 
emphasis in the writings of Thomas Roll , the president of the Engli sh Factory at 
Surat, and Manucci, the author of Storia de Mogor." Manucci and Roll al so 
stress the point that Aurangzeb wanted the non-Muslims to be converted into 
[slam. But this latter point is hardly warranted by facts. For. as Dr. Salish 
Chandra points out, the Hindus had clung to th ei r faith for 400 years during 
most of which they were requi red to pay ji;:va/i; Alamgir could hardly expect 
a different result.' " Moreover there is no record of any large-sca le conversions 
during Alamgir's reign on account of this meas ure. lf there h:td been any such 
development it would h:we been noted with_ g~ptt zest by the Emperor's orthodox 
eulogists. Dr. Satish Chandra knocks off"fhe oiTi cial point of view rega rding 
jizyah-the view of Muhammad Saqi Mustaid Khan , the author of Maasir-i
A lamgiri, and Isardas, author of Fatuhat-i-A lamgiri, which hold that Aurangzeb 
wanted to spread the law of Islam and to overthrow the religious practice of the 
infidels- when 'he says that it is inexplicable "why it should have taken Aurangzeb, 
who was himself well-versed in the Slwria, twenty-two yea rs from his accession 
to the throne to arrive at the orthodox position rega rding jizyah"." Dr. Satish 
Chandra suggests that the revival of the jizyah marked a deepening political crisis 
which followed from the deterioration of the situation in the Deccan . ' ~ As the 
Hindu proportion of Alamgir's nobility actually increased" after 1679. the v1ew 
that the re-imposition of the jizyah opened an anti-Hindu policy can hardly hr 
accepted. That Aurangzeb's motive was neither religious nor di sc rimin <! tory be
comes obvious bv the fact that he did not abolish zakat- a tax m~nt exclusively 
for the Muslims~ Both the jizyah and the zakat were imposed with the aim of 
taking the Empire out, to some extent, from the fimmcial crisis. 

That Aurangzeb was not in fa vour of a policy of discrimination is evident 
from a study of the nobility under him. During the period 1658-78. that is. 
before Auranneb embarked upon his Deccan expeditions. the totnl number of 
nobles were 486, of these 105 were Hindus. i.e. 21·19 %. The break-up according 
to rank was thus: there were 51 nobles holding ranks of 5,000 and cthove. of 
these 10 were Hindus. i.e. 18-35% : of the 90 nobles holdin g ranks between 4.500 
and 3 000 18 were Hindus. i.e. 20 % : of the 345 nobles holding ranks bdween 
2.700 .and 1,000 77 were Hindus, i.e. 22.31 ~;,' . . Coming to the second period. 
1678-1707, we observe a tremendous swelling in the number of mansahdars. The 
nobility consisted of 575 nobles of 1,000 and above ; of th ese 184 were Hindus 
i.e_ 32%. The break-up according to rank was thus: 79 nobles of 5,000 and 
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above with 26 Hindus among them, i.e. 32·91 % ; of the 133 nobles holding ranks 
between 4,500 and 3,000 36 were Hindus, i.e. 2_7·06 % .; among 

0 
the 363 nobles 

with ranks between 2,700 and 1,000 122 were Hmdus, I.e. 33·60 %. The fi gures 
speak for themselves, Alamgir's policy against the. H.indu.s mu~t have been a q~e~r 
one as he had approximateLy 26·59 % Hindus wtthm hts rulmg class. The signi
ficance of these figures becomes all the more evident when we remember that our 
much-admired liberal monarch Akbar had 22 Hindus among 98 nobles i.e. 22·45 %. 
During Akbar's time the break-up was thus : of the 7 mansabdars hold ing ranks 
of 5,000 and above there was only one Hindu, i.e. 14·28 % ; 10 nobles held ranks 
between 3,000 and 4,500, of these only I was Hindu, i.e. 10 % ; among the 17 
nobles holding ranks between 1,000 and 2,700, 6 were Hindus, i.e. 35·29 % ; 
64 nobles held ranks of 500 to 900; of these 14 were Hindus, i.e. 21·87 % .14 It 
appears from these figures that Aurangzeb was no more discriminatory against 
the Hindus than Akbar and that Aumngzeb was not following a policy of religious 
intolerance. Though a pious Muslim in his private life, he was not influenced by 
his personal beliefs in the selection of his ruling class. 

While on the subject of Aurangzeb and his ruling class it is important to 
note that while no Rajput officer had held the rank of 7,000 during the reign of 
Shah Jahan, Aurangzeb promoted Mirza Raja Jai Singh and Jaswant Singh to 
the ranks of 7,000j Since 1606 when Man Singh had been recalled from Bengal, 
no Rajput noble, barring Jaswant Singh's appointment to Malwa in 1658, had 
been entrusted with an important province. But Alamgir Q'in 1665 appoi nted 
Jai Singh the Viceroy of the Deccan, not as an adviser to a prince but in his 
own right. This was amongst the highest, the most coveted, the most important 
and responsible charges in the Mughal Empire with which generally only princes 
were entrusted ,~ Jaswant Singh too was twice appointed governor of Gujarat 
(1659-61 and 1670-72). "{his, together with the composition of Aurangzeb's 
ruling class, makes us agree with Bernier when he writes that "the Great Mogol 
though a Mohamedan . . . always keeps in his service a large retinue of Rajas, 
treating them with the same considerat~on as his other Omrahs and appointing 
them to important commands in his armies."15 

Once an appeal to Emperor Aurangzeb from a Muslim of Shushang was 
referred back "to the · Hindu Raja of Shushang so that justice might be done.1 6 

A queer religious bigot must have been this Alamgir to refer back an appeal 
by a co-religionist to an 'infidel' Raja ! 

Today it is no new thesis that the swelling of the nobility in the second half 
of ~urangzeb's reign was a result of his war against the Marathas . During the 
penod 1658-78 the number of Maratha mansabdars was 27 in a nobility having 
the total strength of 486 ; i.e. 5·55 % . But during the second period while the 
total number of nobles had increased to 575 the number of Maratha mansabdars 
had rocketed to 96, i.e. a 255.55 % rise in the number of Maratha nobles .1 7 In 
t~ e Deccan. ~urangzeb enlisted nobles on an ad hoc basis without any considera
tiOn °~ rehgton o~ creed. This is a sign of tactical shrewdness on the part of 
Alamgtr. He reahzed, when fighting the Marathas, the value of the Sardars, and 
sought to absorb them in the Mughal nobility. The Marathas with their raids 
were a grave threat to the law and order of the Mughal Empire and Aurangzeb 
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as a conscientious monarch was bound to move against them ; and so ton as 
he was unable t_o. win a military decision against the Marathas he had to rof!ow 
the policy of bnbmg the Maratha Sardars for bringing them over to hi s own side. 
Aurangzeb was only reacting pragmatically to a concrete political situation where 
no religious motivation interfered. 

This policy of bribing wa_s carried on to such an extent that at one point 
as many Marathas were fightmg for Aurangzeb as against him.' s Aurangzeb 
distributed jagir and watan lands with a lavish hand and the Mar; tha 
Sardar whose watan loyalty was perhaps more important than loyalty to a 
nascent state turned coats. This indirectly proves that the oft-mentioned " reli
gious oppression" and discrimination of Alamgir was not the cause of what is 
generally known as the "Maratha War of Inde-pendence", and that the Marathas 
were not championing a Hindu Revival. Dr. Irfan Habib has pointed out that 
the revolts which constitute what is known as the 1Iindu Reaction during 
Aurangzeb's reign-the revolts of the Jats, the Satnamis, the Marathas, the 
Sikhs-were caused by economic and political grievances rather than religious 
ones.1 9 Dr. Aniruddha Ray discerns similar causes for the revolt of the Matiyas 
(1685)."0 It is Dr. Irfan Habib's opinion that the concept of Hindu Reaction 
exists more in the sentiments of modern writers than in the writings of con
temporaries. 21 It is also significant that these revolts did not lead to communal 
riots at the social level. 

Dr. K. K. Datta's collection of Some Firmans, Sanads and Parwanas (1578-
1802) has 48 grants made by Aurangzeb to Hindus!2 Most of these grants are 
land grants, . the majority of them being either nankar-grants for maintenance
or madad-i-maash-grants in perpetuity. All the grants are unconditional. These 
are gifts made to common men, to quanungos, to retired soldiers and last but not 
the least to Sanyasis and their disciples. Two of these grants need special men· 
tion. On the 11th November 1695 Aurangzeb issued injunctions to leave the 
abwab (taxes collected and assessed on land over and above the original rent) 
connected with tapedari (privileges of a tappadar) and rahdari (road tolls on 
grain and other merchandise) prevalent in the pargana of Goa in the hands of 
Dukharan Missir, of the village of Kundaman, who had no means of livelihood . 
In another grant of the 11th June 1668 Aurangzeb r;leased 55 bighas of rent-free 
land to Lila Brahmin on account of his poverty.23 fThe fact that Aurangzeb was 
willing to forfe it imperial revenue for two of his very common subjects testifies 
to his basic benevolence. Alamgir could have imposed any condition in return 
for these arants to the down-and-out men-he could have forced them to become 

b 

Muslim s. That he did not do so shows that he was not all that zealous about 
his religion and he did not strive to convert as many persons as he could 
as our traditional historians depicted him to be doing. "Protect the raiyats and 
make them prosper."24 Aurangzeb wrote to Murshid Quli Khan-signifi.c~ntly 
all the raiyats and not only the Muslim ones-and this was the spmt of 

Aurangzeb's administration. / 
/ When discussing Aurangzeb and his land grants to Hindus one remembers 

that exciting collection by Professors Grewal and Goswamy, The Mugh~ls ~nd 
the Jogis of lakhbar. This collection is distinguished from all others by Its size, 
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ranoe and character. Jakhbar is a small hamlet in north-west Punjab that has 
"ro~vn round the monas tery o[ the Nath:.~ jogis.\ All the Mughal emperors, includ
~lg Aurangzl!b , gran ted lands in perpetuity (madad-i-maash) to these jogis. The 
jogis were entitled to the revenue (lwsilat) from the given area and were exempted 
from p:-tying the land-reven ue (mal-o-jilzat) and the petty burdens imposed by 
oiTic i ~ll s (ik hrt,jal ). Significan tly, rhe grantees were expected to "rcm:; in occupied 
with praying for the permanence of the conquering Dynasty''":' Thus we have 
the queer phenomenon of monarchs, who were called bigoted by hi storians , ask
ing Hindus to pray fo r tlrem. Another reason why the grants were given is that 
the Malwnts or Jakhbar wielded enormous local influence and the emperors by 
orantino lands to them created what Grewal and Goswamy call a "vested 
0 "' 

in terest" . This confirms my contention that Aurangzeb reacted to political 
sit uati ons and in this no questions of religion interfered. 

/Aurangzeb·s policies, · it can definitely be said, were not motivated exclusively 
by /religion. His policies evolved as he met concrete political or economic sit ua
tions. Even what the older group of historians ca ll Aurangzeb's discriminatory 
pol icy towards the Rajputs fits into my contention. As has earlier been shown, 
Aurangzeb had displayed the absence of bigotry and the presence of benevolence 
in his mental make-up. Moreover, the support he had received from the nobles 
in the war of succession was "quite broad-based"-out of the 124 nobles who 
supported him 103 were Muslims and 21 Hindus.26 It was at this stage that 
Aurangzeb was trying to conciliate the powerful Rajput nobles- Mirza Raja 
Jai Singh, Jaswant Singh and others.·· Aurangzeb sought to justify his coup of 
1658-9 by emrhasiz ing that he was far more competent than his fath er. To 
prove his po in t he embarked on an elaborate military policy. Shai sta Khan 
moved into M~harashtra (1660) ; Palamau was annexed ; Mir Jumla captured 
Cooch Bihar and marched into Assam ; Shivaji was ·brought to terms in the 
treaty of Purandhar ; Bijapur was attacked . But by the mid-1660s this policy 
of expansion was shrouded in failure. Mir Jumla had had to retreat; Shaista 
Khan 's campaign had boomeranged into a plunder of his own camp and Sh ivaj i's 
sack of Surat. The treaty of Purandhar had become just a name after Shivaji 
had flown from Agra. The Bijapur invasion had ended in disaster. Moreover, 
the Empire was now under the holocaust of rebellion ; the Jats , the Satnamis, 
the Yusufza is and the Afridis had taken to arms. Shivaji joined the gam~ by 
sacking Surat for a second time. This was a delica te sit uation for nn emperor 

· who had attempted to justify hi s capture of the th rone by greater com pe!ency. 
\_yoreover. the stifling of the urge for expansion had a sim ilar effect on the urge 

for promotion among the nobles. The emperor to secure his own posit ion had 
to_ ex pand the opportun ities for the majority by progressively shutting ocit a 
mmority. Th is policy, naturally, had to go hand-in-hand with an attempt to 
create an Islamic halo ro und the crown. Thus what is known as . Alanwi r's 
discriminato? pol icy was. actua lly an ~ttemp t to meet an. emergency.)"\ "' 

\!'he Rajputs as a .mmonty were Isolated and gradualiy eclipseo.r · Under 
Shah Jahan, the Rajputs held 178,500 of the 10,07,000 Z at ranks granted (i.e. 
17.7 '){,) this had decreased to 14.35 '){, in the first ten years of Aurangzeb's 
reign. \ Though the nwnsabs gra nted in general had increased, the Sawar ranks 
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held by the Rajputs were reduced in absolute terms."' Thi s restraint on th o.: 
Rajputs bec~mes ~xplicit fro_m the fact that though in the period 165 S-7S th ere.: 
were 71 RaJputs ~n a ~obthty of 486 (i.e. 14.6 %) yet in the pe riod 1 7Y-1707 
there were 73 Rajputs. m a nobthty of 575 (i .e. 1 2.6 %)."' The Raj puts conti 
nued to b_e confir~ed m t~etr wa~an jagirs but as the total 111m1sahs granl<.:u to 
them declmed, their share m the Imperial jagirs outside their homela nd dec lined 
'orrespondmgly. ln an er~, when there was a growing pressure for jagir.1 th ..:sc.: 
would prove specially useful, as they could be offered to the majority to rall y 
the?1 round the emperor. This policy of gradually clos ing th e.: do rs tll th e.: 
RaJpu ts was not only clever politics but an administrative necessi ty and it uid 
110t lead to the so-called "Rajput Rebellion". This is made ~.:lea r from the 
Waqa-i-Ajmcr, a series of reports by the news writer or Ajmer. These report s 
make clear that a difficult situatio11 had arisen when Jaswant Singh hall died 
without a male child and Aurangzeb wanted to exploit the situation to subvert 
the kingdom of Marwar. He was obviously attracted by the economic importance 
of Marwar which lay on one of the chief trade arteries of the Empire and it s 
"chief mart Pali was the connecting link between the west Indian sea coast and 
northern India." 2

" While the dispute between Jaswant Singh's ollicers and Raja 
Indar Singh, the approved claimant to the throne, raged, Aurangzeb declared 
that the whole of Marwar barring two parganas be brought into the Khalisa. This 
angered the Rathors : they were prepared to give up the whole of Marwar but 
their prestige hindered them from surrendering their ancestral seat of Jodhpur. 
Aurangzeb refused to withdraw his order and attempted to bribe Jaswant Singh's 
officers ; the officers refused to be bribed. Meanwhile, two posthumous sons were 
born to Ajit Singh and this demanded a change in the imperial decision . Rut 
Alamgir swept aside the claims of Jaswant Singh's heirs and supported Indar 
Singh. This provoked the Rathors and Sisodias to rebel. This was hardly a 
Rajput rebellion as the Kachwahas, the Haras, the Bhatis, the Rathors of Bikaner 
all remained loyal to the Mughals. "The Waqa-i-Ajmer contains report after 
report of Rajput contingents joining the Mughal army to fight the Ra thors."'" 
It should be clear from the above account that Aurangzeb's emphasis on the 
Islamic character of the Crown and his shutting out of the Rajputs from the 
nobility had hardly anything to do with the rebellion of the Rathors. Historians 
who propagate the idea that the Rathors were upholding the Hindu banner over
look the fact "Jaswant's chief queen Rani Hadi, even said that the Rajpu ts 
would be prepared to destroy all the temples of Jodhpur and erect mosques 
instead, if only Jodhpur was conferred upon the Raja's son".' 1 That should be 
the last nail in the coffin of the "Hindu Reaction" against Aurangzeb. But what 
is more important is that Aurangzeb brushed aside the clai~s of Jaswant Si ngh's 
children in spite of the promise made by the Queen. This proves t~ a t I_s l ~m 
had not become an idee fixe with him and that factors other than his re!JgJO_n 
had motivated him. What drove Alamgir against Marwar was probably his 
attraction, at a time when the economy was under considerable pre~sure , fo r the 

prosperity of Marwar. 
Historians often contrast Aurangzeb to Akbar who according to our text 

books was the liberal monarch par excellence. Recent researches on Akbar by 
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Mr. Iqtidar Alam Khan of Aligarh throw a different light on t~e monarch w ho 
is now viewed minus his former nimbus of liberality.32 Mr. Iqttdar Alam Khan 
attempts a reapprisal of Akbar's early policies by raising certain points which 
are against the accepted interpretation that tends to ignore facts that are not in 
keeping with Abul Fazl's theory of the gradual "unveiling" of Akbar as the 
·'s uperman" through the introduction of policies based on the principles of Sulh-i
kul. Mr. Alam Khan shows how racial and clan alignments within the nobility 
were factors in the evolution of Akbar's policies and that Akbar followed during 
a phase an extremely intolerant and communal policy.33 But this policy of 
Akbar was a passing phase, he soon put it into cold storage and subsequently 
there was an unfolding of Akbar's enlightened religious policy based on the 
philosophy of Sulh-i-Kul. The orthodox policy was an attempt to befriend the 
Indian Muslims and conciliate Muslim orthodoxy. · This policy proved abortive 
as it failed to make the desired impression on the Turani and Persian nobles and 
so released Akbar from the shackles of a pro-Islamic policy.34 ~e ci-rcumstances 
of the time helped Akbar's development from orthodoxy to enlightenment , whereas 
for Aurangzeb the conditions of the time forced him into a journey to orthodoxy. 
But what is very important is the fact that he took to an orthodox policy not 
because he was a devout Muslim ; his policy evolved out of the various 
pressures wo~king on him via the ruling class, his military failures and other 
socio-economic factors. This policy did not lead to any reaction among the 
Hind us, thus proving its obvious political necessity. 

Drawing morals from historical analysis is a difficult and dangerous propo
sition but it appears from this reassessment that to understand a period we must 
forget "single-personality-oriented history" and comprehend the multiplex forces 
that move history which is not so simple as to be moved by personal fad s and 
biases. 
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APPENDIX 

As I finished the final draft of my paper I came across a not-so-fa mous book . Aumng~e /; 
and His Times (Bombay, 1935) by ·z ahiruddin Faruki. This sign .fica nt work . unfortunatel y 
ignored both by the Sarkar school and its present controverters , was perhaps the earliest 
attempl to see Aurangzeb in relation to his environmcnt- " Aurangzcb was the prod uct o f 
hi s time and environment." observes Faruk1 (p. 1x). He ant1c1pa tes the new schoo l to th e 
extent that he attempts to " envisage every situation from a broader point of vi ew ... a mi 
to interpret the tendencies of th e time (p. xiii). 

In a scholarly chapter Oil the "Critics of Islam" F a ruki destroys th e a rgu men ts o f 
those critics of Aurangzeb who hold t-hat "as Aurangzeb attempted to fo ll ow the IslamiC 
Law ... he was bound to adopt an extremely aggressive a ttitude ." Fa ruki sh ows by 
extensive quotations from the Quran that "'The. basic principles. of Isla m are treed o m and 
equality and anyone who endeavours to follow 1ts Jaws 1n the nght spmt cann ot but be a 
just monarch." (p. 105). Space curbs my temptat1on to cite some of the passages quoted 
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b Faruk i but one I think will be enough. Faruki says that _one of the acce p~~d sayin gs 

;1~ t 1}~1 r~~i ~~h~~ ~~le~~~ ~~~ehg~~di~gt~~~~es!~t:~~~i~~11~~S t~~O~~ ~~~~~l S~ · l~~r~ e~d~~abit~eci hl re~ tre n_t . 
, · · h h "destruction of sacred places 1s not ~.-ountenance . Y t e s am 1c 

~~v ~?lnts ?~~~)l ~a ltu~i distinguishes between 'fre~dom' ("unres ~ricted erectiO n of churches 
and ten~~l es") and 'qualified toleration' ("the permtsswn to repatr and rebu!ld old temples, 
with a prohi bition against constructing new ones" ). The la!er Mu~lim JUnsts, our auth or 
sa s. favoured the latter position ; Aurangzeb also ?eld th ts posttJOn . Accordm g to our 
aJthor. who has made an exhaustive study of_ the ava~l~ble sou~ces as a glance at the bt blt o-

. h ··11 h " "Apart t·rom the Maasir-1 Alamgrn there IS no reference to the ord er g1ap y WI S Oh, . . · " d h h " d 
fo r the destruction of temples m any other Perswn htstory , an t at t ere ,a re goo 
rca<ons fo r holding that no such order was either promulgated or c~rned out. (p. 11 7) . 
F a;uki. ~uotes a firman (dated 1659), sent to Abul Hasan , the officer m_charge of Benares , 
whi ch says tha t " the whole of our untiring energ~ and all our upnght tnten t tons are 
engaged in promoting the public welfare and bettenng the cond1~10n of a ll classes, htgh 
a nd low, therefore , in accordance with our holy law, we have d ecided that ancient temples 
shall not be overthrown but that new ones shall not be built . In these days of our JUS ttce, 
information has reached our noble and most holy Court that certam p ersons actuated by 
rancour . . . have harassed the Hindus resident in the town of Benares · · · t~ e refo re o~1 r 
Royal Command is that , after the arrival of our lustrO!iS order, yo u should direct that i/1 
fu .'u re, no person shall in unlawful way interfere or d_is tu rb t_he Brahm ans and the other 
H indus resident in these places , .. : " (p. I 19). Faruk1 also g1ves other ev1dences to _prove 
his poin t and he explains why Aurangzeb destroyed the temple o f Keshav R a1 b uilt by 
Bir Singh Deo Bundela at M athura (pp . 124-5). Faruki convinCin gly )ettl sons th e charg~ 
that Aurangzeb destroyed the Vishunath temple at Benares and buil t the Gyan Bap1 
Mosque in its place. Faruki's reasons demand to be quoted in f ull :_ "Accord1ng to the 

· M aas;ir-i A lamgiri . the temple was demolished in 1669 , but on VI Siting the Gyan Bap1 
Mosque, I found the following inscription on a semi-circular slab of blackstone fixed 111 
the wall near the pulpit:- . . 

"This mosque was first built by order in the second year of access1on of Alamgtr. 
Afterwards in I207 Hijra,- Ali (the name is indistinct) , the hereditary Mu taJVal/i of the 
m osque repaired the courtyard." _ 

" lf the mosque was completed in the second year of Aurangzeb's r eign , the temple of 
Vi shun ath must have been demolished earlier than 1659 A.D. I n p ursuing my enqu iry 
about the date of construction of the mosque, a piece of stone was shown to me by the 
Muazzin bearing the following inscription: "Aiwan-i Shariat , 1048 Hi jra ." T his piece was 
discovered by him in August I 929 underneath the debris lying on th e back of the mosque . 
As the name. 'Aiwan-i Shariat ', can only be applied to a m osque , a nd the word is th e 
chronogram for the year 1048 Hijra , the inference is reasonable th at a t th e present site of 
the mosque a building existed that was completed in 1048 Hijra. The last b ui ld ing e ithe r 
toppled down or suffered destruction between 1048 and 1070 Hijra. gi vin g place to th e 
present mosque. That the piece of 8tone bearing the inscription did not belong to any 
other ed ifi ce is evident from the fact that there was no Muslim bu ildi ng in the immediate 
nei ghbourh ood o~ the Vishunath temple. In view of th e discovery of the inscriptions , 
therefore, the t_estJmony of the Maasir-i A lamgiri does not carry much weight. " (pp. I 29- I 30). 

By extensive quotatiOns from Khafi Khan and other contemporary authors Faruki 
shows th at the ch arge that. Aurangzeb _stopped fairs " is a hi stori ca l h earsy based on a 
wr.ong _lll te rpretatJ on of a Slllgle authonty" (p. 175). He also points out tha t the o rde r 
forbtdcl tng t~ e use of palkis ·:made no discrimination between Hindus a nd M us lims" (p. I76) 
and _was pnm anly a precautiOnary measure . In his analysis of Aura ngzeb's imposit ion of 
th e Ji ~Yah , Faruk1_ comes ver~ near to the modern method of stud ying grou p pressures and 
cl an alignm ents Within the ruling cla_ss and the Court. Faruki a lso compiles elaborate nobi
lity l1sts to show. the_ num~er of Hmdus in Aurangzeb's service. He was th us an ti ci pating 
the method of hi stonans like Athar Ali and Jqtidar Alam Khan by three decades. if not 
more, fo r th e au thor tells. u s that some of the chapters were written two decades before 
the book came to be publi shed. 
_ Space does not permit a survey of the entire book ; T only include he re th e points 
1eleva nt. to. my d iscussion but mterested readers may note that the book also co nta ins a 
:ery . obJeCti ve assessment of. the Marathas in general and Shivaji in pa rtic ul ar : a good 
oescnpt1on of the personal life an~ ~haraeter of Aurangzeb : an account of the eco nomic 
and soc!a[ condJ!Ions and the admmJstrative system during Aurangzeb 's time: and also a 
th oro u~h analys1s. of _th_e Deccan and RaJPut affa1rs. The ch ief d rawback of the bouk 
l1e_s 1n I t~ ra~her ~Impl1stJc and adolescent ~nalysis ?f. the causes of Mughal decl ine . How
e\ ~ r. It IS h1gh t1me that scholars of medieval India took proper couniza nce of this wo rk 
wh'ch has for so long remained just a name in the bibliographies, and brought it out f rorr 
the twi11ght realm of the neglected unread. 
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The Concept of Muslim Tyranny · 
An Unbroken Tradition 

Tanika Sarkar 

Divine Providence at last, in its abundant mercy, stirred up the English 
nation to break the yoke of those tyrants [the Muslims], and to receive the 
oppressed natives of Bengal under its protection. 

12 

-Rammohun Roy's Appeal to the King-in-Council against 
Press Regulations, 1823. 
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T d the historian looking backward over the two centuries that have 
oay ' · · l d 

passed since then [Plassey], knows that it w~ the b~gmmng, s ow an · 
unperceived, of a glorious dawn, the like of wh1ch the h1story of the world 

has not seen elsewhere. 

-Sir J. N. Sarkar, Dacca History of Bengal, Volume II, 1948 

Throughout the nineteenth century the concept o~ Muslim tyranny wa.s an 
ever-recurring theme with individual variations.1 Detailed research (for which I 
am not equipped) is needed to explain why, when and how this concept was 
developed. The object of this paper is merely to state a certain position : that, 
on this one single point, nearly all strands of our nineteenth-century intelligentsia
be it the traditional literati, or the conservatives, or the reformists, or even the 
radicals-were in agreement. Derived at least partly from early British historians 
writing about Indian history, this set of assumptions in tum exaggerated, played 
down, misinterpreted and distorted facts of our so-called "Muslim period". A 
natural corollary was the acceptance of foreign rule with actual relief and of the 
loss of independence as deliverance. This was an important factor in the intel
ligentsia's inability to think or act outside the imperialist framework, or even to 
seriously question it ; even their iormulation of criticism and grievances implied 
a tacit acceptance. 1885 in our country saw the beginnings of a certain type of 
reaction of the intelligentsia to the colonial set-up ; how different was the temper 
of the Scholars' Revolt in Annam in the same year ! Even when a genuine natio
nalist reaction had set in with the Swadeshi times (which, for the first time, actively 
tried to enlist Muslim support) various ramifications of this attitude continued to 
pervert its tone and, in the end, blocked its complete triumph. 

This attitude towards Muslim rule was not entirely of British making, much 
as we would like to absolve ourselves from responsibility that way. It came from 
a deep-seated Hindu separatism, evident even in intellectuals in pre-Brit ish times. 
Bharatchandra, the eighteenth-century court-poet of Maharaja Krishnachandra 
Ray, for instance, has many telling passages to describe Nawabi oppression in the 
introductory poem in Annadamangal Kavya. Even when he comes to the Bargis 
(who, in his own words, commit exactly the same crimes, down to lootin cr temples) 
he explains it as divine punishment sent upon the Nawabs2- '=' 

~~~~ 
~ 9fTC'?f ~ ~ ~ ~It 

(It may be significant that this one-sided approach is absent in Gangaram's 
Ma~arashtra-Pu:ana, whose author came from more plebeian origins.) ~But as 
tracmg all possible sources of this attitude is beyond the scope of this article, I 
sha~l ;onfin~ myself to a very rough survey of British history-writing on Muslim 
!nd1a: pa:tteularly because such works were an important component of our 
mtelhgentsm's approach. · 
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With the growing political involvement Of the Bast 1ndia Company in India, 
historical interest was at first limited to the immediate past and its background
the Muslim period as a whole, with special emphasis on the Mughal period. Quite 
early in the emerging pattern, some familiar notes had crept in. Alexander Dow, 
with his background of eighteenth-century Enlightenment and his critical attitude 
to the Company's misrule, had a deep admiration for what he regarded as the 
Enlightened Despotism of the Mughals.4 (It is interesting that he makes no distinc
tion between Akbar and Aurangzeb in their wise and tolerant policy towards 
Hindu subjects.) Yet he considers the British (who, he admits, shave so far a 
very poor record to show in India) and not the Indians themselves, to be the true 
successors of this splendid imperial structure. Also, however commendable the 
Mughal achievements had been, Dow never doubted their inherent inferiority to 
Western civilisation. These two assumptions persisted in all later British histori
cal thinking on India throughout the nineteenth century, but in other respects Dow's 
treatment was rapidly changed~ Jonathan Scott (Memoirs of Eradut Khan, 1786) 
was p robably the first important historian to develop the theory of Aurangzeb's dis
criminatory policy and its responsibility for the downfall of the Mughal Empire. 
"His zeal for the Muhammedan religion", wrote Scott, "led him to deprive the 
Hindu prince of those indulgences which his less bigoted ancestors had allowed."5 

Gibbon's approach and method had influenced a whole generation of historians, 
and in this connection, his emphasis on the bigoted, theocratic despotism of the 
Muslims in general is significant. The Orientalist rediscovery of Hindu civilisa
tion gave a sharper edge to this attitude and Indian history now became syno
nymous with glorification of the Hindu period.6 Sir William Jones attributed the 
downfall of this civilisation to the Muslim conquest and this view was joyously 
welcomed to explain many features of the present degeneration of the Hindus. 
With the growing influence of the Evangelicals and Utilitarians, there was a shift 
from the Orientalist position, but even Charles Grant, the Evangelist, used harsher 
words to describe the Muslim rulers. He spoke of their religious oppression, 
their more "abandoned morals" and claimed that "perfidy in them was more 
signal than with Hindus." 7 Thus, a very familiar pattern is seen to be emerging. 
Mountstuart Elphinstone gave it final shape and colour by his sharp distinction 
between Akbar and Aurangzeb and by describing how Aurangzeb dug his own 
grave in the Deccan by provoking Maratha nationalism. Finally, Elliot and 
Dawson's avowed object of exposing Muslim misrule has to be studied in the 
context of the Mutiny and a natural desire of the British historians to justify 
British imperialism by a wholesale condemnation of the previous imperial system. 

This is very roughly the pattern inherited by the Bengali intellectuals, who 
used this legacy not only without major alterations but also with very much the 
same intentions-to provide a raison d 'etre to British rule in India. It is significant 
that they made a somewhat selective use of this inherited material. Though the 
story of Aurangzeb's bigotry is swallowee-- wholesale, Akbar's liberalism is not 
so eagerly stressed. In Swadeshi times, the suggestion of an Akbar festival was 
quickly overshadowed by the Birastami brata and the Shivaji festivaJ.S For a 
long time there is practically no pride in our Islamic heritage. The Bengal 
RenaisSance tried to achieve a synthesis of the Hindu tradition with Western 
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values, but after Rammohun it excluded Persian learning almost entirely which 

died down very quickly among the Hindus. . . . 
How the nineteenth-century intelligentsia reflected this false consciOusness 

will be more clearly shown if I cite some representative passages from th~ domi
nant intellectual schools. It is fairly easy to quote the early conservatives (or 
at a later stage, Bankimchandra) on this issue, for their pathological dislike of 
the Muslims is well-known. More interesting and significant would be to estab
lish the unity of view of the reformists and radicals with the conservat ives, from 
whom they differed on almost every other social question. 

In the intense and prolonged debate on the Suttee question there was a 
remarkable polarisation of social attitudes. But in the various petitions and 
counter-petitions we find that abhorrence of Muslim rule and loyalty to the British 
never wavered on either side. An anti-Suttee petition by some Hindu inhabitants 
of Calcutta (published in the Asiatic Journal, July 1819) refuted the arguments 
of the pro-Suttee party which claimed that even the Muslim rulers had permitted 
the practice. In its arguments it recalled "the numberless insults , cruelties and 
oppression of Muslim rulers . . . ", the destruction of the Benares temple and the 
allegedly intolerant spirit of the Koran. Referring to all this, it asked how a 
Hindu could cite any aspect of Muslim rule as a worthy precedent." 

Samacharchandrika (edited by Bhawanicharan Bandyopadhyay) was the organ 
of the conservative Dharmasabha which represented the pro-Suttee group in the 
debate. When the practice was banned it wrote (17 November 1832) in deep 
distress and indignation: "After the Moosoolmans had committed many outrages 
they had set themselves to overthrow religion and were removed. After having 
experienced many sufferings under the government of the Muslims we had quiet 
for a short time under the Mlechas. Now we perceive that they are about to 
inflict upon us still greater evils."10

• The tone of great bitterness seems to carry 
a warning but we must remember that the journal had already (2 July 1831) 
assured the Government that "we believe that the Hindus are far more devoted 
to their sovereign than any other people.11 Samacharchandrika found staunch 
support in the Tory newspaper John Bull (9 March 1830) which quoted it as 
saying "we have been subject to no distress under the Government of the Com
pany, it is only the abolition of Suttees which has given us disquietude."'" Aoart 
from the specific question of the Suttee in which the concept of Muslim tyra.n ny 
appeared in an indirect manner, the general attitude of the Samacharchandrika 
~owards the Musli~s is reflected in the way it demanded replacement of Persian 
m law courts outside Calcutta. It referred to "the haughtiness of these Yavanas" 
and expressed the hope that "Moosoolmans will be driven out of publ ic jobs'' 
(quoted in India Gazette, 25 December 1831).1 3 

The attitude of Rammohun Roy is especially a matter for consideration not 
only because of ~is. fruitful and creative contact with Western rationa li sm but 
also bec~us~ of h1s ~Ich kn?wledge of Persian (his first known work, the T uhfatu l 
""!uwahhz~dzn, :"~s m Persian) and the undeniable impact of Islam on the evolu
tion of his rehgw~s thought. According to Hyde East, he had made hi mself 
very . unpopular . With orthodox Hindus because of his association with the 
.rv-t_ushms, and they suspected. him of the heinous crime of having meals with them. 
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In his Appeal to the King-in-Council against Press Regulations (1823) Ram
mohun, presents a balance-sheet of the various benefits and evils of Muslim 
rule against which he evaluates the achievements of British rule. After enumerat
ing an impressive list of advantages enjoyed by the Hindus under the Muslims 
which are now lost, he decides to cast his vote for the new regime : " Your 
Majesty's faithful subjects were consoled by the more secure enjoyments of those 
civil and religious rights which had been so often violated by the rapacity and intole
rance of the Mussalmans; and notwithstanding the loss of political rank and power 
they considered themselves much happier in the enjoyment of the civil and reli
gious liberty than were their ancestors."14 Some of these passages at times read 
disconcertingly like Bankimchandra's. For example, "The Natives of Bengal .. . 
remained faithful to the existing [Muslim] Government, although their property 
was often plundered, their religion insulted, and their blood wantonly shed.""' 
And elsewhere, "Musulmans ... introduced their own tyrannical system of gov
ernment, destroying temples, universities and all other sacred and literary es
tablishments."16 Rammohun also makes the conventional distinction, popularised 
by British historians, between Akbar's and Aurangzeb's policies : "Akbar was 
celebrated for his clemency, for his encouragement of learning and for his grant
ing civil and religious liberty to his subjects, and Aurangzebe, for his cruelty and 
intolerance. "17 

Most unexpected and disheartening are the instances of this attitude among 
the Derozians, those impatient and radical rebels against Hindu society. Derozio 
in his search for romantic heroism in the past occasionally turns to Hindu resist
ance to Muslim invasion-thus anticipating much of later patriotic literature : 

The Moslem is come down to spoil the land. . . 
. . . The Hindoo hath marched forward to repel 
The lawless plunderer of his holy shrines, 
The savage, rude disturber of his peace.1 8 

Mahesh Chandra Deb's, A Sketch of the Condition of the Hindu Women (1839) 
is an exhortation against the degraded status of Hindu women. Its context, 
style and object reveal him as a very emancipated thinker, but he shares the 
anti-Muslim slant with his orthodox adversaries: "The cause of that state of 
seclusion. . . in which the females of this land are preserved may be traced to 
the tyranny of the Mehomedan conquerors". He goes on to quote from an 
English poem-

The Musselman is raging through the land 
Prayer on his tongue and murder in his hand.19 

Pearychand Mitra had a more revivalist stand on the whole, and in his 
works there is a sharp departure from Rammohun's relatively more balanced 
estimate. In his State of Hindoostan under the Hindoos (1839-41) he refers to 
the "ancient Hindu spirit of enterprise which . the storm of Muslim oppression 
has entirely extinguished but which I hope will now be kindled .. . in ... the 
new generation, who will . . . open sources of employment in the extensive 
field of commerce" 2 0-a strange and ironic hope considering that all such sources 
that had existed under Muslim rule were already being systematically destroyed 
by British economic policy. 
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The rationalist thinking of Akshoy Kumar Dutta also re.v~als . the ~el~ted 
concepts of Muslim tyranny and the beneficial nature of Bntlsh rmpenahsm. 
He writes in Sangbad Prabhakar in 18402

' : 

<r<!<1 "l~9f~m'1'Q \5Tro <rf~S'iff1G'ffif ~E:9f ~T~ ~"''1 1wG1, \51~ ~~'Q'l 
<0~\5 ~G'[ ~ ~ 1<r>r~'1< ~$11 ~ ... ~T ~BT \5~11>f~'i!Q \5T!i~<1 Jj~~ 
-e 'Jl~~~ '<IIT<P~ 9f11~~ <11, ~~ T"l~~ \5!1~~ -e '5T\5IT51~ 'J!T~\5 
'Jjf'I'T~ ~~. ~~ ~~g ~ 'Q~TT>rt>I"Q ~l$1 T<r~$1 <1\5~<1 
~>fli1TI!i9fM'fC'i!Q 'ffi~ ~Dl~ 1~ '{3 ~<!'! 1~ <11 I 

Here we might consider how the British rulers were exploiting such senti
ments. A Bengali Hurkaru report of 13 February 1843 cites an incident when 
Dakshinaranjan Mukherji's critical paper on the East India Company's courts 
and police was interrupted by the Hindu College Principal, Captain Richardson: 
"He [Richardson] would remind the meeting of the security the natives now 
enjoyed, in comparison with the conditions of their ancestors under the 
Mahomedan Government." Dakshinaranjan Mukherji readily agreed with him.~ 2 

Another instance is the speech given by the Duke of Cambridge in a reception 
to Dwarakanath Tagore (1842) where the Duke reminded him of how, out of 
pure humanitarian motives, the English had rescued the natives from Muslim 
tyranny.23 

In 1857, a hundred years after Plassey, the very foundations of the British 
Indian Empire were shaken for a brief while. In a body the Bengali intelligentsia 
reacted to the Mutiny as the most loyal and grateful subjects of the British rulers, 
trying to prove that such crass disloyalty would not have occurred to the Hindus 
had not the Muslims been behind it all. Ishwarchandra Gupta, editor of Sangbad 
Prabhakar, wrote24

: 

·li' q~·GI•I!Ig~'l'il'l 'il<!'TI~~~ ~~ ~ ~l:fl ~ ~~~ '5T1<rl' I 

In the same article, the editor laments that though the infinitely merciful British 
Government had bestowed great advantages on the Muslims, they had not been 
thankful enough-

~~~ ~~~ ~ T<!vtlTG'frn ~ ~>f'Q ~ ~~!) ~?fC<!~ 
~ \5!~ ~'lQ ~ ... w~ ~r-e ~ ~~~ Q1~1~~1 
~ T<r>~ ~ ~ <111 

Sangbad Prabh~ka~ was the most prominent forum of a whole generation of literary 
figures.. Its. edrto~r~l com~ents on the Mutiny are therefore significant evidence 
of the mtelhgentsra s reaction. It reminds the readers on 20 June 1857 : 

~~~~~·~~W\5~~.~ ~TQ~1 
"('<,1!11 

Then in a grovelling and disgustingly servile tone it composes this panegyric : 

\£1~ ~ ~ Ql~'!liG'SiBl <1m! ~~~ ~ ~ I ... ~T ... 9fJ'<f<fr<ffi 
~~ ~ 1~ ~ cm~ ~~ ~ ~\5 'DT~~ 
'<.'<.~I!! I~ I 
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Also in the same issue25
: 

~ '$11\SrGi'lf'~, ~QKI 1%1 ~ 1. .. 

. . . 'RIT~ V<Tffir'i'f J'f<1'G'f ~ I 
The very strange use of the word 'RIT~ in this context is an eye-opener. 

In this context we find the first instances of patriotic poems, Rangalal 
Bandyopadhyay's Padmini-Upakhyan (1858). This patriotism, consisting exclu
sively of Hindu nationalism, was directed not against the present masters but 
emphatically against the Yavanas. All great figures of the Muslim period were 
vilified and even Akbar was not spared. Maniruzzaman has made the interesting 
point that after Madhusudan Dutt (whose works are refreshingly free from this 
anti-Muslim bias) there were two alternative types of literary ideal before the 
Bengali poets-one, the broad, secular humanitarianism of Madhusudan, and 
the other, the narrow Hindu nationalism of Rangalal. Rangalal proved to be 
the more powerful influence, inspiring the next generation of poets as well as 
later nationalists.26 His Padmini-Upakhyan has been hopefully described by 
some as a composition in Aesopian language, a ruse against British censorship. 
But internal evidence proves quite clearly that however it might inspire the Hindus 
to return to their ancient valour, the British had nothing to fear from it. After 
the ringing, unforgettable passage 

'RIT~ ~ V<ll <ITm 5'rn ~ 
V<ll <ITm 5'rn ! 

~ xr,:e~ V<ll ~ '?ffif ~ 
V<ll ~ 9frn-

Rangalal deplores the present degeneration of the Hindus. The only ray of hope 
to be discerned at present is27 

~~~ w~ ~ ~lf~lbcGi 
IMI"'\!:)1"1~ ~ 2l'bT'i1' I 

By this time this sort of Anglophilia-cum-Muslimophobia has acquired new 
social and economic roots. The Westernised English-educated Hindu bhadraloks 
were definitely lording it over the Muslims, whose rule was by now a distant, 
though irritating, memory. In place of the old aggrieved, mortified tone, we find 
a new sneer, a contempt for a socially inferior people who had dared to hold a 
superior position in the past. 

In Bankimchandra, we find the consummation and the most brilliant and 
effective formulation of the concept of Muslim tyranny. This aspect of 
Bankimchandra is a very complex theme and we can go on quoting endless 
passages to show its various uses. One very important use motivated his instruc
tions for a new kind of history-writing. With great care and emphasis and in 
vitriolic language, he sets out to prove that the Muslim interlude was something 
alien to the true course of Indian history. He dismisses the works of Stuart, 
Marshman and others because28 

~ <IT~ ~ o:m 1 ... '5ll'1liS11T~C~~. . ~~. Y~~lf~C·"1~1 
~~J'!G'i~IC"1'i1 ~ ~ ~ "'T • ~ ~ ~1/f <fi@ CJ'f "11~~ "Bf I 
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The new historians have a sacred duty to prove that 

oo~ 9fQ <rr~'>fl~ \5!!:fg~ ~~~IT!i20a'f l. .. <ff!S'i'fTG'!RI '5[Q( <rr~'i'flG'Im <n 

T?fm ~ 9[(;'<( -rmn-r~ I . 

B k. h d f t to mention where under the present regtme, the wealth of an 1mc an ra orge s ' . 1 F 
11 

· 
Bengal (and that of the whole of India for that matter) was n~w g?mg : "? o:v~ng 

f h mises Bntish rule appeared not only as a htstoncal mevttabthty, 
rom sue pre , D. · w·u I 

but as the culmination of the working of a just and benevolent tvme 1 • n 
Anandamath he explains all this in rather theological terms : 

~~~ ~T fiT ~ ~~ ~:,"~ )i"~l<tl'\1 ~I 
The book concludes with the prophecy29

: 

~~~ ~ mn ;r;;~ oo-~·l}<p ~'1 ~ , 
Bankimchandra, of course, formulated his religious and social ideas within 

an explicitly Hindu framework. But even in Keshabchandra Sen's most militant 
social reform phase, similar assumptions are seen to be at work : " When India 
lay sunk in the mire of idolatry and superstition, when Muhammedan oppress ion 
and misrule had almost extinguished the last spark of hope in the native Indian 
mind . . . the Lord in His mercy sent out the British nation to rescue India" .30 

Muslim separatism is a much-advertised fact, although many of its important 
causes are not far to find-their resentment over their relative backwardness in 
the early phase of British rule, greater scope and opportunities for the Hindus, 
the latter's smug assumptions of superiority. This was later fed by the class
tension in Bengal between landlords (predominantly Hindu) and peasants (pre
dominantly Muslim) which was skilfully exploited by orthodox Muslims. That 
Hindu separatism had always been at least equally alive in different forms is 
evident from the fact that the nineteenth-century intelligentsia spoke in one voice 
about Muslim rule as good riddance to bad rubbish . The many grievances that 
provided the basis of this attitude should be more historically and critically 
investigated. Apart from the much-vaunted Western learning for "a microscopic 
minority,'' what other tangible benefits could the intelligentsia visuali se which 
would have been impossible without British conquest ? i ven R ammohun Roy 
was aware that the Hindus used to have larger shares in bureaucratic, administra, 
tive and economic opportunities now denied to them : "Your M ajesty is aware 
that under their former Muhammadan Rulers, the natives of this country enjoyed 
every P?litical privilege in common with Mussulmans, being eligible to the highest 
offices m the state, entrusted with the command of armies and the government 
of provinces and often chosen as advisers to their prince without dis:/ualification 
or degrading distinction on account of their religion .... Under the British rule, 
the natives of India have entirely lost their political conseq~tences. " 3 1 That he was 
not exaggerating is borne out by the fact that so many important traders, bankers, 
landlords and political personages under the Nawabs were H indus. As for the 
charge of religi~us into.lerance and discrimination, especially under Aurangzeb, 
rec~~t research IS sh~~tng that ~urangzeb's policies were primarily dictated by 
political, and not religiOus considerations. Regarding the poss ibili ties of more 
progressive development along local lines, we have · to explore our eighteenth-
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century heritage more closely before dismissing it as a barren deadweight. Thus, 
much of the basis of the concept of Muslim tyranny crumbles under a cri tica l 
scrutiny. A more heightened awareness of Hindu separatist limitations is there
fore obviously required in a study of the Bengal Renaissance. 
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The Hindrance of Bureaucracy 

Asok Sen 

Now-a-days many criticisms are being heard about bureaucracy-its mistakes, 
its cdrruptiort and its inefficiency, its maintenance of vested interests and its 
reactionary role. Many of the hopes and desires for progress, which were 
cherished by Indian democracy during the twenty-five years since independence 
and many of the programmes undertaken for these purposes have not fructified 
because of bureaucratic obstacles. Numerous cases of such failure become 
starkly clear when one thinks of the unfinished task of land reform, the wasteful 
incompetence of the government industrial enterprises or the gap in many matters 
of public welfare between state promises and state achievements. Consequently, 
even if some progressive Acts have been passed in Parliament or the state 
Legislative Assemblies, the question is immediately mooted : despite the recti
tude of the law in black and white, or in terms of speeches made in its favour 
would it be possible to make the law work after it has been made to cross the 
hurdles presented by bureaucracy ? 

State-apparatus building under representative democracy has generally 
accepted the need for a demarcation between the legislature and the executive ; 
such a system prevails in our country. Popular representatives elected by universal 
suffrage, are sovereign with respect to legislation : the execution of this legisla-
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tior~ and the supervi~ion of administrative activity m<q also be controlled by 
vanous types of parliamentary committees and commissions. However, day-to
day responsibilities for the working of the executive extends through various 
levels. Many officials, senior as well as junior, are needed for the ellicient and 
regular working of this executive. The creation of a bureaucracy becomes 
inevitabk in the context of this need. 

State power in our democratic framework is vested in the authority of elected 
popular representatives ; from them it devolves by the rule of the majority to 
responsible ministers. Under the bourgeois system it is only to be expected that 
the capitalist class should be the 'dominant force even within the democratic 
framework. Consequently, capitalist vested interest determines the administra
tion of executive affairs. The bureaucracy's role is thus revealed as the organiza
tion for carrying on such administration. Thus no assiduous research is necessary 
to comprehend the conflicts which arise between bureaucracy and broader 
popular interests. · 

However, reasons still remain-even without denying the significance of the 
general conclusions presented above-for the problems of our present state to be 
more complex. Granted that the programmes of the Congress for resolving 
many social and economic problems happen to be the ideals and objectives of 
the ruling class. Naturally, Parliamentary and State Legislative Acts for giving 
shape to this programme would therefore be passed by the sanction of the ruling 
party, which means the ruling class. However, when such laws have to be 
implemented, it is often found that as a result of bureaucratic implementation 
and direction a tremendous gap opens up between results and original objectives. 
The bureaucracy, of course, argues in such a pass that they followed the letter 
of the legislative direction. This may sometimes prove that discrepancies have 
crept in between the objectives of the law and the letter of the law. 

One explanation of this sort of experience is familiar, namely in terms of 
flaws in legal drafting or in terms of bureaucratic backsliding. Undeniably, this 
kind of explanation is at least partly correct. This gap between legislation and 
execution in a bourgeois parliamentary democracy is said to be really nothing 
more th'!n a ruling class artifice. In a universal suffrage state some promises 
have always to be given, compatible with populist demands ; occasionally laws 
also have to be presented for gaining popular support. All this is meant to keep 
the votes rolling in. Such concessions to populist interests cannot, however, 
seriously undermine the mode of exploitation, since a bureaucracy which is sub
servient to the ruling class, can always undermine the much-publicised laws 
which are supposed to give effect to those populist demands. Of course, such 
artifices inevitably lead the bases of mass support for the ruling party to crumble. 
The Congress rout at the Fourth Indian General Elections of 1967 was an example. 

However, this logic of artifice over-simplifies the total problem. No class 
can dominate the social and political structure merely by catering to its own 
selfish interests . Social and political hegemony of a particular class requires that 
its own self-interest must be in accord with some immediate and foremost needs 
of the entire society. In the various historical stages of class based societies, in 
their inevitable sequences of decay and renewal, only such classes can aspire to 
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'hegemony, that are able to perform a leadi.ng role in the .tra~sition to a more 
advanced mode of production. The question of leadership IS, however, not 
limited to satisfying economic interests. From the very base of the n:ode of pro· 
duction it pervades the various dimensions of social life and the ~ntire comp~ex 
ol religion, materia( activity and culture. It combines them all m the validity 
ol a total Weltanschauung. The existence and purpose of such hegemony deter· 
mines the nature and objectives of state power. 

The deoree to which any class can show its capacity to control and direct 
state power 

0

depends on its capacity for social leadership, on its success in build
ing up one section after another of society, and in subserving the broad~r int~rests 
of those sectors in line with a clear ideology. No class can fulfil Its ra tiOnal 
historical character ignoring this element of vanguard role and leadership. 
Central to the attainment of such leadership is the progress of the form of mode 
of production by which the organization and use of social labour may rise to 
new heights of efficiency and power. If the means of attainment of self-interest 
of any class have no relevance to these criteria then consciousness and creative 
social force of this class is to that extent undermined. Such class-consciousness 
can never rise to the level of any coherent social consciousness. To exercise 
state power, such a class has to depend more and more on the executive power 
of the bureaucracy. In a situation of this kind, bureaucracy turns out to be the 
sole and universal means of social action. 

To understand the role of the bureaucracy in our present situation it is 
nect:ssary to remember this complex problem of the ruling classes, mcapable of 
hegemonic social leadership and influence. Marx analysed such a problem in 
his studies on the contemporary history of his times. The problem of bureau
cratic predominance has been revealed in his determination of the real issues 
behind Germany's delayed capitalism. Marx also refers to the special ro!e of 
bureaucracy in the confusion of recurring revolutions and counter-revolutions m 
France between 1848 and 1871. Marx emphasized one basic element in the 
interpretation of such situations ; that in the historical process of transition trom 
feudalism to capitalism, the role of the bourgeoisie in such countries became 
warped and took on a compromising attitude. Consequently, the bourgeoisie 
failed to establish conclusive hegemony over the changing society. Such failures 
and the need for appropriate analysis of the relative course of transition (charac
terized by compromises with feudal interests) examples of which were seen in 
Germany, in Russia before 1917, in underdeveloped Italy and Japan, all this 
led Marx, Engels and Lenin to reckon with the alternative of 'second way 
capitalism'. The distinctive element of this 'second way' was to do away with 
the need for democratic social and political transformation, and to bui ld the 
bourgeois mode of exploitation into a social and political framework which 
remained traditional and largely unaltered in character. 

. In ~ur country, the causes of the retarded and to a large extent, non-indus
tnal ~oc1a l role of the bourgeoisie are rooted in the colonial past. Thus, the 
expcnment of democracy, a task which the Congress leadership undertook after 
Independence, could not merely follow from the logic of bouroeois evolution. 
The democratic ideal grew out of an irresistible challenge pr;sented by the 
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country-wide mass forces, without which independence would not be possible. 
Whereas on the one hand, Congress has always been a party of the bourgeoisie, 
so also, on the other hand, it cannot be denied that its mass influence is the 
greatest among all other political parties in India. This is perhaps why two
trends have equally been at work within the Congress. One is catering to the 
social weakness of the bourgeoisie by means of the use of state power so that 
bourgeois dominance may be maintained by force. It is, of course, difficult to 
make democracy progress along this path. Through its mandates and regula
tions, the introduction of the 'second way capitalism' mentioned by Marx 
cannot but become inevitable. 

In the other trend, there is an attempt to seek a path to progress by demo
cratic means. Of course, this approach also does not involve any straight 
opposition to the bourgeoisie ; its purpose is to establish the bourgeoisie in its 
appropriate social role by means of democratic programmes. Such a social role 
is, of course, not possible by means of the antiquated mode of free competi
tion, since, in the meanwhile, despite the narrow limits of industrial production, 
the national economy has become dominated by big monopoly capital. Conse
quently, the use of state power becomes very necessary in the economic sphere 
and it has been possible to place such democratic practices before the country 
as confreres of socialism. 

Congress still continues to test the path of democratic experiment. Attempts 
have been made to relate the arguments for state interference to broader interests 
of popular welfare. This is manifest in the socialist aims of planning, in the 
expansion of public sector enterprises, in the recurrent proposals for land 
reform, or in the growing friendship with the socialist world in the sphere of 
foreign relations. And the ideals and leadership of Nehru were assuredly signi
ficant in the acceptance of this particular action programme. One section of 
the bourgeoisie must have been active in its desire for establishing its social role 
by means of democratic methods. It is the fact of this desire which makes the 
character of the national bourgeoisie different from the moti ves and activ iti es 
of big monopoly capitalism and from its conspiratorial affili ations wi th 
neo-colonialism. 

However, the results that we have experienced during the last twenty-five 
years of this democratic attempt have not produced concrete action out of the 
many promises and good intentions. We are reminded again and aga in of the 
degree of futility and barrenness of Indian democracy by the severe inequality 
of wealth, the constant retardation of the production economy, the countrywide 
supremacy of black money and speculation, the extreme anarchy of the educa
tional system, the terribly growing pressure of the unemployed and the almost 
universal rampage of corruption and malpractice throughout the country. Leave 
alone the possibility of the bourgeoisie presenting a sound social and economic 
role, its failure to take the lead in any independent industrial revolution has 
been writ large over our experience of the last twenty-five years since 
independence. 

Many people speak of bureaucratic hindrances when they seek reasons for 
this vast and widespread failure. Today Indiraji's pledge of Garibi Hatao has 
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pre:;ented, once aoairi, a new dimensi~n of the programme for progress. Talks 
of burea ucratic hindrances are beginning to be heard from all directions. In 
o ur condition judgement on the problem will not be comple.te if. we identify .t~e 
hindrances with the unfitness of the bureaucrats, with the1r mert1a or corruptibi
lity or reactionary tendencies. Whereas many instances will be found . among 
them of such fa ults, examples are not really scarce of honest; hardworkmg offi
cials, who are unable to implement laws because of political pressure and 
opposi tion which may be exerted by parties or individuals. There is a continuous 
oive and take between bureaucratic corruption and malpractices and perverted 
: nd greedy political activity. Politics is integrally connected with the state and 
bureaucrats are after all the servants of the state. Therefore it will not be correct 
to explain the reason for bureaucratic hindrances being so tough and all-pervad
ing without recognising the catastrophic social futility of all kinds of politics in_ 
our country. Bureaucratic functioning has come to be the warped method ot 
our entire politics, the method that divorces each and every regulation from its 
popular goal and social validity. 

In this connexion, one remembers a major premise of the transformation of 
social and political thought in the post·medieval period which had given 
shape and content to the ideology of democracy. This premise was that 
society moulds the state, state does not mould society. This premise has 
vanished from our politics. Every few years, at the time of electioneering, 
lists are presented, of who will get for whom, what amount, and by these means 
attempts are made to gain popular support ; but this is done only once in a few 
years at the time of electioneering. Then starts on the one hand the blind-man's
buff for political patronage, on the other hand the verbalisation at the drop of 
a hat of revolutionary zeal. Conscious social efforts cannot be formulated fo r 
developing alternative choices to resolve various problems at d ifferent levels. The 
popular movements peter out as factional demands for this or that oppor
tunity or differential advantage. One hardly finds the presentation of the social 
basis of problems, or the attempts to use these challenges as the means of putting 
pressure on the state or of any struggle in opposition to reaction and vested 
interests. Because of this social mactivity of politics, many a time the popular 
representatives are unable to present correct ideas or arguments about the proper 
dimensions of a problem when they formulate laws with regard to it. The 
responsibility for such formulation falls on "experts" whose merely academic or 
administrative expertise is often insufficient for tackling the entire problem. This 
often happens. So it is not surprising that a gap should remain between the 
aims and dicta of the law. 

This type of futility of democratic state organization makes it possible for 
ruling parties to be removed from power. Yet Congress has not yet moved away 
from its democratic experiment since it has not yet become immediately necessary 
for it to bear the risks of becoming totally autocratic. No nation-wide challenge 
of an alternati~e lea~e.rship has yet confronted the Congress against its failure in 
~espect of s?cml achvtty and authority, a failure which leads it to lose its path 
m the labyrmth of bureaucratic procedures. Even the apprehensions roused by 
the Fourth General Elections have practically vanished today. 
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In the course of the last five years Congress have rega ined mass popular sup
port amidst a whole complex of actions and their reactions; some elements of these 
seem to be very significant. They may help us to comprehend the true nature of 
bureaucratic hindrances in our circumstances. I have spoken of two trends of policy 
and principles within the Congress : their conflict has now entered a decisive phase. 
Its sharpest proof is to be found in each step of the differences and di ssension 
between Indiraji and the Syndicate. The Congress finally split as a result of 
these differences. Indiraji has today taken up the difficult task of rebuilding 
Indian democracy, implicit in the promise of Garibi Hatao. Congress has again 
raised vast hope and support in the minds of people by the proc lamation of that 
goal. However, one cannot be sure about the future of progress unless demo
cratic efforts can be made at each level of the country's li fe and problems ; thi s 
will not be possible unless the vast social responsibilities of thi s duty can be 
organizationally fulfilled . It is here that the problems of bureaucratic procedure 
and its insurmountable hindrances loom large. 

We should also be aware of another aspect of the contemporary evidence. 
It is of course clear that jolted by the Garibi Hatao promise and its popularit y 
the right-wing parties would not be able to cope with the Congress. Bu t 
Indiraji's promise should not have created any very new attractions in slates 
like West Bengal and Kerala where left-wing United Fronts had establi shed 
themselves in power. But Congress prestige has grea tly increased in those sta tes 
too. In seeking the reasons for this we are confronted by that terrible di s
appointment, that fearsome experience which showed us that in the exercise of 
executive power, even as large a left party as the CPM was not at all free from 
the bureaucratic mentality or its deluded and fren zied lust for power. It is not 
merely that the CPM would not depart from the traditional Congress maladminis
tration in utilising the official police and the bureaucracy in petty factionali sm. 
The deeper truth is that in this use of executive authority, much of the action 
and behaviour of the CPM was not associated with any principled social a im . 
Many promises of progress, many vows fo r un ity were ruined in merely filth y 
sectarian greed . In field s and barns. in villages and towns. there had awakened 
among the vast majority of the working people the asp irations of new endeavour. 
a firm and dignified self-confidence, yet the great poss ibiliti es inherent therein 
were sunk in the bottomless hell of perverse greed because of monstrous blunders 
and delusions, faction alist strife and chaos. So the U.F. broke up, its promi se 
was lost and the people again sought for redemption in the hands of the Congress . 

So after these experiences it must today be admitted th at the hindrances of 
bureaucracy do not merely vest in higher, intermediary or petty government 
bureaucrats. It is necessary to recognise the special content of state administ ra
tion for understanding the particular problem of bureaucracy. But that parti
cular problem does not represent the whole picture, which is ti ed up today with 
a more complex and greater crisis. In our present condition, the bureaucratic 
mentality and procedures are more widespread and have engulfed the entire 
society. We have already seen how that mentality is a form of social thought 
and action which is cooped within self-defeating practices and procedures. As 
a result of such practices and procedures, th~re occurs a divorce of the use of 
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power, the application of knowledge, the mode of thought or even the course 
of motivation from legitimate social goal and initiative. Consequently, even 
workincr class leadership (of the CPM type) may be whipped into merely anti
social "'mecralomania o~ frenzied vendettas. As a result, any resolution for 

"' working up mass force or mass movement may quite obviously begin to appear 
to society as a recrudescence of terror. The influence of this sort of bureaucratic 
mentality and procedure has become vast and widespread among -those distin
guished people or elite groups who at different levels of society take up the 
role of directing it or changing its pattern-be such people administrators or 
politicians. 

The results of this default will inevitably be most catastrophic with regard 
to the central role of political activity. The strength and organization of sound 
politics constitute the natural and ration?J means of clarifying and intensifying 
the just demands of society. For administrators or experts or any other profes
sional worker, the ideal of social progress and the need for responsible loyalty 
to it can only crystallize through action programme, mass support and will 
power of the political parties. So, the cure for what we have called the mentality 
and alienation of bureaucracy appears to be practically unavailable to the 
extent that it is obscured by the supreme social irresponsibility of political activity. 

It is definitely necessary to delve deep into history and sociology for tracing 
the causes and significance of this severe crisis. And then it might become clear 
that causes responsible for this extreme crisis were inherent in our colonial past. 
That led to the inextricable linkage of a kind of capitalist growth and middle
class culture with spurious affluence having little to do for the well-being of the 
production economy. Following it further one will inevitably be led to think 
of the disastrous consequences of the abstracted concept-ridden modes of our 
educational system. These discussions are outside the scope of the present essay. 
However, the new prOinise of democratic fulfilment which is before the country 
today will not succeed if the sort of bureaucratic hindrance, whose character 
we have been sketching, cannot be destroyed with all the strength of the body 
and soul we can command. It is urgently necessary to broaden and rationalize 
the dimensions of activity and struggle in civil society-among workers, peasants. 
middle-class people and every institution available. It should be remembered 
that if Indiraji's promise fails , then it is highly probable that the national 
bourgeoisie may not retain its patience with democracy. If in the meanwhile the 
political leadership of the working class restricts its democratic opportunities to 
merely patronage-mongering or to febrile ire at defeat in elections, then there 
will be no one left to fight on the side of democracy in any future hour of 
crisis. As a result, the probability of total fascism will then become inevitable . 
The great and world-wide role of the socialist world will, of course, endeavour 
to resist t~is_ possibility. But after all the quest for a path to progress and 
strength w1thm our country will have to be found out by ourselves; that cannot 
really be supposed to be the task of external action by the socialist world . 

T~is article o~iginally ~ppeared in ~h~ Bengali monthly Bichinta in April 1972. It has 
been .ranslated w1th the a1d and penn1ss1on of the author by Barun De and Rudrangshu 
Mukheqee. · 
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'Tradition'-An Enigma ? 

Arun Sankar Chowdhury 

The word 'tradition' in its bareness is not the same thing as a 'tradition' or 
'the tradition'. It has a much broader significa tion. The Oxford English 
Dictionary gives one meaning as 'artistic or literary principles based on accu
mulated experience and continuous usage' - a very unsa ti sfactory solution of 
the enigma. The many connotations of the word can be described as so many 
overlapping circles, each of which c!aims some ground of the others for its own. 
The OED definition implies such things as the sonn et tradition or the 'metaphysi
cal' tradition, or the pastoral tradition, or even the Wordsworthian tradition in 
nature-poetry, stretching it a bit. T. S. Eliot, however. gives us .1 nother defini
tion, by far the most comprehensive and imaginati ve one. which 'ha ll s at the 
frontier of metaphysics or mysticism', as he himself puts it. An awareness of 
tradition is a most difficult imaginati ve ex perience. Tt requires a breadth of 
vision, a historical sense (Eliot's phrase), which I do not pretend to have. I am 
groping for guidelines, as will be quit e obvious, and as a res ul t I have only 
generalities to offer. Hence my apologies. 

The opposite of tradition is individuality or novelt y. Till the time of Word s
worth nature had been mainly dealt with in Engli sh lit e ra ture as ~~ source of 
refined pleasure, as embellishment, as decoration. In Wnrcl sworth it becomes 
intensely personal, informed with a sp iri t which w~1s alm ost the substitute of 
God. This was something totall y new in Engli sh poetry. Other poe ts had had 
glimpses of such a mystic vi sion before. Th e correspo ndence between the world 
of man and the world o f nature had been noted :tnd made use of (as in 
Shakespeare). But Word sworth first founded the <nl ist ic principle of depicting 
nature as imbued with a spirit of its own. H e was fo llowed by generations of 
poets until the revolutionary ' principle' became a tradition T oday the tradition 
has found its way into the hearts of almost all literate men. and we look upon 
nature with new eyes. We are not conscious of the tradition that continually 
informs and qualifies our emotional response to natural beauty. It has become 
very much a part of the continuum into which we are born. Be it considered 
a bondage or a glorious inheritance, the artist amon g us has to accept it, quite 
as much as we have. But Wordsworth had been 'anticipated', and how are we 
to explain that? He did not invent the tradition , we feel. The explanation is 
simple. Goethe, a true traditionalist, once said that the worlcl is too old to 
admi t of novelty on the part of :mybody. The best thoughts have all been 
thought o ut , and nothing remains for us to do but to think them over anew. 
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Ta aore endorsed thi s view in an essay. Now what is the primary duty of the 
Jite~ary a rti st who des ires an audience? To give expression to the emotions, 
feelings, beliefs , in short , the traditions, of a group of people, his people The 
arti st cannot create only for hi s own pleasure, in which case the world forsakes 
him . And if he rejects all connections with the traditions of his country, h is 
times, and hi s people, he will be rejected in his turn, for understanding spr ings 
from sympathy, and sympathy is limited by experience. Since art is inseparable 
from li fe and Ji ving, it is <liso inseparable from trad ition. 

But we shalJ come to that equation later. What is the creative arti st to 
do? H e cannot create new emotions and sympathies . He can only draw people's 
attention to emotions and sympathies in them which have not been pointed out 
by others before him. And this is exactly what Wordsworth does. T hat he 
had been 'anticipated' merely proves the validity and universality of the ex
perience he has to communicate. 

The artist must entrench himself in the tradition(s) of a particular people, 
if he is to approach great art. All art springs from li fe itself, or life as ex
perienced by the individual. Experience consists primarily of sense-impressions 
and ideas. And art is the continuous interplay between impressions received 
by the senses and correspondences observed in the realm of ideas. Ideas in the 
abstract have an attraction of their own- and thi s opens a new vein of novelty 
which has been successfully exploited by many an artist. New intellectua l 
concepts are a lways novel to some extent. But such concepts seldom have room 
for further expansion or intensification. Hence they have a tendency to 'date' 
and are nicely fil ed and docketed. The arti st very rarely hits u pon a 
revolutionizing intellectual concept. He can have hi s own revolutions by way 
of intuition or expression. But the intellectual concept of permanent im port
ance (when it influences th e pattern of living) is not to be perceived in its 
totality in a fl ash- it does not suddenly ari se from a heterogeneous mi xture of 
experiences. It has a system of logic quite its own - which must be adh ered 
to. The true a rtist is usuall y unable to function wi th in such narrow limi ts. T hus 
novelty by way of intellectual concepts is not to be won by h im. H is laurels 
grow elsewhere. H e can onl y be intellectually novel at the expense of art. 

But we are still to clarify the entrenchment we spoke of. John M ilin gton 
Synge offers a superb example of conscious , willing entrenchment in the tradi
tions of a people. Following Yeats's advice, he went to the Aran islands . a 
complete stranger. H e stayed there until he had seen life on these island s in 
all its aspects. its joys and sorrows, its customs, beliefs, superstitions, lores. and 
its idiom . Thus entrenched he proceeded to embody the ex perience in writings. 
He had the furth er artistic advantage of a certain detachment, for he remained 
an outsider. H is was not a blood kinship but a deeply ima 2:inative one. And 
hi s knowledge of li tera ture enabled him to work within the f; amework of other 
literary traditio ns as well , such as that of classical tragedy in Riders to the Sea. 
Synge's is a case wh ere the a rtist focuses hi s talent on the raw-material of a 
tradition of his own choice. Yeats and other members of the Iri sh dram atic 
movement made a similar cho ice. But for most artists the choice is not so 
consciously made, and often there is no choice. The artist is born into a 
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certain tradition and has to work within that framework, since total rejection as 
we have seen, can only prove disastrous. 

Eliot writes: "What I mean by tradition involves all those habitual actions, 
habits, and customs, from the most significant religious rite to our conventional 
way of greeting a stranger, which represent the blood kinship of the 
sa me people living in the same place." (After Strange Gods, 1934). 
T radition can, therefore, in the final vision, be as all-embracing as life itself 
and yet have for one of its components such an insignificant item as 'our 
conventional way of greeting a stranger' . But why do we consider it 'insigni
ficant' ? Man is a creature of custom, as we all know. Ninety-nine per cent 
of our 'actions' are habitual - grown natural to us through long usage. When 
a fa t man slips on a banana skin we laugh. Here we see tradition working at 
the deepest level, the innermost core of consciousness, the uniform pattern of 
behaviour of nearly all human beings under certa in situations. When a man 
declares that it is cruel to laugh at a fat man slipping on a banana-skin , we 
laugh at him too. The human being in community has certain fundamental 
behavioural patterns which are his most ancient traditions until to-day we hardly 
know whether the child is or is not born with these pre-dispositions. Let us 
take another example when a loved parent di es, we cry. The tea rs ll ow from 
a combination of genuine grief and comforting attitudinization. But an 'outsider' 
can find no tears - as Camus shows -for he is outside the tradition, the way of 
life and death . Somewhere in the process of growing up he has a li enated 
himself. His reactions to experience are intensely personal and egocentric. He 
is a misanthrope, we say. Such misanthropes have always been portrayed in 
literature-Moliere has one, Shakespeare many. It is important to remember 
that such traditions on the communal or national sca le, too, spring from primal, 
instinctive needs. The Irish have 'keening' and the 'wake' both of which have 
been superbly used for the purposes of art by Synge. No tradition ever had its 
birth in mere affection-not even that of the professional mourners in the funeral 
procession, as found in Greece, for example. It is a monstrous lie , a hideous 
gesture towards the dead , one may feel. But perhaps it is also symbolic. All 
rituals are symbolic. We are to-day at a loss to understand how such a tradition 
could have come into existence. But since it exists, one can be sure that the 
prime motive had been real, that a deep a nd instinctive need had originally 
been answered by fake-mourning. 

Tradition must not be associated with the immovable, thought of as some
thing hostile to all change, Eliot warns us, though it necessarily has the inertia of 
all human institutions. Eliot favours a more dynamic view of tradition (leaves 
growing and undergoing the inevitable process of decay, on the tree of life) and 
the tree-metaphor he uses argues its organic growth from the roots of life. It is 
a way of life , a pattern of behaviour, which unrelentingly influences 
the individual. It embraces all the myriad facets of life. Life consists of a 
long cha in of situations involving choice and decision. The right thing to do 
varies with time and place. But the individual living in a particular place at 
a pa rtic ular point in time, must continuously and spontaneously know 
the right thing to do. He would have been incapable of facing the millions 
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· · h d ·t ot been for the helpincr hand of tradition which provides of rumor cnses a 1 n "' . 
him with time-tested and hence more-or-less reliable s~lutwns to every problem. 
When a l~wd parent dies, we become aware of con!hctmg emotl~ns w1thm us 

h h . !most threaten our sanity. Tradition resolves the conflict, eases the 
w !C a Th · d' 'd 1 · h f · f d "on1e!1ow reconciles us to life again. e m lVl ua ts, owever, ree gne , an ~ . . , . , _ 
to modify these solutions according to what I shall call Ius gemus , or even to 
reject them aitogether and strike out on his own. But, ~s we ha:'e ~a1d, t,o 
deny tradition in its totality is to forsake famthanty and hve an extle 111 one's 
own land, to loose all identity in the eyes of the world as well as 111 ones 

own eyes. . . . . . 
The tradition of one country may have its exact oppostte 111 the tradtl ton ol 

another. For example, the cow has been a sacred animal in lndia [rom ihe dawn 
of memory, whereas in the Western countries it has simultaneously graced the 
field ami the dinner table. The reasons for such an opposition are-climatic, 
regarding the nature of the soil, the biologicai needs of the people, occupational, 
and thus finally religious. Now, the first generation of English-educated youth 
in Benaal rebeiled acrainst the trad itional taboo on beef-eating. They were not 

0 "' 
establishing a new tradit ion, as some of them thought, but merely trying to do 
away with the older one- and even in that they failed. Most of them came from the 
middle-class, which had no roots in the soil. The peasant of India can readily 
tinct sympathy for the trad ition to this day, for the conditions of life which or iginal
ly engendered it have not changed substantially in the rural areas . The new 
intelligentsia, when they set out to break that tradition, failed to realize that they 
had never belonged to it. 

Now, if that is what tradition is to the ordinary individual, it is also one 
of the two ways in which tradition affects the arti st-as a social being. But 
tradition has another mean ing for the literary artist as an individual in the world 
of art. In his essay on Tradition and the Individual Tatem T. S. Eliot expresses 
the complex of emotion and idea which is tradition to him as a literary artist. 
I beg permission to quote him at length, even at the risk of seeming highly second 
hand. I could have given a dull paraphrase of his vitally alive prose and some
how described in pedestrian terms a vision which Eliot alone was capable of 
having. But 1 lind it easier to go to the master in all humbleness. Eliot first 
points out 'o ur tendency to insist, when we praise a poet upon those aspects of 
his work in which he least resembles anyone else. In these aspects or parts of 
hts work we pretend to find what is individual, what is the peculiar essence of 
the man ... whereas if we approach a poet without this prejudice we shall 
oLten find that not on ly the best, but the most ind ividual parts of his work may 
b~ those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality most 
vtgoro~sly . . . Yet if the only form of tradition, of handing down, consisted in 
followmg the ways of the immediate generation before us in a blind or timid 
adherence . to its successes, " tradition" should positively be discouraged .. . 
!radttton ts a matte r o l much wider significance. It cannot be · inherited, and 
1t yo~ wa_nt It you must obtain it by great labour. It involves, in the first place, 
the htstoncal sense, ... ~mel the ~istorical sense involves a perception, not only of 
the pastness of the past, but of rts presence; the historical sense compels a man to 
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write not merely with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the 
whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the 
literature of his own country has a simultaneous existence and composes a simul
taneous order. This historical sense ... is what makes a writer traditional'. 
As regards the evaluation of an artist Eliot once again advocates a traditional 
basis : 'No poet, no artist of any art has his complete meaning alone. His 
significance, his appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets 
and artists. You cannot value him alone; you must set him, for contrast and 
comparison, among the dead .... The existing monuments form an ideal order 
among themselves, which is modified by the introduction of the new work of 
art among them. The existing order is complete before the new work arrives ; 
for order to persist after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order 
must be, if ever so slightly, altered ; and so the relations, proportions, values of 
each work of art toward the whole are readjusted ; and this is the conformity 
between the old and the new.' 

A work of art can be roughly said to have two dimensions- form and content. 
Tradition takes on a distinctive meaning in either of these two spheres. In a 
successful piece of writing form and content are, of co urse, inseparable. In 
Camus's Fall or Hemingway's Old Man and the Sea, the form is a vital element 
of the theme. There is a story to be told in each novel. And the method of 
narration is not only intimately directed by the demands and intensities of the 
story, it has its own part of the story to tell. The liquid mass must be wncretized, 
and given a shape. And while the shape (or form) has a subtle relationship with the 
nature of the matter contained, it can also put its own mark on the work of 
art. (This particularly happens when the experience to be communicated is so 
fluid that the form is imposed rather than evolved.) 

In literature, traditions regarding the form are what aid and vex the literary 
artist the most. The artist is aware of the impress ions he wants to communicate. 
The 'intuition' is there within him, urging him towards 'express ion' . The artist 
knows that he cannot have tota l control over the \:xp ression'- therc is a natural 
energy in the impressions he has collected which will ca rve its own path. The 
most he can do is to decide upon the form beforehnnd so that some sort of control 
and communicability is at once guaranteed. Tradition makes itself felt to him even 
as he tries to decide whether what he has lo express will best suit the short lyric 
poem, or the long narrative poem, or the poetic elrama, or a naturalistic prose 
play, or a novel. Actually there is very little deliberation. For the artist at once 
'knows'. His familiarity with the art-forms, the many traditions, immediately 
makes the right choice on his behalf, and he find s himself thinking in terms of 
stanzas or cantos or chapters from the very beginning of the creative process. 
Form and content break surface already in a half-fused state. 

It is easy to see that novelty by way of form is not easily achievable, for 
each of the traditions vr art-forms mentioned above has great flexibility and an 
almost infinite capacity to suit the individual talent. The poetic drama can 
accommodate an Eliot, and the naturalistic prose-play has added on dimensions 
until to-day it has room enough for Eugene O'Neill, Tennesee Williams, Arthur 
Miller and the absurdists. The novel, the one form which has taken maximum 
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· hme t tends itsel[ to almost al! artists and leaves them with the grea test punts n , . . . · · · h 
freedom. Because o[ its very stretchabtltty, so to speak, Literary cntlctsm as 
been rorced to recognize smaller traditions within _its framewo~k. -~enc,e today 
we can talk with the greatest ease and understandmg of sue~ tr~d1t10ns as the 
stream of consciousness novel, the picaresque novel, the htstoncal novel, the 
'epic' novel, or even just the ·dramatic' novel or the 'romantic' novel. 

The individual artist can be original in the truest sense of the term and yet 
work within a certain tradition, thereby enriching it- almost re-shaping it, one 
might say. Let us go to Shakespeare for elucidation . Sonnet-sequ~nces. had 
become very much a matter of convention when Shakespeare took up hts qutll to 
immortalize Mr. W. H. What Shakespeare had to express was an unusually 
intense and pure love for a young man much above the poet in station and rank. 
It was an unusual theme. Shakespeare chose the sonnet-sequence without hesita
tion. His subject was not absolutely alien to that tradition. The sonnet-sequence 
is a kind of poetic game in which poets of refined sensibilities would engage for 
pleasure and for profit. To Shakespeare the rules of the game were not an 
unnecessary impediment. The discipline of the form was needed for the clear 
articulation of his ranging emotions. Poetry is emotion recollected in tranquillity, 
Wordsworth said. The 'form' in Shakespeare's case was as much the consequence 
as the cause of 'tranquillity' ; and Shakespeare knew the value of order only too 
well, in life as in poetry. 

In literature no new art-forms have been invented over the last few centuries 
except the novel and the short story. The story of the rise of the English novel 
is well known. The coming of the printing press, the extension of the reading 
public, the new middle class with its incessant demand for more reading matter
the causes have been delved into by critics again and again, until very little 
mystery remains. The kind of mystical aura that surrounds the origins of drama 
is missing here, mainly because of the availability of documents. The fact to be 
noted here is that the art-form evolves when the historical need for it was felt. 
It was Richardson who blundered upon the form, but we feel that its advent was 
inevitable. The first generation of novel-readers had their own civilization, their 
own overall tradition and the material for the novel was ready at hand when the 
novel came. Here we see the relation between form and content in literature, 
or the two kinds of tradition that influence the artist-his civilization and the 
'formal' tradition which arises to express it. The same holds true for the short 
story. In the breathless modern world there had to be such a form. A last 
example will clarify the point further. The literature of the post-war world is 
characterized by a certain formlessness. This formkssness in the world of art 
has its counterpart in our spiritual world-the extremely modern malady of 
rootlessness. A form implies a tradition, and tradition implies roots. It must 
also be added that in view of the fragmentation of society in our modern world , 
the possibility of a revival of the epic form has disappeared. And many a 
renowned critic holds that the novel is our substitute for the epic. The implica
tions are obvious. 

The eternal conflict of the artist with tradition (in life or in letters) is 
one of the most interesting aspects of the history of literature. No age 
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has ever been fully content with its civilization. The need for change has always 
been felt. The artist, according to his temperament, has tried to indicate the 
direction in which change would be most welcome. Often there has only been 
the need for change, in isolation, producing infinite bitterness and misery. I shall 
take only three examples, though examples abound, to highlight three different 
aspects of this conflict with tradition. 

Mark Twain, in Huckleberry Finn has set forth his own 'boy-child' days on 
the Mississipi. In his Life on the Mississipi he describes all the changes that had 
come over life on the river in a period of some forty years. From the steam
boating days to the railroading days, in short. America had continually gained 
economic and commercial prosperity through these decades. Li fe had become 
safer, more orderly, more organized. Now, Twain was also a vicious anti
Romantic, as his Conneciticut Yankee or the ou tburst against Sco tt proves. He 
tried to be consistent in his acceptance of the machine civilization that was sweep
ing off the older world he knew, the traditions in which he had been brought up. 
There was a conflict within himself : he could see the good points of both the 
older tradition and the new. And as a result we find him rebelling in Huckleberry 
Finn against the very civilization he hnd so eagerly welcomed. 

The second case is a parallel one, though preceding the other by a few 
centuries: Marlowe and the tragedy of Renaissance Humanism is a well-worn 
topic among literary critics. The Renaissa nce saw an outburst of energy, hope 
and ambition which has never been paralleled. The whole humanistic tradition 
which evolved from the revival of learning was based on an unshakable fa ith in 
the perfectability and conquering spirit of man. The world was a battlefield on 
which laurels were to be won in plenty. Thi s eager buoyant spirit of adventure 
and conquest is reflected in Dido and Tamburlaine. Marlowe's ea rly plays. But 
then the disillusionment starts- with Doctor Faustus. Th ere had already been 
indications in Tamburlaine. Now Marlowe's world becomes progressively 
smaller and meaner. The stature of the hero dimini shes. The expansive urge 
gradually ebbs away into a d iminutive trend until , through Jew of Malta we 
arrive at Edward IT, a narrow, petty, selfi sh world of men who snap at each 
other like a pack of hungry dogs. All th e stages of the conflict in the artist's 
mind are faithfully reflected in his work. 

The third case is that of Sarat Ch<mdra Chattopadhyay, the great social 
novelist of Bengal of the early twentieth century. In him we see the conflict 
between tradition and the creative artist in the purest form. The traditional 
structure of Bengali society had attained a state of extreme rigidity when Sarat 
Babu came on the literary scene. As a man and as a creative artist he could 
feel within himself certain emotions and sympathies which left no doubt in his 
mind as to what was his theme. He took up the cause of the individual pitted 
against an inscrutable Samaj. There was no conflict, no division within him
self. Hence the extreme clarity and simplicity of his narrative style. Hence the 
emotive unity of his work as a whole. 

* * * * * 
T agore in his poem Premer Abhisek has also given us an imaginative vision 

of tradition. Love has made the ordinary man a 'King'-this is the theme of the 
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poem, broadly speaking. But what we are actually shown is the awakening of 
the historical sense. A common human emotion is established in tradition. The 
movement is from the individual to the traditional, from time to eternity, from 
form to idea (Plato) from the circumference to the centre. The immediacy, the 
obliquity, the uniqueness, the novelty-all these sharp contours are eroded, but 
the halo of tradition is added. The process is one of release, from the bondage 
of the particular into the sovereign glory of the universal. The lover is conscious 
of the fact that, 'Love in a hut, is, Love forgive us, Cinders, ashes and dust' 
(Keats). There is the need for release-
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Eliot had seen the 'monuments' existing in a timeless order. The lover in 
Tagore's poem has a vision, too, of a timeless 'Kingdom' of the great lovers 
through the ages : Nal and Damayanti, Shakuntala, Pururaba, Mahasweta, 
Subhadra, Shiva and Parvati. He feels a oneness with them, his experience is 
enhanced and enriched by reverber~tion 
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Tradition thus becomes a sense of unity with the world-spirit. Wordsworth's 
solitary reaper, and Keats's nightingale, both undergo a similar transformation, 
from the individual to the universal. Najrul has shown that emplacement in 
twdition can glorify even such a thing as poverty-

:~~. ~~~~~ 
~~w~~~. 
<f.~~ I' [The crown again , though 

a crown of thorns.] 

If poetry is the deepest feeling of the human heart, whatever stirs it deeply has 
to be enshrined in that central core of universal tradition , the one from- which 
the many emanate. 
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The World of Young Aurobindo 
Bengal, 1872-1905 

Hircn Chakraharti 

Aurobindo Ghose was born a hundred years ago when the sun never set on 
the British empire. Ocean highways were bejewelled with British posts, India being 
the brightest jewel of them all. Imperialists shuddered to think what would 
happen were India free: 'We should lose its splendid market. .. ; we should 
lose. . . the only formidable element in our fighting strength ; . . . we should 
sink into a third-rate power.'1 The motive behind the possession of India was 
admittedly selfish, but consolation was to be had from the thought of carrying the 
White Man's burden. Despotic but benevolent, British rule had brought peace 
and unity to a land once torn by internecine war ; English education and the 
Western sciences were bringing an ancient but priest-ridden people to the threshold 
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of modern times; and the Guardians, so some of them believed , were preparing 

their Indian wards in the art of self-government. 

Among the rulers the pride of place went of course to the Viceroy. . For the 
burea ucracy he was the incarnation of izzat or prestige and, for the Indians, long 
used to absolute rule an imitation-Mughal. Chosen however for four or five 
years, the Viceroy w~s a bird of passage, who came and we~t _with ve~y little 
understanding of the Indian world. The bureaucrats-the D1stnct Magistrates, 
Superintendents of Police, Divisional Commissioners, etc.-h~d a much ,longer 
stay during which they took great pains for what they descnbed as the moral 
and material progress' of the people. But their interests also lay at 'home'. 

They were the Guardians of India. But there were Indians who thought 
otherwise, and risings dotted the later nineteenth century. Some of these were 
tribal, some agrarian, and most of them local. The rising of 1857, the swahsong 
of the Princes, was on a much larger scale, but it was thoroughly suppressed by 
the Company Bahadur, and the Princes were made faithful allies of the Raj , the 
co-sharers in its pomp and pageantry. The masses of agricultural and labouring 
proletariat also stood wholly outside of political life. They were Muslims or 
untouchables or members of the lower castes of Hindu so:: iety. English edu::ation 
had not 'en lightened' them and, as ever, they were fatalistic and far too much 
taken up with the task of earning a livelihood. For them, the sarkar, as re
.., resented by the tyrannical Indian daroghas,2 was ma-bap. On the whole , pax 
Britannica, aided by the Penal Code, ruled supreme. 

Our self-styled historians of the swadeshi movement, who wax eloquent over 
Sri Aurobindo, their only stock-in-trade, seem to be blissfully ignorant of the social 
and economic origins of Indian nationalism in the years which saw him grow to 
manhood. Political consciousness in the years after 1857 was confined for the 
most part to the English-educated professional people and rent-receivers, most 
of whom came from the upper castes of Hindu society. In Bengal, where British 
rule had first entrenched itself, they were known as bhadralok. Unlike the Western 
'middle classes' they were not the products of changes in the means of production. 
Trade and industry held little attraction for their bhadralok tastes. Their caste 
r~les also prevented any great social mobility of the Weste~n type. Their interests 
differed from those of the Princes. Considerable numbers of them were sustained 
by the Permanent Settlement (1793) of the land revenue. Aware of the material 
ga ins to be had from knowing English , they sent their sons to schools to receive 
Engli sh education. At the same time some of them- Aurobindo's father beino one 
-had no doubt been impressed by the culture of the West. Thus they lay ;oliti
cally serene in 1857 and busied themselves with social and relioious reforms if 
not with westernisation. "' ' 

Nevertheless, the pollination of Western ideas combined with their own 
economic distress politically to rouse the bhadralok. The study of Romantic 
literature and the European history of revolt germinated the sentiments of nationa
lity and liberty among them. Besides, the Indian summer of the Bengali 
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bhadralok was over by the 1870s, and quite a number of zamindars and lesser 
rent-receivers were found to be in a decaying state. Subinfeudation of zamindari 
rights had created, within eighty years of the introduction of the Permanent 
Settlement, myriads of rent-receivers with intermediate tenure-holding interests. 
The inheritance laws also led to the splitting up of tenures into innumerable 
shares. In the hope of eking out their income the bhadralok began frantica lly 
to look for other avenues of employment. They filled the clerica l posts or 
became teachers. M~ny crowded the bar to form what Bipinchandra Pal 
remi'niscingly described as the Vakil R aj" and to become disgruntled lawyers 
with' little respect for 'legitimate' means of agitation. The more ambitious among 
them looked higher up, at the 'heaven-born' Indian Civil Service.' The 
bhadralok patriotic agitation was about to begi n. 

But theirs was an odd kind of patrioti sm. They m ively agreed wi th the 
Guardians that British rule was a godsend for India. Their ag itati on had th erefore 
a p~destrian beginning. It began not with a demand fo r polit ica l rights but with 
petit ions for employment within the framework of the Raj. T he Queen's 
Protlamation of 1858, which had promised educa ted Indians free and imparti al 
admission to 'Offices in Our Service', was the Magna Carta to the Indian proto
nationalists who had been bred on the hi story of England . 

\ 

Competitive examinations for the J.C.S. were held in England. England 
was_ a far cry. It also held numerous fears for the domes ticated bhadralok. 
Besides, the Government did not want that Indians, espec ia lly Benga li s, should 
be in the I.C.S. Possibly vexed by the thought that Benga li s would one day be 
their intellectual equals, the higher authoriti es began to doubt their manly 
virtues:5 The English-educated bhadralok were undaunted. Though brown, 
they wanted to share the White Man's burden. T he admi ss ion in 1869 o( 
Surendranath Banerjea and two other Benga li s to the I.C.S. was, as Surend ra 
nath's disciple and later hi s opponent , Bi pinchandra Pal, put it , fo r many of 
their compatriots 'really the inauguration of a new movement. . . to enter the 
Civil Service in increasing numbers and thereby gradually take charge of the 
administration of our country into our own hands'. '· 

The civilian-patriots were no doubt imperialists born in the wrong country. 
Some rude shocks were in store for them. Surendranath was di smissed in 1874 
for a peccadillo. His educated countrymen considered his di smi ssal 'an open 
attack by the British officials ... upon their rights as equal [sic] subjects of the 
Britannic Majesty ... This was really the beginning of our political conflict . . . 
which was the parent of our . . . freedom movement.' 7 Two years later, the 
maximum age-limit for admission into the I .C.S. was lowered from 21 to 19-
another 'deliberate attempt' in the eyes of the bhadralok to strengthen the bar 
against them.8 The Viceroy Lord Lytton did not know whether Government 
could 'answer satisfactorily the charge of having taken every means in their 
power of breaking to the heart the word of promise they have uttered to the 

ear.'' 
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'Surrender-nee took up the challenge. Through his newly formed _Indian 
Association he began to politicise English-educated Indians in many provmces
a thing that had never been tried before. He beg~n. to lectu~e Calcutta 
students about Mazzini and Garibaldi. Some secret soctettes were formed and 
young Bengalis-always the ready dupes of politiciat~s-began to dream of 
martyrdom in the cause of would-be civilians. In hts salad .days (1 87~?) 
Rabindranath Tagore had been a member of one such secret socwty, of whtch 
he has left us an interesting account in his Jivansmriti. Pal admitted : 'Politics 
did not involve in those days any sufferings . . The whole thing was · · · a 
pastime'.' 0 

Surendranath's a im had been twofold : ra!Slng the age-limit for I.C.S. 
candidates and the holding of competitive examinations simultaneously in 
England and India. His Indian Association was no doubt an elite group 
trying to excite oth~rs only in order that its own interests might be ser: ed. 
Nationalism-or rather a community of feeling-among English-educated Indtans 
was a by-product of this agitation. Meanwhile the supply of subordinate ap
pointments had also continued to fall short of the demand of the ever-growing 
English-educated for whom job-hunting became an exercise in wild goose-chase. 
Numerous political associations were formed in the districts of Bengal. There 
were unpleasant press criticisms of the Government's employment policy and 
of racial arrogance on the part of some caddish members of the ruling commu
nity. Lytton's answer was the Vernacular Press Act of 1878. 

Meanwhile, in 1873, the Brahmo reformer Rajnarayan Basu, who was ' the 
grandfather of Indian nationalism' as well as of the year-old Aurobindo, had 
started sighing as an ancient Hindu ('briddha Hindu') for 'sekal' (good old days) 
and asserted the excellence of Hinduism. Many anglicised Hindus felt further 
proud of their past when, in 1879, the Theosophical Society came to India to 
proclaim the greatness of orthodox Hinduism.' 1 I t was about this time that 
Bengal's leading publicist, Bankimchandra Chatterjee, wrote the song which was 
destined to provide the nationalist slogan, Bande Mataram. In 1882 the song 
founda a place in Anandamath, his novel about the sannyasi rebels of the 1770s. 

Next year came the Anglo-Indian agitation against the II bert Bill to raise 
Indian nationalism from its job-hunting level. The Bill had aimed at giving 
Indian District Magistrates and Sessions Judges the power to try European British 
subjects. The Burra Sahibs, who formed in India a super-caste of 'white 
Brahmins', were upset at the thought of trial before uncivilised 'natives' . They 
threatened personal violence to the Viceroy, Lord Ripon, who virtually dropped 
the Bill like a hot potato. The moral was plain to the bhadralok. First, they 
learned from the Anglo-Indians 'the A.B.C. of seditious campaign' . The libert 
Bill agitation 'burnt into the mind of the Indian politician the fateful lesson that 
if India is to protect . . . her legitimate rights, she must initiate as violent an 
agitation'.12 Second , racial antagonism between rulers and ruled was exacerbated. 
The spell of England on many educated Bengalis began to wear off and the con
viction was born that India must develop on her own lines instead of imitating 
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the West. Social reforms and westernisation received a jolt, and politics and 
religion began to mingle. Social evils like caste and untouchability began to 
be held up as marks of virtue rather than of vice. Even the modernist Brahmo 
Keshub Chandra Sen, whose admiration for Christian values had made him 
a loyalist, came under the influence of Ramakrishna and felt nostalgic about 
Hindu tradition. Neo-Vaishnavism flouri shed under Keshub's associate Vijay
krishna Goswami, who found patriotic discipies in Bipin Pal and Ashwini Dutt. 
Rabindranath had already composed his songs in praise of Radha and Krishna . 
Now his guru, Bankim, began to write on the mess ianic Krishna , whose virtues 
the degenerate Hindus were called upon to cultivate. Christ was giving way to 
Krishna, and the Gita was being substituted for the Bible. 

The Moderates of the Indian National Congress, which was founded in 1885, 
refused to listen to this peccant string in Indo-British relat ions. They fondly 
imagined themselves as representing Her Majesty's Opposition in India. They 
tried to influence public opinion in England through 'constitutional agitation'. 
They prayed for simultaneous examinations, the reduction of military expendi
ture, the separation of the judicia ry from the executive, a wider basis of Gov
ernment, and so on. Their prayers met with little success. The walls of' 
Whitehall, Calcutta, and the cloud land of Sim la stood un breached. The Viceroy 
Lord Dufferin, who had fathered the Congress, left it in the lurch by ignoring it 
as a 'microscopic minority' which represented neither the peasants nor the nobles . 
Moreover, the huge minor ity community of Muslims, led by Sir Syed Ahmed of 
Aligarh, were left cold by Congress agitation. The socia l, economic and educa
tional disparity between H indus and Muslims and the Muslim fear that the 
ballot box would mea n Hindu rule ensu red Muslim loyalty. 

While the Modera tes cont inued to indu lge in tl1cir fatuous oratory each year 
during their three-day 'ta111aslw' , a new kind or politici<!ns began to emerge
the Extremists. Moderate methods displeased them. But thi s is not to say that 
the failure of Moderate methods caused the rise or E xtremism, th ough it is usual 
for our historians to suppose so. Moderates and Extremi sts are unsati sfactory 
terms and may be used only for the sake o[ convenience. The two term s pre
suppose that both gro ups had the same goal and that the dispute between them 
was about methods to arrive at that goa l. On the contrary, the aims o[ the 
two groups were bas ically differen t. To di stingu ish between their methods is 
therefore irrelevant. 

The Moderates, with their firm belief in the British sense o[ justice, tried to 
purge the British Raj of its 'un-British' or ignoble elements and to consolidate 
their own position under the protecting British Government or, at best, a colonial 
self-government. Moderation as a method- prayers and petitions-admirably 
suited their modest ambition. The Extremist protest, on the other hand , was 
not against ' un-British' rule but against British rule itself. The goal of the 
Extremists was freedom, though they did not frankly say this until 1906. Besides 
th is political goal , they h ad a cultural programme. Revolted by the anglophile 
ways of the Moderates they began to look askance at anything likely to 
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westernise India and confirm Bri tish hold over her. They looked forward to 
seeing an India which was stubbornly Indian, preferably Hindu,. and unc~r~upted 
either by British rule or by Western civilisation. Much of th1s new .spmt was 
dross and uncritical bombast, but it was to serve its purpose by appealing keenly 

to the national pride. 

New forces had to be gathered against British rule till an open war 
could be declared against it. Bankim;::hand ra's literary successor, Rabindranath, 
co ined the word otmaslzakti (self-help or self-reliance) and added it to the 
Extremist vocabulary. Tilak of Maharashtra began to rally orthodox Hindus 
in support of the Extremist cause . A uro bindo of Bengal went one better. 
At Cambridge he had elegised on Parnell, taken a First, and refused to take the 
riding test for the I.C.S. Back in India, he strongly pleaded for New Lamps for 
0/d- the manoeuvring of the proletariat instead of depending on the English
educated few. Two British officers were assassi~ated at Poena at the time of 
the Diamond Jubilee celebration of the reign of Queen Victoria. In the same year 
Swami Vivekananda, the worshipper of Kali, began to call on young Bengalis 
to be abhih or fearless. Once again they began to fo rm associations devoted to 
physical culture and to Vi vebnar.da's ideal of social service, not social reform. 
The Calcutta Anushilan Samiti, fo unded at the turn of the century, was one such 
association. Aurobindo's bro ther Barin was soon to join forces with it. The 
fiery Nivedita , on whom the Swami's mantle fell in 1902, had already seen 
Aurobindo, who was teach ing in Baroda and toyi ng with the idea of a revolution 
in cooperation with the Marathas. 

Meanwhile the Viceroy Lord Curzon had come to assist the Raj to its 
demise."' An efficiency-monger, he did everything in his power to enrage the 
disgruntled bhadralok. He curtailed their power over mun icipal administration. 
His holier-tha n-thou h0mi le on the Eastern standard of truth stung their 
self-respect. His statement on the necessity of putting the 'natives' in their place 
and keeping the highest offices for Englishmen was naturally regarded by the 
Bengalis as a reflection on their own competence. His Universities Bill, which 
aimed at lessening the number of 'discontended B.A.s and the army of failed 
candidates', offended them.H But above all, his Partition of Bengal (L905) 
arrayed many Bengalis against the Government. 

The original motive behind the Partition was excellent. Bengal was an 
unwieldy province which included Bihar and Orissa besides Bengal proper. T o 
be efficiently administered it had to be parti tioned . But by insisting, in the face 
of endless protests, on partition ing Bengal proper, Curzon gave rise to the 
suspicion that his real motive was· political and not administrative. The Parti
tion was resented because, as Curzon himself said , it threatened to 'cut athwart 
the political ambitions of those ... agitators who looked in the future to an 
occasion when they might bring the undivided force of the whole Bengali race 
to bear upon the ... Government in their struggle fo r political concessions' .1 " 

Bengali Hindu agitators, more than the province of Bengal, had become too 
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unmanageable. Calcutta was their chief centre of agitation. But it was no t the 
only centre. Dacca and Mymensingh, two eastern districts of ·Benga l, had be
come 'a hotbed of the purely Bengal i movement , un friendly if not seditious' . 
There was political advantage in severing these di stricts from Benga l proper and 
joining them with Assam. Jn Besides these two di stricts, a few other eastern and 
north Bengal districts were added to Assam to form a prov ince 'where 
Mahommedan interests would be strongly represented if not predominant' ." 
Curzon found it 'desirable to encourage the growth of . . . loca l aspira ti ons' 
instead of the growth of an all-Bengal fecling.1 8 

The Partition had however come too late to nip Benga li nationali sm in the 
bud. Instead it caught a Tartar. Aurobindo came over from Baroda to take 
up Principalship of the Bengal National College and write for the E xtremist 
organ Bande Mataram. British goods were boycotted . Terrori sm followed suit 
when the bhadralok-chotolok dichotomy in Bengali society prevented a uni versa l 
resistance to British rule In this struggle however Bengali literature and art 
received a great accession of strength , mainly in the hands of Rabindrana th and 
his nephew Abanindranath. The Bengali bhadralok was found to be Jess lotus
eating than before and more dangerous than the hnndarlog a t whom Kipling had 
scoffed.19 The Partition thus signali sed the first serious clash between the Raj 
and the ambiiious literat i o f Benga l- a clash which very soon los t its anti 
Partition character and beca me anti-Briti sh. The father-figure of th e Ra j began 
to recede. The bluff of a few tho usa nd Engli shmen ruling millions in India was 
no longer working well. From now on the unres t became continuous. Shadows 
began to lengthen across the empire, though th e sun was to take more than 
forty years to set. 
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With Malice Towards None 

Frank and Fair. 

Surprised eyebrows may be raised ::lt the publication of the Magazine after 
such a long time, not forgetting the impish one published three years ago. The 
issue at hand is not a white petper no r a yellow journal nor a red book. We 
have attempted to revive some of the traditional colours of the College Magazine 
1n so far as they have appealed to us . 

Suggestions poured in on us but genuine co-operation and help were scarce 
as we gingerly went about the work of producing this vulnerable printed matter. 
Help and co-operation came in abundance from the Professor-in-charge, Dr. Hiren 
Chakrabarti , who knew this issue intimately as it grew and kept a benign eye 
on our work though leaving room for independent thinking. We are also beholden 
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to Prof. Arun Kumar Das Gupta who went out of his way to help us in producing 
this issue. No word of thanks can express our gratefulness to Sri Satyajit Ray 
who found time to produce the piece of art that decorates the cover, and the 
lettering that embellishes our title page. These he did in spite of his numerous 
other enterprises of great pitch and moment and despite the fact that a lot of 
irrelevant lampoon had been hurled at him in our last issue. The tall man found 
it nobler in his mind to forgive than to look back in anger. 

We can add quite a few cubits to our heights as we have traversed the not
so-primrose path to this issue more or less alone. The first thorn in the way 
was the budget : the authorities seemed strangely ignorant of the increase in 
paper and printing costs. A point that must be made here is that why don't 
professors contribute to the Magazine Fund ? After all, it is a College Magazine 
and professors are as much a part of the college as the students are. 

Then came the traumatic experience regarding contributions. We know 
from this time's experience that contributions showing some level of cerebration 
are really rare. What poured into the Magazine Box was largely short-stories and 
poems, particularly the latter. Verily has Tagore written that poetry is a passion 
with Bengalis (For heaven's sake, don't write letters or pass comments on this. 
for if Tagore did not say such a thing then he should have .) The poems that we 
received were more akin to banshee wails than to poems and to Double Dutch 
than either. 

Contributions from the Science stream were few and far between . We 
presume that those who did not write are too submerged in their text-books and 
too pre-occupied with getting first classes to stoop to the low level of a Magazine 
that does not help in examination success. The Post-Graduate students, as in all 
other activities of the College, looked on like step-brothers : most of them are 
perhaps too erudite to write in a College Magazine, they would rather spend their 
time in intellectual verbosity or in superior silence than put pen to paper. 

Contributions from girls were infrequent. The feminine members are after 
all too concerned with their sarees, their cosmetics, their beauty and their human 
relations (sic). This being the age of Women's Lib., we must grant them the 
right to blush and giggle. We write these lines with no hard feelings but in our 
own pessimistic and wond.::ring mood we record rather th:m condemn the 
strangeness of the time. 

* * • • 

"That undiscovered country from whose bourne no 
traveller returns." 

Every year death takes away some of those who had held aloft the name and 
pride of the College, many of whose names had added lustre to our alumni rolls. 
But that great inevitable has been particularly severe in the immediate past. 

We lost Prof. Srikumar Banerjee, th~ eminent scholar and the mastarmahasay 

of several generations, 
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Prof. Prosanto Mahalanobis, the grand old man of statistics and so many 

other branches of learning left us this year. 

Prof. Tarak Sen passed into time eternal, leaving a great void in the tradition 
of Percival and Prafulla Ghosh and in the lives of so many of his students, friends 

and admirers. 
Thanks to our firebrand revolutionaries the death of Prof. J . C. Sengupta 

passed unmentioned in the last issue of the College Magaz ine. Prof. Sengupta 
was not only the Principal of the College for a considerable period of time but 
was responsible in many ways for bringing the College to its present shape. We 
mourn his death, regret the fact that his death was overlooked and recall his 
dedication and his life-long work for the College. 

Those whom the gods love, the wise tell us, die early. In the process of this 
divine love, we have lost somebody whom we deeply revered and sincerely loved. 
We refer to Prof. Amal Bhattacharji whose quiet, gentle but overwhelming 
presence and stupendous scholarship are memory now. Prof. Bhattach arj i' s 
mortal remains have perished, but his spirit lives in the enthusiasm, inspirat ion , 
learning and sincerity he permeated among the younger generation of Engli sh 
scholars. Prof. Bhattacharji will never be forgotton by all those that knew him 
and his students will forever murmur "More is thy due than more than all can pay ... 

Prof. Suren Majumdar passed away this year. Qu ite a major portion of hi s 
long life had been spent as a History ·teacher in the College. 

Our condolences go out to the families of Janab Safar Ali and Sri Rakesh 
Deb Roy. Their deaths have deprived the Science Library and the Ph ysiology 
Department of two able workers. May their souls rest in peace. 

While going to press news came of the sudden death of Prof. S. S. Podcbr 
of the English Department. In his death we have lost a valuable teacher. 

* * * * 

Snippets of Significance. 

Abu Sayeed Chaudhuri : With the election of Abu Sayeed Chaudhuri as th e 
President of Bangladesh, our college has the rare honour of producin~ (\I O 

Presidents of two separate countries. The President of Bangladesh honoured the 
College with a visit on · December 4. ~ 

Ashin Das Gupta : The Head of the Department of Hi story, Dr. Ashin Das 
Gupta, has left for Heidelberg on a guest professorshi p. Thou gh the students 
of history now miss the lectures of one of their most brilli ant professors , let them 
not forget that Prof. Das Gupta's presence on the Continent may mean anothe r 
bout of document-hunting at the Hague and new light perhaps on some aspects 
of Indian trade. - -

B~shnu Dey : ~~~ lovers of li~erature must have been extremely pleased at 
B1shnu Dey rece1vmg the Jnanpzth award. We were particul3rly elated as th e 
poet had been for some time a professor in the Engli sh Denartment of the Colle'!e , . . ~ 
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JNU's gain : Dr Tapas Majumdar of the Department of Economics and 
Dr Sivatosh Mukherjee of the Department of Zoology h:~ve gone away to 
J awaharlal Nehru University. JNU's gain has been Presidency's loss. 

Soumen Bhattacharya : Rhodes Scholarships are a coveted prize for students all 
over the Commonwealth, Germany and U.S.A. Soumen Bhattacharya, a student 
of our college, received the Indian scholarship in 1971. He is presently at 
Exeter College, Oxford. 

Sukanta Chaudhuri : Fresh laurels have been brought to the College by Sukanta 
Chaudhuri who has received a congratulatory first in English at the Oxford 
University. 

* * * * 

A Centre for Economic Studies. 

A new development in the College is the Centre for Economic Studies set up by 
the U.G.C. This provides opportunity for the expansion of the Economics 
Department which has now a possibility of developing into a School for Economic 
Studies. The Centre that has been set up is a part of Presidency College and 
is controlled by the Principal ; such a centre is absolutely novel in India at the 
under-graduate level. The U.G.C. is going to provide the centre with books, 
journals and even a building. This Centre has started functioning from April 
1972 under the Chairmanship of Dr Bhabatosh Datta. As a part of the activities 
of the Centre two seminars have been held by Dr Amartya Sen and Dr Asoke 
Mitra. 

* * • 

Refreshingly Yours. 

As we go to press another awkward squad will be joining the College, another 
set of exuberant teenagers will be passing through that transition from school
boy's satchel to loose-leaf files, from home-work to class notes and tutorials. 
But before this issue sees the light of day that agonized transition will perhaps 
be over, and another set of freshers will have become tanned Presidentians. 
By that time many a Darby will have found his future Joan and many a David 
his life-time Jonathan. The Presidency way of life would have been at work 
on them ; the way of life which will melt into the numerous infinitesimal incidents 
-perhaps the details of routine life, the delightful chatter in the portico, a bit 
of praise from the professors or hours of empty talk with a starry-eyed co-ed
that go to make these years some of our happiest. The years will remain 
chiselled in the memory and will come flooding back to us to make us cheerful 
when all our revels are nearing their inevitable end. 

RUDRANGSHU MUKHERJEE. 
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Our Contributors 

An up Sinha: Student of 3rd year (outgoing) Economics ; able debater 
who takes active interest in politics and cultural affairs ; plays the 
violin well ; he packs a lot of knowledge and guts beneath his apparent 
eccentricity in leg and arms ; a sentimentalist to the core with an 
excellent aptitude for soap-box oratory (a favourite of the fair sex?) 

Arun Sankar Chowdhury : studen.t of 2nd year M.A. (English); interested 
in cultural activities; a burly jester who considers himself to be such 
a bright light that he hands over a pair of sunglasses when he talks to 
somebody. 

tJ.sok Sen: ex-alumnus ; now Reader in Economics at Burdwan U niver
sity and fellow of the Indian Council of Social Science R esearch. 

t1.. M. Gun: ex-student ; Head of the Department of Statistics. 

Barun De: ex-alumnus ; now Professor of History at Indian Institute of 
Management, Calcutta. 

Hiren Chakrabarti: ex-student; Professor of History. 

Jasodhara Bagchi: ex-alumnus ; teaches English at J adavpur University. 

]ayanta Mitra : student of 3rd year (outgoing) English; tries to debate ; 
interested in drama ; a good pianist and a specialist at confronting 
girls with a benign, benevolent smile (to mask how many gallons of 
tears?) -

Kalyan Chatterjee: student of 3rd year (outgoing) Physics ; an excellent 
debater and a strict logician whose attempts to snub everybody in 
sight are merely efforts to dissuade others from taking him serious! y 
(why doesn't he leave and let live?) 

Kamal Ghatak: ex-student and ex-editor ; now Assistant Professor of 
History. 

K uruvilla Zachariah: the finest teacher of History in the annals of 
Presidency College. 'Zach', as he was known at Oxford, where he 
took a first in Modern History, was described by his tutor, Arthur 
Johnson, as one of the best pupils he had had for forty-five years. 

Rudrangshu Mukherjee : student of 3rd year History ; a good cricketer 
and a keen drama, film, reading and adcla enthus iast, a cynic and a 
snob who is bent on proving that one can be an intellectual without 
having any intellect. 

Subodh Sen Gupta : ex-student, ex-editor ; form er Professor of English. 

Sukanta Chaudhuri: ex-alumnus ; just back from Oxford where he was 
capped with a first in English ; presently lazing at home between 
bouts of job-hunting. 

Tanika Sarkar: student of 2nd year M.A. (outgoing) History. 
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